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Rock engineering research and 
creation of valueJournal

Comment

This last issue of Volume 119 of the Journal of the Southern African Institute of Mining 
and Metallurgy is a truly international one, with papers from five continents and one 
from the Middle East. Authors of the papers are from Chile, China, Iran, Norway, 

South Africa and the United States. Although this issue is a General Papers Edition, the 
content shows a rock engineering focus and the topics of most of the papers are relevant 
to direct or indirect considerations in rock engineering design, which emphasise the 
importance of rock engineering research. The only paper in which the rock and rock mass 
have no relevance is the metallurgical paper dealing with high-carbon ferromanganese 
and silicomanganese.

Three of the papers deal directly or indirectly with risk. The analysis of seismic event 
return periods in South African gold mining areas has relevance to the risk of occurrences 

of rockbursts; and there is an interesting comparison with earthquake event occurrences in Southern California. 
The use of the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) to determine confidence levels in the selection of longwall coal 
mining methods is effectively a risk evaluation process. AHP could also be used to assess the potential for value 
creation. The paper dealing with the improvement in the definition of geotechnical design sectors in open pit 
slope design is specifically risk-based. As a result of the research in this paper, significant value was unlocked at 
the mine, as stated in the company annual report: an annual increase in the NPV of R10 billion ($680 million), 
corresponding with an additional 50 million tonnes of ore.

Four of the papers deal with properties of rocks and rock masses: laboratory triaxial tests were carried out 
to determine the effect on rock strength of roughness and orientation of discontinuities. Coincidently, these 
topics are also dealt with in the risk-based paper. Static and dynamic testing of rock samples was carried out 
to determine the effect of water content and loading rate on rock strength and deformation properties. Such 
tests are important because ‘real’ conditions in mines, tunnels and other excavations usually involve moisture 
contents substantially different from those applicable in standard laboratory tests. The paper dealing with 
quantification of rock mass weathering using spectral imaging adds to the growing value of remote scanning 
methods in obtaining geotechnical data rapidly and safely, from often inaccessible locations. Such scanning 
techniques were used to great benefit in the risk-based paper. The fourth paper analyses zonal failure around 
deep excavations and the influence of layered jointing. Interestingly, three of the papers in the issue are 
associated with layering or anisotropy.

The paper describing the design and evaluation of drawbell excavation at the famous Chuquicamata Mine 
may also be regarded as having risk connotations. The stability of drawbells, and their life, are extremely 
important to efficient production in a block caving environment. Instability could be a risk to the mining 
process: disruption of the draw profile, repair requirements, disruption of scheduling, and consequently, loss of 
production with associated costs. The paper is therefore important in providing guidance on the optimisation of 
drawbell excavation, the minimisation of blast damage, and hence the creation of value.

Finally, there is a paper illustrating some beneficial technologies that can be learnt from nature, in this case 
spiders. No doubt there are many other aspects and concepts, already well-developed in nature, that could be 
directly transferable to our mining technologies, and we should be on the lookout for such information.

In summary, this issue of the Journal provides considerable value. The huge economic value resulting from 
the research described in the risk-based paper leads me to recommend that the use of a strategic, value-
based decision making criterion would be most appropriate for mining company executives - they 
should demand, from their managers and operational staff, quantified answers (not opinion-based answers), 
to the following question: ‘What are the quantified values that will be created in the short-, medium- and long-
term due to the implementation of ……… (e.g. new development; new mining method; new mining layout; 
further exploration drilling; mechanisation; increased or improved rock support; more detailed site investigation, 
etc; in fact, any proposal or change that could significantly affect safety, production, cost, etc)?’ Such a criterion 
would result in value-based decisions rather than cost-based decisions. The latter may result in short term 
benefits, but often cause value destruction in the longer term.

T.R. Stacey
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Seems like a contradiction, but it’s not.
It’s been a great start for me as President of the SAIMM, since mid-August 

2019. However, the rest of the year has passed at a dizzy-speed to December but I’ve 
been able to maintain my ‘wits about me’.

Some key insights from these first four months of my Presidency include the 
financial status of the Institute. It’s dire and requires urgent attention, which it is 
receiving from the Office Bearers in terms of seeking better and additional revenue-
generating opportunities. Cost-saving initiatives will never suffice and therefore the 
efforts from the TPCs, our largest revenue generator, are encouraging. 

In addition, the SAIMM has a great network of relationships, both in terms of 
its membership as well as with local and global associations. However, we have to 

demonstrate our value-add to both these networks for our continued sustainability. We are evolving to 
take advantage of opportunities around us of providing a better service to members, as well as to reinvent 
the organization in terms of its operating model. Today’s technologies and innovations, such as webinars 
and social media, offer numerous advantages that can improve the reach and delivery of services to 
members. We are exploring, and planning on implementing, these innovations. 

The SAIMM remains a crucial institution in the industry as regards technical and academic 
development of its members. However, we recognize the importance and advantage of partnering and 
collaborating with ’like-minded’ institutions to achieve this objective, in order  to share resources 
and reduce the risks of over-expenditure in implementing membership development initiatives. This 
development effort remains a core capability of the Institute, and one which I will continue to promote and 
grow.

The year 2020 is now in sight – the numerical tonation’ rolls off the tongue very smoothly, but 
realistically this year will not be such a smooth ride. Firstly, looking back at 2019, the macro environment 
has been dominated by the trade-tennis match’ between China and the USA, which has wreaked havoc on 
business sentiment as a result of the uncertainty it has created for business planning and volatility in the 
equity capital markets. The socio-economic and political context in South Africa, epitomized by the fiscal 
situation of the country, has been a true test of resolve for our society. In the midst of all this despair, 
some shoots of hope are emerging, such the South African Investment Conference, led by our President, 
Mr Cyril Ramaphosa. An additional R300 billion was raised in this second year, bring the total over the 
two years to about R600 billion. While this may not be new money, it’s playing a role in arresting the 
growing negative sentiment towards South Africa as an investment destination. More is still required in 
terms of policy to reach the billion rand target. More can be achieved through, inter alia, mustering the 
courage to make the difficult decisions to implement the necessary state and policy restructuring, and 
to invite collaborative relationships between private and public sector to share the resources, risks, and 
upside of these efforts. The year 2020 should be about realizing the benefits of these efforts and for the 
South African society to begin growing that sense of hope. There are signals that the resources sector 
will begin to see reinvestment. Although this is in the equity capital markets, this positive sentiment 
should filter to the ‘real’ mining activities of investment in exploration and mine development, which is 
something for members to look forward to.

So then, until 2020, let take this opportunity to wish you rest and restoration and safe journeys 
where ever you may be travelling with your families during this festive season. I’m looking forward to an 
exciting 2020, and hope that you will return rejuvenated to help make the SAIMM and South Africa great 
again.

Merry Christmas. 
       M.I. Mthenjane
President, SAIMM

A great start to the year end
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Weibull failure analysis of seismic event 
return periods in the Far West Rand 
and Klerksdorp–Orkney–Stilfontein–
Hartebeesfontein gold mine areas
M.B.C. Brandt1

Synopsis
Weibull failure analyses of seismic event return periods in the Far West Rand (FWR) and Klerksdorp–
Orkney–Stilfontein–Hartebeesfontein (KOSH) gold mine areas were completed for the period October 
2012 to January 2018. The analyses reveal that seismic event occurrences in the gold mines mostly 
follow a Poisson process for magnitudes M ≥ 2. This implies that the event catalogue for a classical 
hazard analysis does not require declustering, provided mining activities and the time-of-day pattern 
are constant throughout the period. The Weibull analyses were benchmarked against event occurrences 
in the southern California earthquake catalogue. Two failure systems for small and larger events with 
short and longer return periods, respectively, were identified. An excessive number of dependent events 
with short return periods were interpreted as fore- and aftershocks. The FWR and KOSH sub-catalogues 
reveal comparable, but also different, event occurrences to those for southern California. Very few 
dependent events could be recognized for short return periods, rather than the excessive number of 
events expected when assuming a Poisson process. Two failure systems were identified for lower-
magnitude events with longer return periods. For KOSH, the two failure systems were found to overlap 
at lower magnitudes than for FWR.

Keywords
Weibull analysis, mining-related seismic event, return period.

Introduction
In classical seismic hazard analysis applied in many South African gold mines, the parameters that 
describe the hazard are the seismic activity rate, λ, the Gutenberg-Richter value, b and, occasionally, the 
maximum regional magnitude, mmax. The activity rate may be calculated by its definition, λ = n/T, where 
n is the total number of events with magnitudes greater than or equal to the completeness threshold 
and T denotes the time span of the event catalogue. The mean return period (mean time interval) 
between seismic events having a magnitude equal to or greater than m is given by Rp(m) = 1/λ(m). In 
hazard analysis, the sometimes unspoken assumption is that the occurrence of seismic events in time 
follows a Poisson process (Kijko and Funk, 1994). A Poisson process has waiting times between events 
that are independent, identically distributed, and memoryless. Hence, the occurrence of a new event 
is independent of previous events, as in radioactive decay (e.g. Feller, 1971). However, this does not 
seem to be the case for the Far West Rand (FWR) and Klerksdorp–Orkney–Stilfontein–Hartebeesfontein 
(KOSH) gold mines. A daily seismicity pattern is identifiable in the time-of-day distribution recorded 
by the South African National Seismograph Network for events in 2006 (Saunders et al., 2011) which 
could indicate the presence of a significant number of dependent events in the earthquake catalogue. On 
the other hand the inter-event time distribution of larger seismic events in most of the mines is random, 
even though over the short term small seismic events tend to occur in clusters in space and time in 
response to rock extraction (du Toit and Mendecki, 2007). These processes are neither stationary nor 
independent. However, if a number of such processes are superimposed over a longer time and a larger 
area the outcome is thought to become random (du Toit and Mendecki, 2007). It is hence uncertain 
whether a seismic hazard analysis is valid if a Poisson process in time is assumed for larger seismic 
event occurrences of magnitude M > 2. 

A mostly Poisson process for tectonic earthquake occurrence is assured in classical hazard analyses 
by first ‘declustering’ the catalogue. This involves the removal of fore- and aftershocks (or, alternatively, 
of dependent events) leaving only main shocks (or independent events) for the analysis (e.g. Luen and 
Stark, 2012). A similar approach may be followed for a South African mine catalogue. A time-of-day 
filter that excludes events during blasting time may be applied to remove dependent events from the 
catalogue, leaving behind only main shocks. However, the entity ‘main shock’ in this residual catalogue 
is not clear for mine-related seismicity. It is uncertain whether rejected dependent events have smaller 
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magnitudes than the ‘main shocks’, as is the case for tectonic 
aftershocks that follow Omori’s Law (Omori, 1895). Removing 
dependent events appears to be inappropriate since the exclusion 
of potentially damaging events from the catalogue may lead to a 
flawed seismic hazard analysis.

The goal of this study is to ascertain whether seismic event 
occurrences in the gold mines indeed follow a mostly Poisson 
process in spite of the daily patterns, i.e. to establish whether 
a classical hazard analysis requires declustering. This will be 
accomplished by applying a Weibull failure analysis on the return 
periods of the discrete magnitudes, from magnitudes greater 
than or equal to the completeness threshold up to the largest 
magnitude with a sufficient number of observations. Weibull 
failure analyses are often applied in industry to estimate the 
failure rate of components or other phenomena. The Weibull 
distribution is, in simple terms, an expanded exponential 
distribution which allows for the classification of failures over 
time as a Poisson, or other, process (e.g. Abernethy, 2004; Lai, 
Pra Murthy, and Xie, 2006). The analysis method will first be 
tested on a tectonic earthquake catalogue from California which 
is expected to contain readily identifiable fore- and aftershocks. 
This will be followed by analyses of the event catalogues for the 
FWR and KOSH. The results of the FWR and KOSH analyses will 
be compared with one another and benchmarked against those 
from the southern California analysis.

Weibull failure analysis
The Weibull distribution is one of the best-known lifetime 
distributions. It describes observed failures of many different 
types of components and phenomena (e.g. Lai, Pra Murthy, and 
Xie, 2006). Weibull failure analysis is widely used today, for 
example, in the aeronautic and automotive industries, to evaluate 
the reliability of products, to carry out failure forecasts, for 
engineering change test substantiation, maintenance planning, 
and system performance analysis (e.g. Abernethy, 2004). The 
distribution was introduced by Waloddi Weibull, who first used 
the methodology to model the breaking strength of materials 
(Weibull, 1939) and later for a wide range of other applications 
(Weibull, 1951). The commonly used two-parameter Weibull 
cumulative distribution function (CDF) is (e.g. Abernethy, 2004):

where t is the failure time, k is the shape parameter, h is the 
scale parameter (also known as the characteristic life), and e is 
the base for the natural logarithm. The corresponding probability 
density function (PDF) is:

The shape parameter, k, determines the class of failure mode, 
as shown in Figure 1. Parameter h mostly scales the time axis. 
Four failure classes may be identified for constant h.

 ➤  A value of k < 1 indicates that the failure rate decreases 
over time. This happens if there is significant ‘infant 
mortality’ or ‘teething problems’, or where defective items 
fail early with a failure rate decreasing over time as the 
defective items are weeded out of the population. This 
distribution is fat-tailed and in earthquake seismology is 
known as the stretched exponential distribution.

 ➤  A value of k = 1 indicates that the failure rate is constant 
over time. This may suggest that random external 

events are causing mortality or failure, as is manifested 
by a Poisson process. The Weibull CDF simplifies to an 
exponential function.

 ➤  A value of k > 1 indicates that the failure rate increases 
with time. This happens if there is an ‘ageing’ process, for 
example, if parts are more likely to wear out and/or fail 
over time. This distribution is thin-tailed.

 ➤  A value of k > 4 indicates that the failure rate rapidly 
increases with time. This happens if ‘old age’ sets in, for 
example, where the entire fleet/system fails as it reaches 
the end of its life-span.

The physics of the system, the type of problem, the available 
observations, and the purpose of the analysis determine how 
the Weibull analysis is set up. To illustrate Weibull analysis 
with an example: in the case of a specific type of jet engine, the 
failure time may be defined as the time that has lapsed since its 
manufacturing or installation. Alternatively, only the time during 
which the engine was in use, or the time that has lapsed since 
the last service, may be taken into consideration. Failure may be 
classified as normal wear and tear, a minor fault, a major failure, 
or catastrophe. Since a jet engine comprises many components 
the Weibull analysis may reveal a mixture of failure modes as 
different parts fail in several ways (Figure 1). A minor fault 
of one component may also lead to a major failure of another, 
dependent part, or vice versa, where a major failure causes 
multiple minor faults (e.g. Abernethy, 2004; Lai, Pra Murthy, and 
Xie, 2006).

The Weibull failure analysis of seismic events will be 
performed using the CumFreq software (Oosterbaan, 2018). 
Failure time per magnitude class is defined as the time that has 
lapsed since the previous failure – known in seismology as the 
return period (time interval). The CumFreq calculator models 
the cumulative frequency distribution and fits it to a probability 
distribution. The software can accommodate 20 different 
probability distributions, including exponential and Weibull 
distributions. The analysis steps are as follows:

 ➤  Select a number of equal intervals of widths suited to the 
data series and the purpose of the analysis.

 ➤  Count the number of data-points in each interval. The 
number in each interval is divided by the total number of 
data-points to obtain the frequency of data-points for each 
interval.

Figure 1—The shapes of the Weibull family of PDFs (lines) and CDFs (dashed 
lines) shown on relative axes. These include two exponential distributions 
(top row), a right-skewed distribution (bottom left), and a symmetric 
distribution (bottom right). The exponential distribution (i.e. Poisson 
process) is a special case of the Weibull distribution when the shape 
parameter k = 1
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 ➤  The data for frequency analysis is ranked in descending 
order, with the highest value first and the lowest last. For 
an earthquake catalogue, the latter is trivial since events 
with smaller magnitudes usually occur more frequently 
than larger ones.

 ➤  Calculate the cumulative frequency as the sum of the 
frequencies over the intervals below a chosen limit. Note 
that, by definition, the sum of the frequencies over all 
intervals equals unity.

 ➤  Estimate the parameters of the cumulative frequency 
distribution (e.g. k and h of the Weibull CDF) by means 
of a linear regression. Where k ≈ 1, this simplifies to the 
exponential CDF and a second pass with an exponential 
distribution usually yields more stable results.

 ➤  The 90% upper and lower confidence limits are calculated 
last (Oosterbaan, 1994).

Analysis of southern California seismic event return peri-
ods
For the benchmark Weibull analysis, the relocated catalogue for 
southern California from 1981 to June 2011 (Hauksson, Yang, 
and Shearer, 2012) was downloaded from the Southern California 
Earthquake Center. The epicentres are presented in Figure 2. To 
derive this catalogue, the authors combined double difference 
locations obtained by means of hypoDD (Waldhauser and 
Ellsworth, 2000) with those determined using 3D velocity models 
(Thurber, 1993). This yielded a complete catalogue with improved 
clustering of hypocentres. Quarry blasts and other anthropogenic 
events were removed and unstable hypocentres deeper than  
30 km were rejected. The authors recommend using the 
catalogue for the interpretation of spatial and temporal seismicity 
patterns. The catalogue with its event clustering is expected to 
contain readily identifiable fore- and aftershocks suitable for a 
Weibull analysis in view of classifying earthquakes over time as 
following a Poisson or other process. The frequency-magnitude 
distribution, shown in Figure 3, reveals two populations of events 
with different b-values that change between M = 5.9 and M = 6.1.

Events in three representative sub-catalogues with 
magnitudes M = 3.1, 4.2, and 5.2 with bin size M = 3.1 ± 0.05, 
4.2 ± 0.05, and 5.2 ± 0.05 were selected for the analysis. An 
insufficient number of events with magnitudes M > 5.2 had been 
observed for conclusive analyses. The Weibull CDF parameters, 
k and h, were first determined with an unrestricted linear 
regression. For magnitudes M = 3.1 (Figure 4) and M = 4.2 the 

CumFreq calculator rejected the first interval observation (the 
very short return periods with an excessive number of events) 
and derived a value for k = 1.10229 and k ≈ 1, respectively. 
Given the qualitative shape of the observations in relation to 
Figure 1, further regressions were restricted to 0.1 < k < 0.5. 
These calculated CDFs failed to fit the observations, as most 

Figure 2—Map of all epicentres (black dots) in southern California from 1981 
to 2011 (June) obtained from the Southern California Earthquake Center 
(after Hauksson, Yang, and Shearer, 2012)

Figure 3—Frequency-magnitude distribution (bars for discrete and crosses 
for cumulative) for seismic events located in southern California from 1991 
to 2011 (June). The seismicity is an extract from the epicentres presented 
in Figure 2 that cover the period 1981 to 2011. The a- and b-values were de-
rived with maximum likelihood estimates between magnitudes M = 1.6 and 
M = 5.9 and between M = 6.1 and M = 7.4. The event catalogue is complete 
for magnitudes Mc ≥ 1.6 for the period 1991–2011 (June)

Figure 4—Weibull failure analyses for magnitude M = 3.1 with bin size M = 3.1 ± 0.05 of the southern California earthquake catalogue. On the left are the observed 
interval frequencies of the event return periods (crosses), calculated interval frequencies (bars), and calculated PDFs (interpolated lines). On the right are the 
observed cumulative frequencies (circles), calculated cumulative frequency (curve), and 90% upper and lower confidence limits (dashed curves). The selected time 
window, T, for the return periods, together with the number of observations included and excluded from the analysis, is shown on the left and the derived param-
eter of the Weibull cumulative density function on the right. Only events from 2009–2010 were selected so as not to exceed the maximum number of observations 
the CumFreq software can accommodate
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of the observations plotted outside the 90% confidence limit. 
A second pass with an exponential CDF yielded good fits for 
both of the above sub-catalogues (excluding very short return 
periods), as is evident from Figure 5. For magnitude M = 5.2 
there were no excessive events for very short return periods and 
the unrestricted regression again yielded the result k ≈ 1. Hence 
the final result was also derived for an exponential CDF. Note that 
the exponential parameter, a = 1/h, decreases with increasing 
magnitudes as the return periods become longer.

All the observed interval frequencies of the event return 
periods for M = 3.1 plotted above the calculated interval 
frequencies in Figure 5. This violates the requirement that the 
sum of the calculated frequencies over all intervals must equal 
unity. It indicates that even though many of the observations 
plotted inside the 90% confidence limit the fit may be improved 
with an unrestricted linear regression. Observed interval 
frequencies plotted above and below the calculated interval 
frequencies and observations better fitted the 90% confidence 
limit in Figure 4. For magnitudes M = 4.2 and M = 5.2, observed 
interval frequencies plotted above and below the calculated 
interval frequencies for the exponential CDFs in Figure 5. An 
unrestricted linear regression improved these fits only marginally. 
The derived shape parameter, k, of 1.10229 for M = 3.1 was close 
enough to k = 1 to accept the result of the exponential CDF as an 
adequate fit.

The qualitative patterns are illustrated in Figure 5:

 ➤  For small magnitudes (M = 3.1), the observed interval 

frequencies of event return periods decrease monotonically 
from short to longer, with an excessive number of very 
short return periods. No event with a return period of more 
than 25 days is observed.

 ➤  For larger magnitudes (M = 4.2), the observed interval 
frequencies decrease monotonically from short to a longer 
45 days, with an excessive number of very short return 
periods. A significant number of events have return periods 
of more than 45 days – these were excluded from the 
Weibull analysis.

 ➤  For large magnitudes (M = 5.2), the observed interval 
frequency decreases monotonically from fairly short to a 
much longer 2825 days. The excessive number of very 
short return period events has disappeared and only one 
event has a return period of less than 45 days.

Two failure systems with dependent, smaller events may be 
identified from the PDF and CDF in Figure 5.

 ➤  The first failure system includes event occurrences that 
follow a Poisson process for small (approx. M = 3.1) to 
larger (approx. M = 4.2) magnitudes, with return periods 
up to 45 days. For larger events, a second failure system 
emerges with longer return periods beyond 45 days.

 ➤  An excessive number of events are observed for small 
(approx. M = 3.1) to larger (approx. M = 4.2) magnitudes 
with very short return periods. These event occurrences 
do not follow a Poisson process but cannot be classified 
as ‘infant mortality’ or ‘teething problems’ that may have 

Figure 5—Weibull failure analyses with shape parameter k = 1 (exponential CDF) for magnitudes M = 3.1, 4.2, and 5.2 with bin sizes M = 3.1 ± 0.05, 4.2 ± 0.05, and 
5.2 ± 0.05 of the southern California earthquake catalogue. On the left are the observed interval frequencies of the event return periods (crosses), calculated inter-
val frequencies (bars), and calculated PDFs (interpolated lines). On the right are the observed cumulative frequencies (circles), calculated cumulative frequencies 
(curves), and 90% upper and lower confidence limits (dashed curves). The selected time window, T, for the return periods, together with the number of observa-
tions included and excluded from the analysis, is shown on the left and the derived parameter of the exponential cumulative density function on the right. For the M 
= 3.1 analysis, only events from 2009–2010 were selected so as not to exceed the maximum number of observations the CumFreq software can accommodate
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indicated weak areas in the fault zones with numerous 
‘failures’. These events are thought to be fore- and 
aftershocks that are dependent on larger-magnitude events 
and, hence, could follow Omori’s Law (1895). These events 
may be those that are removed from a catalogue as a 
result of ‘declustering’ before performing a seismic hazard 
analysis.

 ➤  The second failure system includes event occurrences 
that follow a Poisson process for large (approx. M = 5.2 
magnitudes with fairly short to very long return periods. 
The two failure systems overlap for larger (approx.  
M = 4.2) magnitudes.

Analysis of Far West Rand and Klerksdorp–Orkney– 
Stilfontein–Hartebeesfontein seismic event return periods
The FWR and KOSH catalogues were obtained from epicentres 
routinely located by the South African National Seismograph 
Network from October 2012 to January 2018 (Saunders et al., 
2008) for which time period a calibrated local magnitude scale 
had been implemented (Saunders et al., 2012). Epicentres are 
presented for the FWR and KOSH in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. 
Seismicity patterns in the frequency-magnitude and time-of-

day distributions are illustrated in Figures 8 and 9. The FWR 
frequency-magnitude distribution revealed two populations of 
events with different b-values and a daily seismicity pattern with 
a peak in the afternoon. No daily pattern could be identified for 
KOSH. The frequency-magnitude distribution also identified two 
populations for KOSH with b-values that change between M = 
2.8 and M = 2.9. The two largest events observed in the FWR 
had magnitudes of M = 3.8 and the three largest (characteristic) 
events observed in the KOSH had magnitudes of M = 4.0, M = 
4.6, and M = 5.5.

Weibull analyses for the FWR were performed using events 
from a completeness magnitude of M = 1.9 (Brandt, 2019) up to 
magnitude M = 2.9, for which a sufficient number of events had 
been observed. This excluded mine blasts, which are thought to 
have magnitudes smaller than M = 1.9. The FWR sub-catalogues 
reveal comparable, but also different, qualitative patterns to those 
for southern California and are illustrated in Figure 10.

 ➤  For small magnitudes (1.9 ≤ M ≤ 2.5) the observed interval 
frequencies of event return periods decrease monotonically. 
Only a few more than expected events with very short 
return periods are observed for limited magnitudes when 
assuming a Poisson process. Some events have return 
periods of more than 40 to 75 days, depending on the 
magnitude.

Figure 6—Map of all epicentres (grey and black dots) in the Far West Rand 
gold mines from October 2012 to January 2018 located by the South African 
National Seismograph Network. Gold mines are delineated by thick lines

Figure 7—Map of all epicentres (grey and black dots) in the KOSH gold 
mines from October 2012 to January 2018 located by the South African Na-
tional Seismograph Network. Gold mines are delineated by thick lines. The 
Vaal River is shown as a reference

Figure 8—Frequency-magnitude distribution (bars for discrete and crosses 
for cumulative) for seismic events located in the FWR gold mines from 
October 2012 to January 2018 (top). The seismicity corresponds to the 
epicentres presented in Figure 6. The a- and b-values were derived with 
maximum likelihood estimates between magnitudes M = 1.9 and M = 3.0 
and between M = 3.1 and M = 3.8. The event catalogue is complete for 
magnitudes Mc ≥ 1.9. At the bottom the time-of-day distribution for events 
with magnitudes M ≥ 0.6 is illustrated. Hours are given in South African 
Standard Time, which is the equivalent of Universal Time + 2 hours
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 ➤  For large magnitudes (2.6 ≤ M ≤ 2.9), the observed interval 
frequencies decrease monotonically from short up to a 
longer 50–70 days for various magnitudes. The more than 
expected events when assuming a Poisson process have 
disappeared. A significant number of events have return 
periods of more than 50 to 70 days – these were excluded 
from the Weibull analysis.

Fewer events were located within the KOSH area. Magnitudes 
for the Weibull analysis range from the completeness threshold 
of M = 2.0 (Brandt, 2019) up to M = 2.8, for which a sufficient 
number of events were observed. Large, characteristic events of 
M = 4.0, M = 4.6, and M = 5.5 are excluded from the analyses. 
Mine blasts are again assumed to have magnitudes of smaller 
than M = 2.0, similar to the FWR. The KOSH sub-catalogues also 
reveal comparable, but different, qualitative patterns to those for 
southern California, as shown in Figure 11.

 ➤  For the small magnitude (M = 2.0), the observed interval 
frequencies decrease monotonically. Limited more-than-
expected events with very short return periods are observed 
for a few magnitudes when assuming a Poisson process. A 
few events have return periods of more than 65 days.

 ➤  For large magnitudes (2.1 ≤ M ≤ 2.8), the observed interval 
frequencies decrease monotonically from short up to a 
longer 50–90 days for the various magnitudes. The more 
than expected events when assuming a Poisson process 
have disappeared, except for M = 2.6. A significant number 
of events have return periods of more than 50 to 90 days – 
these were excluded from the Weibull analysis.

The Weibull CDF parameters k and h were again determined 
first with an unrestricted linear regression, which yielded 
values of k ≈ 1. A second pass with an exponential CDF, as 
before, resulted in good fits for both the FWR and KOSH sub-
catalogues, excluding observed interval frequencies of event 
return periods for KOSH for M = 2.2, M = 2.3, and M = 2.5, which 
all plotted above the calculated interval frequencies (Figure 11). 
Unrestricted linear regressions for these magnitudes yielded 
observed interval frequencies that plotted above and below the 
calculated interval frequencies and observations better fitted the 
90% confidence limit (Figure 12). However, the derived shape 
parameters, k, of 1.10077, 1.06197, and 1.23090 for M = 2.2, 
M = 2.3, and M = 2.5, respectively, were close enough to k = 
1 to accept the exponential CDF results as adequate fits. The 
90% confidence limit increases for larger magnitudes for which 
sub-catalogues contain fewer observations. The exponential 
parameter, a = 1/h, generally decreases with increasing 
magnitudes for FWR as the return periods become longer, but this 
trend for KOSH is not clear.

There is an indication of a second failure system for FWR and 
KOSH identifiable in Figures 10 and 11 (and Figure 12), similar 
to observations from southern California.

 ➤  The first failure system has event occurrences that follow 
a Poisson process for very small magnitudes with return 
periods up to 40 to 75 days. For small events, a second 
failure system emerges with longer return periods (FWR 
at M ≥ 2.5 and KOSH at M ≥ 2.1) beyond 40 to 75 days. 
Return periods for FWR and KOSH are longer than for 
southern California (with its much bigger surface area) for 
the same magnitudes.

 ➤  Only a few more than expected events with very short 
return periods are observed for limited FWR magnitudes 
when assuming a Poisson process, but only for magnitude 
M = 2.0 in the KOSH area. These few event occurrences 
also do not follow a Poisson process and are thus thought 
to be fore- and aftershocks that are dependent on larger-
magnitude mine-related events. There are, however, 
significantly fewer dependent events in the FWR and KOSH 
catalogues than have been recorded for southern California. 
Alternatively, these events could be big mine blasts.

 ➤  Although the two failure systems overlap in all three areas 
– southern California and the FWR and KOSH areas – the 
overlap occurs at lower magnitudes in the latter two areas 
than in southern California.

Discussion and conclusions
The Weibull failure analyses of FWR and KOSH earthquake 
catalogues of magnitudes M > 2 determined that larger, mine-
related seismic event occurrences indeed mostly follow a Poisson 
process in spite of the daily pattern. This confirms the random 
inter-event time distributions of larger seismic events observed 
in most of the mines by du Toit and Mendecki (2007). Hence, the 

Figure 9—Frequency-magnitude distribution (bars for discrete and crosses 
for cumulative) for seismic events located in the KOSH gold mines from 
October 2012 to January 2018 (top). The seismicity corresponds to the 
epicentres presented in Figure 7. The a- and b-values were derived with 
maximum likelihood estimates between magnitudes M = 2.0 and M = 2.8 
and between M = 2.9 and M = 3.6. The event catalogue is complete for 
magnitudes Mc ≥ 2.0. At the bottom the time-of-day distribution for events 
with magnitudes M ≥ 0.7 is illustrated. Hours are given in South African 
Standard Time, which is the equivalent of Universal Time + 2 hours.
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Figure 10—Weibull failure analyses with shape parameter k = 1 (exponential CDF) for magnitudes M = 1.9 to 2.9 of the FWR gold mines earthquake catalogue. On 
the left are the observed interval frequencies of the event return periods (crosses), calculated interval frequencies (bars), and calculated PDFs (interpolated lines). 
On the right are the observed cumulative frequencies (circles), calculated cumulative frequencies (curves), and 90% upper- and lower confidence limits (dashed 
curves). The selected time window, T, for the return periods together with the number of observations included and excluded from the analysis is shown on the left 
and the derived parameter of the exponential cumulative density function on the right

catalogue for a classical seismic hazard analysis of mine-related 
events would not require declustering if it is assumed that the 
mining activities do not change over time and the same time-of-
day pattern continues.

The Weibull analysis was benchmarked against the event 
occurrences in the southern California earthquake catalogue. 
Two failure systems for small and larger events with short and 
longer return periods were identified. An excessive number of 
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dependent events, interpreted as fore- and aftershocks that need 
to be removed from the catalogue (declustering) before a seismic 
hazard analysis is undertaken, were recognized. 

Analysis of the FWR- and KOSH event return periods 
suggests two failure systems, but for lower-magnitude events 
with longer return periods than had been recorded for southern 

Figure 11—Weibull failure analyses with shape parameter k = 1 (exponential CDF) for magnitudes M = 2.0 to 2.8 of the KOSH gold mines earthquake catalogue. On 
the left are the observed interval frequencies of the event return periods (crosses), calculated interval frequencies (bars), and calculated PDFs (interpolated lines). 
On the right are the observed cumulative frequencies (circles), calculated cumulative frequencies (curves), and 90% upper and lower confidence limits (dashed 
curves). The selected time window, T, for the return periods together with the number of observations included and excluded from the analysis is shown on the left 
and the derived parameter of the exponential cumulative density function on the right
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California. For KOSH the two failure systems overlap at lower 
magnitudes than for FWR. This could be an indication that the 
geological/structural settings for the two areas differ, stress 
regimes are dissimilar, and/or that different mining layouts/
practices are followed, but the reasons are not clear from this 
analysis.
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Monte Carlo analytic hierarchy process 
for selection of the longwall mining 
method in thin coal seams
C. Wang1,2, S. Yang1, C-Y. Jiang1, G-Y. Wu1, and Q-Z. Liu1

Synopsis
Mining method selection is one of the most important decisions to be made by mining engineers. To solve 
the decision-making problem regarding selection of the optimal longwall mining method for thin coal 
seams, we propose an approach that combines Monte Carlo simulation and the conventional analytic 
hierarchy process (AHP). Economic, technical, and ergonomic factors are taken into consideration in 
the process. With this approach, the confidence level of each method’s score, as calculated by AHP, is 
determined by Monte Carlo simulation. The proposed approach is applied to a panel in Liangshuijing coal 
mine in China and the appropriate mining methods for this panel are ranked.

Keywords
mining method selection, thin coal seam, Monte Carlo simulation, AHP, confidence level.

Introduction
The reserves contained in thin coal seams (less than 1.3 m in thickness) in China are enormous. The 
recoverable reserves in these seams are about 6.5 Gt, accounting for 19% of the total recoverable coal 
reserves (Wang and Tu, 2015). As the result of the historical mining method focusing on thick seams, 
the mineable reserves of these seams are depleted in eastern China. In order to increase the mineable 
reserves, it is of great importance to exploit thin seams in many coalfields, such as Zibo, Datong, 
Hancheng, Handan, and Yulin.

There are two major fully-mechanized longwall mining methods for thin seams: one method uses a 
coal shearer and the other one a coal plough (Wang et al., 2016). Each method has its advantages and 
disadvantages. This paper is focused on the decision-making process for choosing between these two 
methods.

The factors to be considered in deciding on the mining method include geological, economic, 
technical, and ergonomic factors. Decision-makers therefore have always some difficulties in making 
the right decision. Mining method selection is one of the multiple attribute decision-making (MADM) 
problems (Alpay and Yavuz, 2009).

Previous research
A large amount of research has been conducted on mining method selection. Alpay and Yavuz, 2009, 
developed a computer program for underground mining method selection based on the analytic 
hierarchy process (AHP) and Yager’s method. This method can be used to select the best underground 
mining method for different deposit shapes and orebodies. Using the fuzzy cluster, AHP, and Delphi, 
Tan et al. (2014) obtained the ideal evaluation results in the primary selection of mining method. To 
select a mining method for a given orebody Guraya et al. (2003) developed a technique based on 13 
different expert systems and one interface agent, which an inexperienced user can utilize to extend 
his/her knowledge about mining method selection. The technique for order preference by similarity to 
ideal solution (TOPSIS) method (Wang et al., 2013), principal component analysis and neural networks 
(Chen et al., 2010), the unascertained measure model (Yang, Deng, and Feng, 2014), the double base 
points and value engineering methods (Xiang, Zhang, and Guo, L. 2000), and fuzzy statistical and grey 
relational analysis (Gao and Yang, 20010 have been successfully applied for mining method selection.

For selecting the optimal mining method for thin seams, Lv (2010) developed an expert system 
using a neural network. Geological, human, and technical factors were considered in the system; 
however, the effects of economic factors were ignored during the decision-making process. No other 
research on the selection of thin seam mining methods is readily available in the literature (Wang, 
2016).
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Multi-attribute and multi-objective decision model
In general, selection of the mining method for thin seams 
proceeds in two stages, as shown in Figure 1. As the focus of 
this study, a detailed optimal selection process is performed 
mathematically in stage 2 on the basis of the primary selection in 
stage 1. By correlation analysis, a decision-making index system 
for selecting the optimal mining method is established in stage 
2. The system is divided into four layers: the Goal (G) layer is 
selection of the optimal mining method; the Criteria (P) layer and 
the Indicator (C) layer; the Alternative (A) layer consists of the 
two alternative mining methods involving the shearer (A1) and 
plough (A2) (Wang et al., 2016). 

Monte Carlo analytic hierarchy process approach
The analytic hierarchy process (AHP), proposed by operational 
research scientist T.L. Saaty (1980), is a decision-making tool 
incorporating qualitative and quantitative analysis. Based on 
the decision index system for mining method selection outlined 
above, the AHP is applied to assign weights for each criterion. 
The process normally includes three steps: constructing the 
hierarchy judgment matrices, calculating the hierarchy relative 
weights, and checking the consistency of the judgments (Alpay 
and Yavuz, 2009). 

Generally, the traditional AHP approach uses an exact value 
to express the decision-maker’s opinion in the comparison of 
alternatives. It has been criticized because of the unbalanced 
scale of judgments, inability to handle the inherent uncertainty 

adequately, and imprecision in the pairwise comparison. 
Moreover, agreement or disagreement between decision-makers 
about the element in the pairwise matrix is not considered in this 
approach. To overcome these shortcomings the MAHP approach, 
which combines a Monte Carlo simulation and the AHP method, 
is proposed. 

In the MAHP method, the decision-maker’s opinion can be 
expressed in the final results, and the effect of this opinion on 
the results can be ascertained. The confidence level allocated to 
the score for each alternative can be determined with respect 
to the variance of the decision-maker’s opinion. For thin seam 
longwall mining method selection, the MAHP method is applied 
as outlined in Figure 2. 

As shown in Figure 2, the alternative mining methods and 
indicators are gathered in stage 1. Then, Monte Carlo simulation 
is performed in stage 2. A 3D matrix with respect to all decision-
makers’ opinions is constructed, as shown in Figure 3. Two 
dimensions of this matrix express the number of criteria (n), 
and the third dimension is the number of decision-makers (k), 
which is equal to the number of the 2D pairwise matrices. The 
cumulative distribution function of each pairwise matrix array 
is determined. A sample between 0 and 1 is generated and the 
regard values of this sample are calculated from the cumulative 
distribution function. The consistency of the 3D matrix should 
be checked before the pairwise matrix is determined. In the last 
stage, the score of each alternative and its distribution function 
are calculated using the traditional AHP process (Alpay and 
Yavuz, 2009).

Figure 1—Mining method selection process
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In the study, the MAHP approach with 10 indicators and 
60 decision-makers is used. One of these pairwise comparisons 
matrixes is shown as an example: 

Monte Carlo simulation results
In the 3D matrix shown above, the array in the pairwise matrix 
is a kind of discrete random variable. Its probability distribution 

can be illustrated as shown in Table I. Then the array cumulative 
distribution can be determined.

The probability is pk when the value of the array X is xk (k = 
0,1,…), as follows:

[1]

where 

Then Monte Carlo simulation is performed (Rubinstein and 
Kroese, 2008): extracting a random number r obeying (0,1) 
uniform distribution; the sampling value of the discrete random 
variable X is xn, where  

Taking array a12 as an example, its probability distribution is 
shown in Table II.

Figure 2—Decision-making process using the Monte Carlo AHP method

Figure 3—Schematic diagram of the 3D judgment matrix

   Table I

  Probability distribution of discrete random variable
   X x0 x1 … xn …
   pk p0 p1 … pn …

   Table II

  Probability distribution of a12

   a12   x0 x1 x2 x3 x4

  1 2 3 4 5
   p12  0.1 0.2 0.48 0.15 0.07
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Then its cumulative distribution can be expressed as: 

Then Monte Carlo simulation for array a12 is performed 
(Rubinstein and Kroese, 200: extracting random number r 
obeying (0,1) uniform distribution; the sampling value of the 
discrete random variable a12 is shown in Table III.

Random number r is defined as the input variable, and weight 
vector W and consistency criterion CR are defined as output 
variables. Crystal Ball (Wang, 2016) was applied to the Monte 
Carlo simulation with 3000 iterations. The weight probability and 
frequency distribution of each criterion was obtained, as shown 
in Figure 4a–j. At the same time, the consistency criterion CR of 
the judgment matrices was checked to measure its credibility, as 
shown in Figure 4k–l.

As the most important criterion, the safety criterion is 
assigned a weight of 0.1813. The weight vector W is W = 
(0.1137, 0.1124, 0.1002, 0.1022, 0.1679, 0.0528, 0.0296, 
0.0199, 0.1813, 0.1201)T. The statistics from Monte Carlo 
simulation are shown in Table IV. Consistency index of less than 
0.1 accounted for up to 89.87% (Alpay and Yavuz, 2009). The 
consistency of the matrix is considered to be acceptable and the 
weight vectors are credible.

Alternatives ranking
With respect to the alternative longwall mining methods, 
adaptability (c6), automation level (c7), management difficulty 
(c8), safety (c9), and health condition (c10) are the qualitative 
indices. Monte Carlo simulation was applied to determine their 
importance. The weight of the qualitative indices to the target 
layer was calculated as shown in Table V. 

However, the quantitative index should be treated in another 
way. The quantitative index is divided into cost indices such 
as equipment investment (c1), wages (c2), electricity cost (c3), 
materials cost (c4), and the benefit index, including production 
capacity (c5). A judgment matrix about these indices can be 
constructed on the basis of their attribute values. The larger 
the benefit index and the smaller the cost index, the better 
the alternative. According to the values of these indices, the 
importance of the alternatives can be determined. Suppose 
alternative set a = [A1, A2, L, Am] is composed of m alternatives 
A1, A2,…, Am, and quantitative indicator set C including l 
quantitative indicators s1, s2,…, sk,…, sl. The pairwise judgment 
matrix Dsk (k =1,2,…, m) with respect to these indicators can be 
expressed as: 

[2]

where bij

k
 (i = 1,2,…,m; j = 1,2,…,m;) is the importance degree 

of alternative Ai relative to Aj with respect to the quantitative 
indicator sk. 

The pairwise judgment matrix Dsk should be transformed 
from attribute value matrix Am×l of the quantitative indicator layer. 
For unification, the cost index is converted into the benefit index 
in Dsk. Supposing attribute value matrix Am×l is:

[3]

where aij (i = 1,2,…,m; j = 1,2,…,l;) is the value of quantitative 
indicator sj to alternative Ai, which can be obtained from field 
measurements. Assuming a–ij = aij and a–ij = 1/aij for the benefit 
index and cost index, respectively, then intermediate matrix A

–
m×l 

can be transformed from the value matrix Am×l:

[4]

where  a–ij (i = 1,2,…,m; j = 1,2,…,l;) is the transformed value 
of quantitative indicator sj to alternative Ai. All elements in the 
matrix  A

–
m×l  are benefit indices. Then the importance degree bij

k 
of the alternative Ai to Aj about the quantitative indicator sk can 
be expressed:

[5]

Then the pairwise judgment matrix Dsk can be transformed 
into:

[6]

The judgment matrix Dsk is a positive reciprocal matrix, which 
can meet the requirements of comparison in the AHP. Therefore, 
the ranking of alternatives can be calculated using the traditional 
AHP method.

Engineering verification
The Monte Carlo AHP and traditional AHP methods have been 
tested using 12 examples of thin seam mining in China. The 

   Table III

  Sampling value of a12

   a12  x0 x1 x2 x3 x4

  1 2 3 4 5
   r  0–0.1 0.1–0.3 0.3–0.78 0.78–0.93 0.93–1.0
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Monte Carlo AHP method was validated in all thin seam working 
faces investigated. The precision of the MAHP predictions was 
100% when compared to the actual applications. However, only 
8 of 12 examples could be validated using traditional AHP. The 
precision of traditional AHP was only about 66.7%, as shown in 
Table VI. Compared with traditional AHP, the Monte Carlo AHP 
method has more adaptability and precision in selection of the 
optimal mining method. 

Engineering application
Engineering geological conditions
Selection of the optimal mining method for panel 43101 in 
Liangshuijing coal mine, Yulin City, Shaanxi Province is used 

Figure 4—Weight distribution of each criterion

   Table IV

  Weight variance and expectation of indicator
   Criterion Variance (10-4) Mathematical expectation

   c1: Equipment investment 2.48 0.1137
   c2: Wages 1.79 0.1124
   c3: Electricity cost 1.82 0.1002
   c4: Materials cost 2.21 0.1022
   c5: Production capacity   4.41 0.1679
   c6: Adaptability 0.45 0.0528
   c7: Automation level 0.08 0.0296
   c8: Management difficulty 0.02 0.0199
   c9: Safety 4.80 0.1813
   c10: Health condition 2.37 0.1201
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as an example. The no. 4-3 coal seam is the primary mineable 
seam, with an average thickness of 1.2 m and a dip of 1°. Fully 
mechanized full-height mining was adopted in the panel. That 
is to say, the average mining height is 1.2 m. The panel was 
designed to be 150 m long. Based on the geological evaluation 
and cluster analysis, the fully mechanized longwall mining 
method was selected in the primary selection. However, there was 
still no agreed optimal mining method for the seam.

Mining method selection
In the selection process, the quantitative indicators were 
quantified through field research at panel 43101, as shown in 
Table VII.

According to the value of these quantitative indices, the 
attribute value matrix Am×l can be obtained and expressed as: 

Then the intermediate matrix  A
–

m×l  can be calculated and 
expressed as:

The weight vector w1, w2 of these quantitative indices with 

respect to alternative A1, A2 respectively can be obtained as 
follows:

Combining the weight vector of the qualitative indices with 
w1 and w2, the weight w the alternative to indicator layer can be 
obtained. Weight vectors W and w were defined as input variables 
and alternative ranking results were defined as output variables. 
Crystal Ball was applied to the Monte Carlo simulation with 3000 
iterations. The distribution of ranking results for the alternatives 
is shown in Figure 5.

In economic terms, the interval of the evaluation score 
of A1 and A2 is (0.2040, 0.2992) and (0.1458, 0.2160), with 
mathematical expectations 0.2480 and 0.1799, respectively. The 
interval of value difference A1- A2 is (0.0497, 0.0871), which is 
consistently greater than zero. It is suggested that the mining 
method involving the shearer has a higher priority, the certainty 
of which is 100%. 

In technical terms, the interval of the evaluation score of 
A1 and A2 is (0.0938, 0.1660) and (0.0800, 0.1602), with 
mathematical expectations 0.1298 and 0.1213, respectively. The 
interval of value difference A1- A2 is (–0.0080, 0.0871), in which 

   Table VI

  Engineering verification of optimal mining method selection for thin coal seams
   No. Mine Panel L (m) T (m) D (°) Monte Carlo AHP AHP Application Yield (t.d-1)

   1  Zhuzhuang Ⅱ646 185 1.2 8 A1 A1 A1 1 426
   2  Xiaoqing W2-7 13 225 1.3 3 A2 A2 A2 3 100
   3  Malan 10508 195 1.3 3 A2 A1 A2 3 667 
   4  Shaqu 22201 150 1.1 4 A1 A1 A1 2 315
   5  Lvshan 9301 150 1.3 11 A1 A2 A1 1 333
   6  Jiangjiawan 781 19 96 1.1 6 A1 A1 A1 820
   7  Xieyi 5121 B10 170 1.3 25 A1 A1 A1 2 366
   8  Ganzhuang 8102 240 1.6 5 A1 A1 A1 4 136
   9  Yujialiang 44305 300 1.7 1 A1           A2 A1 10 334
   10  Huanglin 1001 235 2.1 3 A11 A1 A1 6 578 
   11  Nanliang 20302(1) 150 1.2 1.6 A2 A2 A2 4 200
   12  Tangshangou 8812 99 1.6 1.6 A1 A2 A1 2 600

L: length of panel, T: seam thickness, D: dip of seam

   Table VII

  Attribute value of the quantitative index to the target layer
   Alternative c1: Equipment investment (yuan.t-1) c2: Wages (yuan.t-1) c3: Electricity cost (yuan.t-1) c4: Materials cost (yuan.t-1) c5: Production capacity (t.d-1)

   Shearer A1  6.6 9.1 15 15 2273
   Plough A2 10.9 7.9 21.8 27.3 2912

   Table V

  Weight of qualitative indices to the target layer
   Alternative c6: Adaptability c7: Automation level c8: Management difficulty c9: Safety c10: Health condition

   Shearer A1  0.8333 0.4000 0.6256 0.4516 0.4211
   Plough A2  0.1667 0.6000 0.3744 0.5484 0.5789
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the interval (0, 0.0871) accounts for up to 95%. It is suggested 
that the mining method involving the shearer has a higher 
priority, the certainty of which is 95%. 

In ergonomic terms, the interval of the evaluation score 
of A1 and A2 is (0.1081, 0.1918) and (0.1290, 0.2364), with 
mathematical expectations 0.1447 and 0.1762, respectively. The 
interval of value difference A1- A2 is (–0.00446, –0.0218), which 
is less than zero consistently. It is suggested that the mining 
method involving the plough has a higher priority, the certainty 
of which is 100%. 

Synthesizing the economic, technical, and ergonomic factors, 

the interval of the comprehensive evaluation score of A1 and A2 
is (0.5094, 0.5413) and (0.4587, 0.4906) ,with mathematical 
expectations 0.5228 and 0.4752, respectively. The interval of 
value difference A1- A2 is (0.0189, 0.0825), which is greater 
than zero consistently. This indicates that the mining method 
involving the shearer will be the optimal method, the certainty of 
which is 100%. The rankings for alternative mining methods for 
panel 43101 in Liangshuijing coal mine are shown in Figure 6. 

Conclusion
1.   A multi-attribute decision model was developed for selecting 

Figure 5—Distributions of ranking results for the alternatives 
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the optimal mining method for thin coal seams. A total of 10 
indicators encompassing economic, technical, and ergonomic 
criteria were selected for use in the evaluation, and their 
comprehensive weight vectors determined using Monte Carlo 
simulation. 

2.   Alternatives were ranked by traditional AHP, in which 
qualitative and quantitative indices are calculated separately. 
According to the engineering verification, the Monte Carlo 
AHP method has more adaptability and precision than 
traditional AHP. 

3.   The optimal mining method can be selected precisely using 
the MAHP technique. Using panel 43101 in Liangshuijing coal 
mine as an example, the ranking results and the certainty of 
the alternative mining methods for thin seam mining were 
calculated in terms of single and integral criteris. 
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Spider webs and rockburst support— 
Have rock engineers something to learn 
from spiders?

T.R. Stacey1

Synopsis
Spider webs must be able to absorb the energy of impacting insects, and similarly, rock support must 
absorb the energy of ejected rock in rockbursts. A consideration of the properties of spider webs shows 
that spider silks (threads) are extremely strong, typically three times as strong as common steel. Spiders 
also construct their webs with yielding mechanisms to enhance their energy-absorbing capability. In this 
paper, the techniques employed in web construction are compared with those used in rock support in 
excavations prone to rockbursting. It is shown that the design of rockburst support could benefit from 
some of the capabilities used by spiders in the construction of their webs.

Keywords
rockbursts, ground support, energy absorption, dynamic loading.

Introduction
A chance viewing on a television news clip of a wasp impacting a spider web sparked the thought, ‘On 
a small scale, this is a spider’s experience of a rockburst – the web representing the rockburst support, 
absorbing the energy involved and containing the deformation and potential damage from the impact’. 
This then posed the question, ‘Can we learn anything from the structure of spider webs, and the 
properties of the threads, that could be of benefit in the conceptualization and design of rock support, to 
ensure stability of underground excavations subject to the dynamic loading experienced in rockbursting 
conditions?’

There is abundant literature describing the structure of spider webs and the properties of spider 
silks. In this paper, some of this literature will be considered, to evaluate its relevance to the subject of 
rockburst support. Webs must be able to withstand buffeting by wind as well as impacts by small and 
large insects, and even small birds.

One of the most important functions of rockburst support is to contribute to the reduction of the 
rockburst hazard in underground openings, and to the provision of safe working conditions. In addition 
to this, it is important that all of the potential consequences of a rockburst are taken into account. This 
includes the financial consequences, the largest contributor in a mining environment usually being the 
cost of loss of production (Moganedi and Stacey, 2019). The spider web is of critical importance to the 
spider – if the web is not capable of capturing prey, or if its integrity cannot be sustained under impacts 
from large insects or the wind, the spider may starve. The time, direction, and magnitude of such 
impacts cannot be predicted. Similarly, the time, magnitude, and direction of rockburst ejections cannot 
be predicted.

Spider web structure
There are many types of spider webs, and Vollrath (1988) has given a very useful summary of this 
information. In this paper the focus will be on two-dimensional webs such as the orb web from the 
garden cross spider, Araneus diadematus (Vollrath, 1992). Such a web is illustrated in Figure 1.

Different types of spider silk threads are used in the construction of the web. Some of these are 
identified in Figure 1, and are described briefly below, with their corresponding properties.

 ➤  Anchor threads, frame threads, and radial threads: these non-sticky threads are described as 
dragline silk. According to Brookes, Young, and Vollrath (2008), they have great tensile strength, 
up to 3 GPa, with extension to failure of up to 35%. Vollrath, Porter, and Holland (2011) quote 
somewhat lower values – a strength of the order of 1.5 GPa and strain to failure of about 20%. 
Nevertheless, dragline silk far outperforms structural steel, which typically has an ultimate tensile 
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strength of about 500 MPa, and chromium-vanadium steel, 
with a strength of about 900 MPa.

 ➤  During web construction, the spider uses an auxiliary spiral 
to retain the radial threads in place prior to ‘constructing’ 
the capture area.

 ➤  The ‘wet and soft sticky spiral’ threads (Vollrath, 2000) 
constitute the capture area. These threads have enormous 
energy-absorbing capabilities, and their structure in the web 
allows extensibility of up to 500%. The tensile strength of 
these threads is of the order of 1.4 GPa, comparable with 
the dragline silk. However, the capture silk threads are 
thinner, and therefore have less force absorption capacity 
than the dragline threads. As stated by Peters (1995), ‘The 
gluey capture threads of orb-weaving spiders consist of two 
axial fibres surrounded by an adhesive glue’.

 ➤  Vollrath (1992, 1995) states that aqueous droplets, 
consisting of water and hygroscopic compounds, form a 
coating that covers the threads, and that the fibres are 
drawn into the droplets in the form of a ‘mini-windlass’. 
This allows the capture silk to have enormous extensibility, 
but also to remain taut, no matter how much the thread is 
contracted. The gluey coating also prevents the threads from 
drying out and becoming brittle.

 ➤  One or two ‘random’, overarching long threads have been 
noticed crossing webs, but not in contact with the web. 
Whether these are intentionally present to provide ‘backup’ 
support to the web in the event of a large impact or for 
another purpose, or whether they are actually random, 
is not known. However, their overarching presence is 
mentioned here because they are considered to be relevant 
with regard to rockburst support, as will be described later 
in this paper.

A different structure facilitating energy absorption is used in 
web construction by the recluse spider: ‘In summary, the recluse 
spider uses an extraordinary spinneret choreography to spin its 
[unique ribbon-like] silk into loops at a rate of 10–15 loops per 
second [bonded at the base of the loop]. The resulting looped 
strand … facilitates the formation of [these] strong sacrificial 
bonds at the ribbon-to-ribbon contact area that do not produce 
defects upon bond release. The sacrificial loop junctions and 
hidden loop length effectively introduce pseudo-ductility into the 
fibre’s tensile response… Thus, the recluse’s unique spinning 
process and resulting looped ribbon inspire the design of uniaxial 
metamaterials with tunable and predictable tensile behaviour 
and superior toughness’ (Koebley, Vollrath, and Schniepp, 2017). 
This specialized web structure is also of direct relevance to 
rockburst support.

The spider web literature does not appear to deal with the 
nature and strength of the web anchor points. Presumably this is 
because webs do not suffer from anchor failure, i.e. the anchor 
points are more than strong enough to prevent failure in the 
event of typical insect impacts.

There is abundant reference in the literature regarding the 
containment of energy by spider webs during insect impacts and 
struggles, and wind buffets.

The nature of rockburst impacts on rock support
A rockburst involves the ‘explosive’ ejection of a volume of rock 
from the surface of excavations (Ortlepp, 1997). Particularly 
violent events are caused by the reflection of seismic waves at 
the boundaries of excavations (Hildyard, 2007; Daenhke, 1997; 
Stacey and Rojas, 2013). Rockbursts may involve the failure and 
ejection of highly stressed rock from the surface of excavations, 
but may also involve the ejection of relatively unstressed rock. 
They may also involve ejection of concrete placed as a roadway 

Figure 1—Web of the garden cross spider (Araneus diadematus) (modified after Vollrath, 1992)

Figure 2—Rockburst damage and fragmentation (Stacey and Rojas, 2013; 
photograph W.D. Ortlepp)
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surface in tunnels or used for support of walls of excavations. 
The ejections may occur at significant velocities (Ortlepp, 1993; 
McGarr, 1997), commonly up to 10 m/s (Stacey, 2011). Examples 
of rockburst ejections are shown in Figures 2 and 3 (Stacey and 
Rojas, 2013).

The energy involved in the rockburst event is determined by 
the mass of the ejected rock material and its velocity of ejection 
(Ortlepp, 1992). To contain the rockburst damage, this energy 
must be absorbed by the rock support system. Unfortunately, 
the design of rockburst support is problematic since neither 
the demand on the support (volume/mass of ejection, ejection 
velocity, direction of ejection) nor the capacity of the support 
system (interaction of support components, and capacities of 
each component under the interacting forces) are known with 
sufficient confidence (Stacey, 2011). A conventional approach to 
design is therefore not possible. Similarly for spider webs, the 
direction, magnitude, and velocity of impacts are not known.

Typical rockburst support systems consist of some or all of 
the following components.

 ➤  Rockbolts: yielding rockbolts to ensure retention of other 
support elements with no bolt failure. Numerous types of 
yielding bolts are now commercially available, for example 
Li (2010), Ortlepp, Bornmann, and Erasmus (2001).

 ➤  Shotcrete: nowadays this is commonly fibre-reinforced. This 
assists in limiting relative movements of rock blocks and 
loosening of the rock mass. In some cases, thin spray-on 
liner material (TSL) is applied as an alternative support, or 
in addition to shotcrete, fulfilling the same function.

 ➤  Wire mesh: the purpose of wire mesh, in conjunction with 
the rockbolts, is to contain the rock mass and limit the 
extent of deformation in a rockburst event. Wire mesh may 
also be used to reinforce shotcrete, although the behaviour 
of the mesh may be less flexible in such cases.

 ➤  Connecting elements: faceplates, and retaining nuts on the 
rockbolts, ensure that the mesh/shotcrete and rock mass is 
contained. To achieve this it is essential that no failure of 
the plate or nut occurs.

 ➤  Straps: these may be ‘heavy’ mesh straps or special tendon 
straps. They are placed over the wire mesh and shotcrete, 
and under the faceplate. They provide substantial additional 
containment and, owing to their greater stiffness than wire 
mesh, effectively reduce the extent of ‘free’ span between 
adjacent rockbolts. They also improve load transfer between 
rockbolts and mesh/shotcrete, and enhance the integrity 
of the connection between retainment and containment 
support components.

 ➤  Wire rope lacing: lacing serves the same purpose as straps. 
Lacing is usually continuous over much greater lengths 
than adjacent rockbolts.

 ➤  Additional shotcrete: this may be sprayed over the other 
support to minimize damage to the support by mechanized 
equipment.

Dynamic, drop-weight testing of support has been carried out 
(Ortlepp and Stacey, 1998; Hadjigeorgiou and Potvin, 2007) to 
evaluate the capacities of a range of support systems, and results 
are summarized in Figure 4 in terms of the input energy imposed 
by the drop weight.

An interesting interpretation of these results and those of other 
researchers, in terms of energy absorption instead of kinetic energy 
absorption, was provided by Potvin, Wesseloo, and Heal (2010).

Figure 3—Concrete floor heave of nearly 2 m caused by a rockburst (Stacey 
and Rojas, 2013; photograph T.R. Stacey)

Figure 4—Results of dynamic drop-weight testing of various types of liner support (Ortlepp and Stacey, 1998)
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Correlation between the functions of spider webs and 
rockburst support systems
As indicated above, rockburst support systems consist of 
retainment and containment elements, and the connecting 
elements between the two. The retainment elements are rockbolts 
and cables that are usually grouted into boreholes in the rock; 
the containment elements include shotcrete, thin spray-on liners, 
wire mesh, straps, and wire rope lacing.

Retainment elements
As mentioned above, the spider web literature does not appear to 
deal with the nature and strength of the web anchor points. This 
is perhaps indicative that webs do not suffer from anchor failure, 
implying that the anchor points are more than strong enough to 
prevent failure in the event of typical insect impacts. In contrast 
with this, failure of rockbolts and cables, the rockburst support 
equivalents, commonly occurs in rockburst events (for example, 
Stacey and Rojas, 2013; Ortlepp, 1997; Jager and Ryder, 1999).

Containment elements
The containment elements of a spider web include the frame 
threads and the radial threads, both types being extremely strong 
and with good extensibility. These properties ensure that the web 
can withstand impacts and wind buffeting without failing. The 
third containment element of a web is the sticky spiral, whose 
threads are strong and coated with a gluey liquid to capture prey. 
In addition, the sticky spiral has an extensibility mechanism 
in its thread/liquid coating that allows considerable extension 
without failure, enhancing the energy absorption capacity of 
the web (Vollrath, 1992). The result of the combination of these 
extremely high strength non-sticky and sticky spiral threads is 
an exceptionally strong mesh of threads, with the capability of 
absorbing significant impact energy. The sticky spiral provides 
the additional benefit of ‘binding’ the impacting prey with thread 
and gluey liquid, ensuring that the prey is captured.

In rockburst support, the most common containment elements 
are shotcrete and wire mesh. One of the functions of shotcrete 
is to inhibit the relative movement of rock blocks, and therefore 
assist in limiting loosening of the rock mass around the periphery 
of excavations. Shotcrete is commonly reinforced with plastic 
or steel fibres to improve its tensile strength and toughness. 
However, shotcrete, even if reinforced, is relatively weak and has 
little tensile strength. The use of TSLs, which usually have much 
greater tensile strengths than shotcrete, as well as much greater 
tensile extensibility, can assist in overcoming the shotcrete 
limitations. Laboratory studies have shown that a TSL coating 
can improve the performance of shotcrete significantly (Mpunzi et 
al., 2015).

The strands of the wire mesh component may be considered 
to correspond with the mesh of web threads in the spider web. 
The stickiness, which would assist in confining the rock blocks 
and preventing loosening of the rock mass, is missing, however.

Additional containment elements sometimes used in 
rockburst support are straps and wire rope lacing. They provide 
substantial additional containment support and limit the extent 
of unsupported rock between adjacent rockbolts. As stated above, 
they also improve the bearing capacity load transfer between 
wire mesh and shotcrete containment support and the retaining 
rockbolts. Wire rope lacing could also be likened to a certain 
extent to the very strong, non-sticky radial dragline threads 
and frame threads in the spider web. The beneficial effect of 

straps and wire rope lacing in terms of energy capacity is evident 
from the drop weight testing results shown in Figures 4. An 
example of the capability of straps is illustrated in Figure 5, in a 
drop weight test on a supported, simulated discontinuous stope 
hangingwall.

The reader’s attention is drawn to the two results 
representing ‘special mesh and yielding rope lacing’ located at the 
top right corner in Figure 4. The yielding rope lacing referred to 
included loops in the wire rope, confined by a friction clamp. This 
clamp allowed the rope to pull the loop out against the frictional 
resistance, providing extra toughness in the support, and greater 
energy absorption capability, performance, which can be seen in 
Figure 4. This is a direct parallel with the recluse spider’s loop 
system described above. An alternative type of yielding system in 
wire rope is described by Ortlepp and Erasmus (2005).

The overarching threads sometimes observed crossing webs, 
referred to above, also have a parallel in rockburst support. 
Stacey and Rojas (2013) described failures of rock support as a 
result of rockbursting. In this case, the installed support consisted 
of reinforced concrete panels retained against the rock surface 
by tensioned cables grouted into boreholes in the rock mass. In 
the rockburst, panels were ejected and cables were broken. The 
ejection of the panels represented a hazardous situation, which 
required an immediate remedy. This remedy was to install wire 
mesh and long wire ropes over the panels, the ends of the ropes 
being grouted into boreholes, as shown in Figure 6. These ropes, 
referred to as ‘staples’, could then ‘catch’ any ejected panels.

This remedial support system subsequently experienced a 
rockburst and performed satisfactorily. It is speculated that the 
overarching threads to the spider web, referred to earlier, may 
serve a similar purpose to the ‘staples’ as backup support.

Connecting elements
In rockburst support systems the connecting elements between 
the retainment and containment support components are 
commonly faceplates and nuts. Failure of either of these 
components is almost certain to lead to failure of the support 
system, and therefore the inability to limit the rockburst damage. 
Figure 7 shows failure of mesh at a rockbolt/faceplate location, 
and the consequent lack of retention of the mesh. Such a failure 

Figure 5—Containment, by a steel strap, of discontinuous, displaced hang-
ingwall in a simulated stope subjected to a drop weight impact
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demonstrates the value of the load transfer enhancement provided 
by straps and wire rope lacing.

It is essential therefore that the connecting components do 
not fail. Thick steel plates and double-length nuts have been used 
in attempts to preclude failure. Plates must also not have sharp 
edges, since this could actually contribute to guillotining failure of 
the mesh.

There is no direct spider web equivalent to the connection 
components. However, it could be argued that the connections 
between the various threads in the web have similar importance. 
As for the attachment points, there appears to be no focus in 
the spider web literature on the structure of these connections. 
However, Hesselberg and Vollrath (2012) describe the connection 
between a radial thread and a non-sticky spiral thread, which 
shows numerous twists of the two threads over the length of 
connection. This would be very effective in preventing failure at 
the connection, and is partially equivalent to the looping of wire 
rope lacing around a rockbolt beneath the faceplate in a rockburst 
support system. It is not known whether a twisted connection 
is present between the radial and sticky spiral threads of a web. 
However, failure of the web at these connections does not appear 
to occur.

Conclusions regarding rockburst support recommenda-
tions influenced by the consideration of spider webs
The following is a hierarchy of recommendations for support of 
excavations in rockbursting conditions, taking into account the 

properties of spider webs, as summarized in this paper:

 ➤  Retainment support must not fail, therefore proven, yielding 
rockbolts with high-capacity connecting arrangements must 
be installed, e.g. with bolt threads that are not the weak 
link, and with nuts that will not fail.

 ➤  Containment support must consist of the following 
elements.

 •  A sprayed liner to bind the rock blocks together and limit 
rock mass loosening (shotcrete, which is commonly used, 
and/or a TSL – the TSL may provide a greater degree of 
‘stickiness’ than shotcrete, although nothing approaching 
that provided by the sticky spiral in spider webs) 

 •  Extremely strong mesh with unbreakable links’ (for 
example, the chain link mesh made with very high-
strength wires by Geobrugg) that will have flexibility as a 
mesh, and provide maximum resistance to failure

 •  Straps/lacing to enhance the capacity of the containment 
(in drop weight testing, lacing improved energy 
absorption by up to six times), and to ensure the 
integrity of the rockbolt/mesh connections.

 ➤  Connections between retainment and containment support 
that will not fail, e.g. faceplates without sharp edges and 
with substantial capacity, and equivalent nuts.

 ➤  Surface protection that is able to protect the support from 
damage but thin enough to prevent shotcrete ’rain’ in a 
rockburst.

Figure 6—Remedial ’staple’ support with wire ropes (Stacey and Rojas, 2013; photograph Y. Potvin)
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 ➤  Sacrificial support and retention ropes should be considered. 
Such support systems could be particularly applicable for 
support of the floors of excavations (Rizwan and Stacey, 
2015).

 ➤  Finally, financial evaluations of the cost of the support 
installed, and the cost of consequences in the event of a 
rockburst being experienced.

This hierarchy should, however, not be considered as rigid, 
since it may be necessary to cycle back to earlier steps during the 
support decision process.
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Influence of layered joints on zonal 
disintegration in deep rock masses under 
coupled high in-situ axial stress and 
blasting load

P. Yuan1,2,3 and Y. Xu1,2,3

Synopsis
Zonal disintegration is a characteristic failure mode of deep rock masses under coupled high in-situ 
axial stress and blasting load. PFC3D numerical simulations were carried out to investigate the influence 
of inclination angle of widely spaced, layered joints on zonal disintegration. The results indicate that 
after the four-step blasting procedure, nearly circular contact force chains, which are approximately 
concentric with the surface of the tunnel, are formed in both intact rock masses and rock masses with 
layered joints. The number of tension cracks is much greater than that of shear cracks; hence, tension 
failure predominates as the failure mode for zonal disintegration. Corresponding to the four-step 
blasting, a time-dependent characteristic is apparent for crack propagation and released strain energy 
evolution during the advance of the tunnel. Zonal disintegration can be intensified by extending the 
duration of the blasting load, and alleviated by extending the blasting rise time. The inclination angle of 
layered joints has a significant effect on zonal disintegration. With an increase of inclination angle, both 
the number of cracks and released strain energy first increase and then decrease, which is consistent 
with the distribution of contact force chains. When the inclination angle of layered joints is 60°, the 
joints present a strong influence on intensifying the zonal disintegration.

Keywords
zonal disintegration, layered joints, inclination angle, particle flow code, contact force chain.

Introduction
With the continuing depletion of shallow mineral resources, deep mining is imperative and has become 
a topic of great interest in China (Fairhurst, 2017; Xie et al., 2017). During deep mining, some unique 
engineering phenomena, such as zonal disintegration, large deformation, and rockbursts, occur 
frequently (Qian and Zhou, 2011; Yang et al., 2017 ).

Due to stress distribution and blasting-induced damage, an excavation disturbed/damage zone 
(EDZ) is formed around an underground excavation (Wang et al., 2009). As shown in Figure 1a, 
a loose zone, plastic zone, and elastic zone are generally evident around the excavation in shallow 
situations (Tsang, Bernier, and Davies., 2005; Tian et al., 2019). Zonal disintegration is a nonlinear 
and characteristic failure mode in deep rock masses, and is quite distinct from failure modes in shallow 
situations, being characterized by alternating fracture zones and non-fracture zones (Yuan, 2016; Chen 
et al., 2017) as shown in Figure 1b. Zonal disintegration was first identified in Doornfontein gold mine 
in South Africa at about the –2300 m level (Adams and Jager, 1980). In China, zonal disintegration was 
detected by borehole video camera in Dingji coal mine of Huainan mining area at the –910 m level (Li et 
al., 2008) (Figure 2). 

As indicated in Figure 1b and Figure 2, there are several fracture zones around an underground 
excavation. Previous researchers (Kurlenya and Oparin, 1996; Chen and Zhang, 2011; Mirenkov, 2014) 
have shown that the geometric characteristics of fracture zones in zonal disintegration phenomena are 
almost invariant with respect to the initial radius of the underground excavation, and the scale factor 
for the radii of the fracture zones can be described as ni-1 with reference to the initial radius of the 
excavation, where i is the sequence number of the fracture zone (i = 1, 2, 3,…). The scale factor n has 
been variously reported to be 1.1 (Chen and Zhang, 2011), 2 (Kurlenya and Oparin, 1996),  
and 3   (Mirenkov, 2014). The exact value of the scale factor for zonal disintegration is closely 
associated with the in-situ stress and mechanical characteristics of the surrounding rock (Chen and 
Zhang, 2011).
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Based on in-situ monitoring in Dingji coal mine, Zhang, 
Xue, and Duan (2018) investigated the formation process of 
zonal disintegration by physical model tests and found that 
zonal disintegration formed gradually after completion of the 
excavation. Qi et al., (2017) developed a strain gradient model 
and found two necessary conditions for zonal disintegration – 
high initial in-situ stress and softening. Based on strain gradient 
theory and continuum damage mechanics, an elastic damage 
softening model was established for zonal disintegration, and 
the corresponding energy damage failure criterion was also 
proposed (Zhang et al., 2017). According to Chen et al., (2017), 
the circular fracture is initiated and extends when the peak 
stress intensity factor at the elastic-plastic boundary exceeds 
the fracture toughness KIC and the circular fracture boundary 
acts as a new ‘excavation’ for the constant formation of circular 
fracturing. Jia, Yang, and Yu (2012) stated that the failure 
patterns of the surrounding rock mass were mainly controlled by 
the multi-axial stress state, and high in-situ axial stress along 
the tunnel axis was essential for zonal disintegration. Yuan et 
al., (2014) indicated that the key factor in zonal disintegration 
was the predominant radial tension breakage around the deep 
tunnel. As the formation of fracture zones in zonal disintegration 
is irreversible, the occurrence of irreversible strains led to 
incompatibility deformation of the rock mass, which indicated 
the internal geometrical structure of the rock in non-Euclidean 
geometric space from the mathematical viewpoint (Guzev and 
Paroshin, 2001). Based on the deformation incompatibility 
condition, the equilibrium equation, and the density of free 
energy, a non-Euclidean continuum model was proposed to 

analyse the stress field distribution around the tunnel. Radial 
stress and circumferential stress around the tunnel were 
obviously fluctuant or wave-like in order for zonal disintegration 
to occur (Zhou and Qian, 2013). Physical model tests under 
blasting load were carried out (Xu and Yuan, 2015; Yuan, 2016; 
Yuan, Xu, and Xue, 2016). Peak radial blasting load was found 
to play an important role in the radial thickness of the fracture 
zone near the excavation (Yuan, 2016). By considering both 
high in-situ axial stress and blasting load, Yuan and Xu (2018) 
studied the zonal disintegration using elastic stress field analyses 
and the modified Hoek-Brown failure criterion. According to Bi 
and Zhou (2015), dynamic load and high in-situ stress are two 
dominant causes of zonal disintegration. In summary, both the 
high in-situ axial stress along the tunnel axis and blasting load 
are essential for zonal disintegration (Zuo et al., 2011).

Joints are important structural features that are widely 
distributed in rock masses. The failure and stability of rock 
masses are not only related to the strength of intact rock, but 
also controlled by joint characteristics (Yang and Liu, 2012; 
Yang et al., 2017). Feng et al., (2018) investigated the effect of 
pre-existing fractures on zonal disintegration and found that due 
to their the relatively low strength, such fractures within high 
excavation-induced in-situ stress concentrations would open and 
propagate and generate new fractures nearby. Zhou, Song, and 
Qian (2011) established a non-Euclidean model for deep, crack-
weakened rock masses due to the incompatible deformation of 
deep rock masses within non-Euclidean geometric space. Zhang 
et al., (2014) studied the effect of soft interlayers on zonal 
disintegration and found that the smaller the spacing between 
soft interlayers, the greater the extent of fracture zones.

Zonal disintegration, with its characteristic alternating 
distribution of fracture zones and non-fracture zones, is closely 
associated with high in-situ axial stress and blasting excavation 
(Yuan and Xu, 2018). To investigate the Influence of parallel 
joint sets (also called layered joints) on zonal disintegration 
in rock masses, we carried out numerical simulations of zonal 
disintegration under coupled high in-situ axial stress and 
blasting load by Particle Flow Code in 3D (PFC3D). Then, the 
influence of layered joints on zonal disintegration was analysed 
from a perspective of contact force chain, crack propagation, and 
released strain energy evolution.

PFC3D model for rock masses with layered joints
PFC3D model
Taking the high in-situ stress deep tunnel in Dingji coal mine (Li 

Figure 1—Schematic diagram of failure zones around an underground excavation

Figure 2—Zonal disintegration phenomenon in Dingji coal mine (Li et al., 
2008)

(a) Loose zone, plastic zone and elastic zone            (b) Alternating fracture zones and non-fracture zones
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et al., 2008) as the engineering background, PFC3D numerical 
simulations were carried out for intact rock masses and rock 
masses with layered joints under coupled high in-situ axial 
stress and blasting loads. As seen from Figure 2, the tunnel 
cross-section is a semicircular arch crown with vertical walls, 
3.88 m high and 5.00 m wide. Due to the symmetry of the tunnel 
structure, only half of the tunnel is modelled. The dimensions of 
the rock mass model are 10.00 m along the tunnel axis, 15.00 
m in the transverse direction, and 30.00 m along the vertical 
direction.

In numerical simulations, high computational precision 
requires a small particle size, which will lead to longer running 
times and require a high level of computing capacity. According 
to the research of Ding et al., (2014), the influence of particle 
size in PFC3D can be ignored when the ratio of model size to the 
median particle size exceeds 25. Therefore, the minimum particle 
radius was selected as 0.20 m, and the maximum to minimum 
particle radius ratio set as 1.66. The PFC3D model for intact rock 
masses, with 32 049 particles, is shown in Figure 3. Red particles 
in Figure 3 indicate the tunnel.

The inclination angle of the layered joints was varied from 0° 
to 90° with an increment of 15°. Seven inclination angles were 
considered: 0°, 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 75°, and 90°. The spacing 
between the layered joints was set at 2.50 m. The PFC3D models 

for rock masses with layered joints are shown in Figure 4. Black 
areas indicate the positions of the layered joints.

Microscopic parameters of the PFC3D model
In PFC3D, the particles are rigid spherical balls with a finite mass 
and they can be bonded together at contact. Bonds between 
particles can be envisaged as a kind of ‘glue’ joining the particles. 
There are two standard bond models – the parallel bond and 
the contact bond. The parallel bond is of a finite size, while the 
contact bond is of a vanishingly small size and acts only at the 
contact point between adjacent particles (Potyondy and Cundall, 
2004; Itasca, 2008). The parallel bond can transmit both a force 
and a moment, while the contact bond transmits only a force. 
In PFC3D, slip behaviour is also provided for two contacting 
particles and is defined by the particle friction coefficient. The 
slip behaviour is always active unless a contact bond is present 
(Itasca, 2008). Note that slip behaviour is activated when a 
contact bond is broken.

Appropriate micromechanical parameters are vital for PFC3D 
(Li et al., 2016). In PFC3D numerical simulations, the parallel 
bond model was adopted for rock materials by representing the 
rock as a cemented granular material (Cong et al., 2015). A 
particle can be defined by three parameters: the Young’s modulus 
at each particle-particle contact, normal to shear stiffness ratio 
of the particle, and particle friction coefficient. A parallel bond 
can be defined by five parameters: Young’s modulus of each 
parallel bond, normal to shear stiffness ratio of the parallel 
bond, radius multiplier, normal strength, and shear strength. 
The parallel bond radius equals the radius multiplier times 
the minimum radius of the two bonded particles. Microscopic 
parameters for the PFC3D model were obtained by trial and error. 
Referring to previous research (Xu, 2011), a series of uniaxial 
compressive tests was first carried out by PFC3D considering 
various microscopic parameters, then an adaptive neural network 
was trained and used to estimate the microscopic parameters. 
Finally, the microscopic parameters were adjusted by comparing 
the numerically simulated mechanical properties with the 
experimentally determined properties. For particles in PFC3D, 
the Young’s modulus at each particle-particle contact, particle 

Figure 3—PFC3D model for intact rock masses

Figure 4—PFC3D models for rock masses with layered joints at different orientations
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friction coefficient, and normal to shear stiffness ratio were set 
as 12 GPa, 0.7, and 1, respectively. For parallel bonds in PFC3D, 
the Young’s modulus of each parallel bond, normal to shear 
stiffness ratio, and radius multiplier were set as 12 GPa, 3, and 
1, respectively. The mean value and standard deviation of normal 
parallel bond strength are 70 MPa and 5 MPa. The mean value 
and standard deviation of shear parallel bond strength are 65 
MPa and 5 MPa. According to previous work (Li et al., 2008), 
the experimentally determined uniaxial compressive strength, 
Young’s modulus, and Poisson’s ratio of a rock specimen from 
Dingji coal mine were 88.55 MPa, 12.97 GPa, and 0.268, 
respectively. The simulated uniaxial compressive strength, 
Young’s modulus, and Poisson’s ratio are 88.33 MPa, 12.09 GPa, 
and 0.258, respectively. The uniaxial compressive stress-strain 
curve simulated by PFC3D is shown in Figure 5.

In PFC3D, a set of joint planes was created with the ‘jset’ 
command and the parallel bonds falling on the joint planes 
were deleted. Then, contact bonds were assigned to the contacts 
between particles falling on opposite sides of the joint planes 
(Kulatilake, Malama, and Wang, 2011). The normal and shear 
contact bond strength values were set as 7.0 × 106 N and 6.5 
× 106 N, respectively. When a contact bond was broken, slip 
behaviour was activated. The friction coefficient of particles 
falling on opposite sides of the joint planes was set as 0.3.

High in-situ axial stress and blasting load
In numerical simulations, the high in-situ axial stress was firstly 
applied to the PFC3D model, then blasting excavation was carried 
out in four steps. The advance of each blasting step was set at 
2.50 m, and 5000 time-steps were run in each blasting step. 
According to Zhang et al., (2013), an essential condition for zonal 
disintegration is that the maximum principal stress is parallel to 
the tunnel axis and exceeds 1.5 times the uniaxial compressive 
strength of the surrounding rock mass. Hence, the stress applied 
on the front and back walls was set as 135.00 MPa. At the depth of 
the deep tunnel in Dingji coal mine, gravity stress was 25.10 MPa, 
and the coefficient of horizontal pressure was assumed as 1.0. 
Therefore, the stress applied on the upper, lower, and side walls 
was 25.10 MPa. With the FISH programming language embedded 
within PFC3D, the numerical servo control can maintain a specified 
wall stress by adjusting the wall velocity (Itasca, 2008). In PFC3D 
numerical simulations, servo control was applied to maintain the 
high in-situ axial stress during blasting excavation.

During simulated blasting excavation, the particles within the 
tunnel were deleted, then a triangular blasting load pulse, shown 
in Figure 6, was applied to the particles on the surface of the 
tunnel. The direction of blasting load is along its normal direction 
(Yan et al., 2013). As seen from Figure 6, the rise time of the 

triangular blasting load pulse is tr and its duration is td. Referring 
to a previous study (Yang et al., 2013), the rise time and duration 
of the triangular blasting load pulse can be determined as follows.

 [1]

 [2]

where L1 is the charge length, L2 is the stemming length, S is the 
spacing between adjacent blast-holes, D is the detonation velocity 
of the explosive, Cp is the P-wave velocity of the rock mass, Cf is 
the average velocity of crack propagation (Cf = 0.2 to 0.3Cp), and 
Cu1 and Cu2 are the average velocities of rarefaction waves in the 
detonation gases.

Referring to the common blasting practice in underground 
excavation, the rise time and duration of the triangular blasting 
load pulse are 2 ms and 7 ms (Yan et al., 2013). As the charge 
length, stemming length and spacing between adjacent blast-
holes vary with various blasting designs, three kinds of blasting 
loads are considered. The rise time and duration are 2 ms and 7 
ms respectively for blasting load I, 4 ms and 14 ms for blasting 
load II, and 6 ms and 14 ms for blasting load III.

Another important parameter of blasting load is the peak 
equivalent blasting load. According to Yan et al., (2013), the 
peak equivalent blasting load can be expressed as:

 [3]

where db and lb are the diameter and depth of the blast-hole, dc 
and lc are the diameter and length of explosive, S is the spacing 
between adjacent blast-holes, r0 and D are the density and 
detonation velocity of the explosive, γ is the ratio of the specific 
heats for the detonation gases, and n is the stress intensification 
coefficient caused by the detonation gases.

Based on blasting practice in deep rock masses, the diameter 
of the blast-hole (db) is 45 mm, spacing s between blast-holes 
is 500 mm. and lc /lb is 0.5. The ratio of the specific heats for the 
detonation gases (γ) is 3 and the stress intensification coefficient 
caused by the detonation gases (n) is 10. The density r0 and 
detonation velocity D of explosive are 1100 kg/m and 3262 
m/s respectively. Hence, the peak equivalent blasting load pe is 
calculated to be 36.50 MPa.

Influence of blasting load on zonal disintegration in intact 
rock masses
Numerical simulation validation
In PFC3D, contacts exist between two particles or between a 
particle and a wall, and forces are transmitted from one particle to 

Figure 5—Stress-strain curve simulated by PFC3D Figure 6—A triangular blasting load pulse
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the next via their contacts (Itasca, 2008). Under external loads, a 
contact force chain is generated between particles in contact (Sun 
and Wang, 2008). A force chain, also called a contact force chain, 
is a linear string of at least three rigid particles in point contact 
(Itasca, 2008). It represents the external forces distributed 
through filament-like particles and the direction of contact force 
chains coincide with the principal stress directions of the external 
load. Contact force chains in intact rock masses before and after 
blasting excavation for blasting load I are shown in Figure 7.

As seen from Figure 7, contact force chains are disordered 
before blasting excavation, while after blasting excavation they 
have an approximately circular distribution around the tunnel 
and degenerate into a disordered distribution at a distance from 
the tunnel. As parallel bonds are used in PFC3D, the bonded 
particles will transform into granular particles when the parallel 
bond is broken. The granular particles flow into the tunnel space 
and contacts between granular particles are eliminated. As forces 
are transmitted from one particle to the next via their contacts, 
circular contact force chains around the tunnel indicate a circular 
distribution of load-bearing particles, which implies a non-
fracture zone in deep rock masses. There are two circular contact 
force chains around the tunnel. Particles between circular contact 
force chains or between circular contact force chains and the 
surface of the tunnel are in fracture zones. Quantitative analysis 
of the circular distribution of contact force chains is carried out by 
measuring the distance between the circular contact force chains 
and the designed tunnel surface. After quantitative analysis, the 
radii of the two circular contact force chains are approximately 
3.26 m and 3.85 m. Hence, the radii of the first and second 
fracture zones are 2.88 m and 3.56 m respectively. The average 
scale factor for radii of fracture zones is about 1.20, which is 
in good accordance with the results of Li et al., (2008), Chen 
and Zhang (2011), and Chen et al., (2017). As the in-situ axial 
stress in PFC3D numerical simulations is less than 2.0 times 
the uniaxial compressive strength, only two fracture zones are 

presented, as opposed to the four fracture zones found by Chen 
and Zhang (2011) and Chen et al., (2017). Therefore, the PFC3D 
model is shown to be appropriate for the following analyses.

Crack propagation during blasting excavation
Figure 8 illustrates the propagation of tensile and shear cracks 
for three kinds of blasting loads during the four-step blasting 
excavation. 

As seen from Figure 8, the number of both tension cracks 
and shear cracks increases with the advance of blasting 
excavation, and the number of tension cracks is much greater 
than the number of shear cracks. Furthermore, a time-dependent 
characteristic is apparent. Four sharp increments in crack 
propagation imply four steps of blasting excavation, and the 
greatest increment in the number of cracks occurs mainly in the 
first 500 time-steps of each blast. Most of tension and shear 
cracks are generated in the first blasting step. For instance, the 
number of tension and shear cracks for blasting load I after the 
four-step blasting excavation is 477 and 98 respectively. There 
are already 303 tension cracks and 86 shear cracks after the 
first blasting step, accounting for 63.5% and 92.5% of the total 
number of tension and shear cracks.

Hence, tension failure is the predominant failure mode for a 
deep tunnel under coupled high in-situ axial stress and blasting 
load. This is consistent with the findings of Yuan et al., (2014); 
namely, that zonal disintegration is the result of tension failure in 
the radial direction. According to Figure 8, extending the duration 
of the blasting load will increase the number of tension and shear 
cracks, while extending the rise time will decrease the number of 
both types of crack.

Released strain energy evolution during blasting 
excavation
The released strain energy Es for three kinds of blasting load 
during the four-step blasting process is shown in Figure 9.

As seen from Figure 9, the strain energy stored in the 
surrounding rock is released during the four-step blasting 
procedure. The distribution of released strain energy is similar to 
that of crack propagation. A time-dependent characteristic is also 
apparent. After the four-step blasting process, the total released 
energy is 89.0 MJ for blasting load I, 101.3 MJ for blasting load 
II, and 93.3 MJ for blasting load III. Extending the duration of 
the blasting load will accelerate the strain energy release, while 
extending the rise time will reduce the strain energy release.

Influence of layered joints on zonal disintegration
Contact force chains in rock masses with layered joints
Blasting load I was adopted for PFC3D numerical simulations of 
rock masses with layered joints. Contact force chains for various 

Figure 7 —Contact force chain structures for intact rock masses

Figure 8—Crack propagation during blasting excavation
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inclination angles of layered joints after the four-step blasting 
excavation are shown in Figure 10. A black contact force chain 
represents compression, and a red chain represents tension. 
Most of the contact force chains are compressive, and only a few 
tensile contact force chains are located in the layered joints.

As seen from Figure 10, circular contact force chains, which 
are approximately parallel to the surface of the tunnel, are 
present. In PFC3D, forces are transmitted from one particle to 
the next via their contacts. Circular contact force chains around 
the tunnel indicate circular distribution of load-bearing particles, 
which implies a non-fracture zone. On the contrary, when a bond 
between particles is broken, bonded particles are transformed 
into granular particles. Contact force chains are eliminated in 
fracture zones when granular particles flow into the tunnel space. 
Therefore, blank areas between circular contact force chains 
correspond to fracture zones. With alternating distribution of 
circular contact force chains, rock masses with layered joints 
undergo zonal disintegration. Some tensional contact force 

chains are generated in the pre-existing layered joints. When the 
inclination angle of the layered joints is less than 15°, fracture 
zones in the tunnel floor are much more serious than in other 
positions. At inclination angles of layered joints greater than 15°, 
fracture zones at the tunnel crown are more serious than in other 
positions, causing slip failure along the layered joints. With an 
increase in inclination angle, the extent of fracture zones around 
the tunnel first increases and then decreases. Fracture zones 
are at a maximum at an inclination angle of 60° and reach their 
minimum at an inclination angle of 90°.

By quantitative analysis of circular contact force chains 
in rock masses with layered joints, the distribution of circular 
contact force chains is obtained, which is shown in Table I.

Crack propagation in rock masses with layered joints
After the four-step blasting process, the number of tension and 
shear cracks in the PFC3D model varies with the inclination angle 
of the layered joints, as shown in Figure 11.

As seen from Figure 11, both tension and shear cracks 
are present around the deep tunnel. Tension failure is the 
predominant fracture mode for rock masses with layered joints. 
With increasing inclination angle, the number of tension cracks 
and shear cracks first increases and then decreases. The number 
of cracks for rock masses with layered joints is much higher than 
that for an intact rock mass. Therefore, the presence of layered 
joints substantially accelerates crack propagation.

After the four-step blasting process, the tension to shear 
crack ratio (TC/SC) varies with the inclination angle of layered 
joints, as shown in Figure 12.

As seen from Figure 12, the tension to shear crack ratio 
varies from 2.88 to 3.32 for rock masses with layered joints. 
However, the tension to shear crack ratio for intact rock masses 
under blasting load I is 4.87. Hence, the presence of layered 
joints reduces the tension to shear crack ratio, which can be 

Figure 9—Released strain energy evolution during blasting excavation

Figure 10—Contact force chain structures for rock masses with layered joints at various inclination angles
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attributed to shear crack propagation by slip failure on the 
layered joints.

Released strain energy evolution for rock masses with 
layered joints
The variation in released strain energy Es with increasing joint 
inclination angle after the four-step blasting excavation is shown 
in Figure 13.

As seen from Figure 13, the released strain energy first 
increases, then decreases with increasing inclination angle, which 
is similar to the trend in the number of tension and shear cracks. 
The released strain energy reaches a maximum at an inclination 
angle of 60° and is at a minimum at an inclination angle of 90°.

For rock masses with layered joints, the released strain 
energy varies from 157.5 MJ to 271.6 MJ. However, it is 89.0 MJ 
for intact rock masses under blasting load I. Hence, the pre-

Table I

Distribution of circular contact force chains in rock masses with layered joints (m)

Inclination 
angle

First circular 
contact force chain

Second circular 
contact force chain

Third circular 
contact force chain

Crown Side Floor Crown Side Floor Crown Side Floor
0° 0.94~1.22 0.53~1.00 0.55~0.94 1.94 1.88 3.16 — — —

15° 0.21~0.57 0.61~1.05 1.16~1.94 1.36 1.94 3.05 — — —

30° 0.68~1.00 0.53~1.00 0.35~1.00 1.58~2.06 1.53~2.11 1.34~2.12 2.70 — 2.76

45° 1.05~1.50 0.41~0.82 0.53~1.12 2.88~4.00 1.70~2.52 2.06~2.39 5.00 3.05 2.87

60° 0.72~1.88 0.50~1.60 0.29~0.52 3.33~4.22 2.16~2.94 1.17~2.47 4.94 3.88 3.76

75° 0.65~2.05 0.53~1.06 0.44~1.05 3.17~4.05 1.58~2.47 1.94~2.33 4.76 3.11 2.83

90° 0.24~0.64 0.53~1.17 0.77~1.06 1.70 1.29 2.71 — — —

The values indicate the distance in metres between circular contact force chains and the tunnel surface

Figure 11—Variation of crack number with inclination angle of the layered 
joints

Figure 12—Variation of tension to shear crack ratio with inclination angle of 
the layered joints

Figure 13—Variation in released strain energy with inclination angle of the 
layered joints

existing layered joints substantially increase the release of stored 
strain energy.

Conclusion
According to PFC3D numerical simulations for intact rock masses 
under coupled high in-situ axial stress and blasting loads, two 
approximately circularly distributed contact force chains are 
generated after the four-step blasting process. The average scale 
factor for the radii of the fracture zones is about 1.20.

A time-dependent characteristic is evident for crack 
propagation and released strain energy evolution during the 
advance of the tunnel. The number of tension cracks is much 
greater than that of shear cracks. Hence, tension failure is the 
predominant failure mode during zonal disintegration.

Extending the duration of the blasting load pulse generates 
more tension and shear cracks and accelerates the strain energy 
release. Extending the rise time reduces the number of tension 
and shear cracks and slows down the strain energy release.

Nearly circular contact force chains, which are approximately 
parallel to the tunnel surface, are formed in rock masses with 
layered joints. The extent of the fracture zones is significantly 
affected by the inclination angle of layered joints. At an 
inclination angle below 15°, fracture zones in the tunnel floor 
are much serious than in other positions. At inclination angles 
greater than 15°, fracture zones at the tunnel crown are more 
evident than in other positions, causing slip failure along the 
layered joints.

With increasing inclination angle, both the number of cracks 
and the released strain energy first increase and then decrease, 
which is consistent with the distribution of contact force chains. 
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The fracture zone, number of cracks, and released strain energy 
all reach a maximum at an inclination angle of 60°, which 
indicates the strong influence of layered joints in intensifying 
zonal disintegration.
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A risk-based methodology to improve 
the definition of geotechnical sectors in 
slope design
M. Bester1,2, T.R. Stacey1, I. Basson3, C. Koegelenberg3, P. Creus3,  
L. Lorig4, and A. Cabrera4

Synopsis
In the planning of open pit mines, it is often difficult to determine the shapes and sizes of slope design 
sectors prior to their analysis, particularly in structurally complex geological environments. This problem 
is exacerbated in sectors encompassing significant strike changes of lithological  units or contacts. This 
variability in strike is often poorly addressed/represented by applying median values or averages for key 
parameters, thereby increasing uncertainty and risk. The design process may be improved by the early 
identification of specific lithological units – of any shape or size – that show unfavourable interaction 
of geological features with slope geometries on future pushbacks or on final designs, utilizing inputs 
from apparent dip analysis and synthetic rock mass modelling. Focused data acquisition and more 
rigorous stability analysis in areas of concern will result in more robust and practical sector-specific 
design parameters, typically applied in block model format as inputs for mine design. A case study at 
Sishen mine, in the Northern Cape Province of South Africa, demonstrates that an ongoing, risk-based 
approach leads to a higher-confidence dynamic geotechnical model, thereby allowing for an integrated 
mine design process with the ultimate goal of achieving early risk mitigation and delivering optimized 
designs that unlock significant value without compromising the geotechnical risk profile of the mine.

Keywords
slope design, anisotropy, optimization, synthetic rock mass model.

Introduction
In the planning of open pit mines, it is often difficult to determine the shapes and sizes of slope design 
sectors prior to their analysis, in structurally complex volumes. This problem is particularly acute where 
the strike of lithologies, within a standard or typical wedge-shaped defined sector, shows a dramatic 
change in orientation. These sectors are poorly addressed by reverting to median values or averages 
for key parameters. This results in greater uncertainty and risk as it may obscure step path failure 
mechanisms through weaker materials.

Routinely applied geotechnical data in mined areas is typically sparse or focused only on a narrow 
volume around vertical, 2D design cross-sections, which are orientated perpendicular to slope strike. 
Moreover, at Sishen mine it is difficult to simulate the effects of anisotropic rock mass strength, scale 
effects, and deformation behaviour of banded iron formation (BIF) and Gamagara Shale on pit slope 
stability.

This study suggests a means of improving the mine design process by early identification of 
volumes – of any shape or size – that show unfavourable interactions between geological features and 
slope geometries, either on future pushbacks or on final designs, by utilizing inputs from apparent 
dip analysis and synthetic rock mass modelling. Focused data acquisition and more rigorous stability 
analysis in areas of concern result in robust and practical suites of sector-specific design parameters as 
inputs for mine design.

The application of this process to Sishen mine, in South Africa’s Northern Cape Province, 
demonstrates that an ongoing risk-based approach produces a dynamic geotechnical model that allows 
for an integrated mine design process that delivers optimized designs and early risk mitigation.

Synthetic rock mass modelling
A straightforward, rigorous, and generally applicable approach is to apply a synthetic rock mass 
(SRM) methodology to characterize rock mass anisotropy (Mas Ivars et al., 2007). This approach was 
pioneered by Itasca and has been widely reported in the literature.

Banded iron formation (BIF), shale (SH), and tectonic shale (SHT) at Sishen mine exhibit 
anisotropic behaviour on a rock mass scale (Mas Ivars et al., 2008). It is not practical to simulate 
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explicit bedding within a large-scale numerical pit model, due 
to incomplete structural geological knowledge and excessive 
computational requirements. Consequently, equivalent continuum 
representation is required to ensure reasonable computation 
times for the realistic simulation of the effects of anisotropic rock 
mass strength and deformation behaviour on pit slope stability. 
The ubiquitous joint rock mass (UJRM) modelling technique in 
3DEC (Itasca Consulting Group, 2016) was developed by Itasca 
to account for rock mass anisotropy and scale effects. This 
simulates well-defined strength anisotropy due to embedded 
planes of weakness within a Mohr-Coulomb material. When used 
to simulate rock mass strength and deformation behaviour under 
unconfined compression, the UJRM model (Sainsbury, Pierce, 
and Mas Ivars, 2008a, 2008b) characterizes the progressive 
degradation of matrix cohesion and ubiquitous joint failure at 
various stages of loading.

Methodology
As a starting point in determining appropriate rock mass 
properties, a series of large-scale, simulated triaxial compression 
tests was conducted in 3DEC, using geometries that include an 
explicit representation of (1) bedding planes and (2) orthogonal 
jointing at realistic spacings.

The discrete fracture network (DFN) approach is a way of 
realistically representing the rock mass fabric by stochastically 
generating fractures in a 3D volume. This technique accounts for 
the spatial variability of various parameters such as orientation, 
persistence, and termination, each of which is assigned a 
statistical distribution in a series of model realizations.

The distribution of discontinuities within the specimen is 
based on a DFN realization. A series of UCS and triaxial tests 
was performed in 3DEC with varying bedding plane dip angles (β 
angles) from 0° to 90° with respect to axial compression loading. 
The behaviour indicated by 3DEC simulated laboratory tests is 
ideally reflected in the rock mass response, which is obtained by 
calibrating UJRM continuum model behaviour to that of 3DEC 
models. The UJRM modelling approach provides a close match to 
the anisotropic curve derived from explicit DFN simulation of the 
joint fabric with 3DEC. Finally, these calibrated UJRM properties 
are utilized to spatially analyse the interaction of anisotropic 
units with other geological features and pit geometry.

Banded iron formation (BIF)
In order to investigate the anisotropic strength of BIF, a synthetic 
rock mass sample of size 5 m × 5 m × 10 m was tested in 3DEC 
under confined compression (triaxial test). Both bedding planes 
and orthogonal joint sets, with their actual spacings, were 
explicitly represented in the volume using DFN logic, while 
intact rock properties were applied for intervening volumes. 
The represented structure sets (bedding planes and joints) were 
selected from mapping data in the Sishen acQuire geotechnical 
database. Table I illustrates orientations used for BIF while Figure 

1 shows stereonets generated from the mapping data. Due to 
the highly jointed nature of the BIF, joint sets are grouped into 
bedding planes: J1 (0–30°), J2 (3060°), and J3 (60–90°).

Geometrical considerations for every set (bedding planes 
and joints) were also derived from mapping data in the Sishen 
acQuire geotechnical database. Figure 2 shows a spacing 
histogram and the median value for every set, while Figure 3 

Table I

Structure set definition in BIF
Set Dip (°) Dip Direction (°)
Bedding planes 18 273

J3 (60–90°) (set 1) 88 254

J3 (60–90°) (set 2) 78 196

Figure 2—Spacing histogram for bedding planes and orthogonal joints  
in BIF

Figure 3—Persistency histogram for orthogonal joints in BIF

Figure 1—Stereonets for bedding planes and orthogonal joints in BIF
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shows a persistency histogram for joints. Bedding planes are 
assumed to be fully persistent in all 3DEC samples.

Since joints in the sample are defined by DFN logic and every 
sample shows a unique joint distribution, three different samples 
were tested for every bedding plane inclination, ranging from 0° 
to 90°. These three unique sample conditions satisfy the various 
structure geometrical assumptions. Figure 4 shows one of these 
samples, which exhibits a 10° inclination for bedding planes.

Intact rock material properties assigned to the anisotropic 
rock mass in 3DEC models, as well as the Mohr-Coulomb 
properties for structures, were obtained from the Sishen acQuire 
geotechnical database (refer to Tables II and III).

Explicit joint results
Numerical tests for confined compression were conducted by 
applying boundary conditions. Both the top and bottom of the 
model move with constant velocity in the z-direction (vertical), 
simulating model loading. The loading stress was estimated using 
a FISH function, by dividing the reaction forces on sample ends 
by the cross-sectional area of the model. The mean values of 
the maximum principal stresses were monitored throughout the 
simulation. As an example, Figure 5 shows the strength results 
for a BIF sample with horizontal bedding planes. There are two 
graphs that show the correct behaviour. The top one shows the 
force (in N) applied at the top and bottom areas (yellow and 
orange curves) of the sample per step. They are overlaid, which 
indicates a test with equal top and bottom forces applied (max. 
load approx. 340 MN). The bottom graph is the strength result 
with stress on the x-axis and strain on the y-axis

Figure 6 presents the results of the numerical models for 
confined compressive tests on an anisotropic rock mass (1 
MPa confinement). The value of the maximum principal stress 
varies from approximately 5 MPa to 30 MPa, depending on 
the orientation of the structure sets with respect to the vertical 
loading orientation. The blue line represents the average value for 
every inclination, while coloured crosses are values for each test.

Figure 4 —3DEC sample for a BIF test with 10° inclination for bedding planes

Table II

Intact rock properties for BIF for explicit SRM test
Density 
(kg/m3)

Young’s 
modulus 

(GPa)

Poisson’s 
ratio

UCS 
(MPa)

GSI mi Dilation 
(°)

Intact 
rock 2900 37.9 0.2 104 100 16 10

Table III

Explicit structure properties for BIF for SRM test
Cohesion 

(kPa)
Friction (°) Tensile 

strength 
(kPa)

Dilation (°)

Structures 
(bedding and 
joints)

2.2 36 0 5

Implicit joint results – calibration of anisotropic strength
In order to represent the anisotropic rock mass in a continuous 
model or to perform spatial analysis, all zones are assigned a 
ubiquitous joint model in the direction of bedding. The zone sizes 
in these samples are comparable to the smallest zones within the 
mine-scale numerical model.

Table IV presents calibrated properties for the specimen rock 
mass. Ubiquitous joint properties are the same as in the explicit 
test. Calibrated properties were obtained by adjusting implicit 
results to the explicit average strength curve presented in  
Figure 6.

Figure 7 illustrates the anisotropic strength response of the 
calibrated ubiquitous model in comparison with explicit model 
results. The implicit result is somewhat conservative, except 
in the critical area of low strength, where a good correlation is 
evident.
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Shale (SH)
Following the same approach, 3DEC was used to create a 
synthetic rock mass sample of size 5 m × 5 m × 10 m to be tested 
under confined compression (triaxial test). Both bedding planes 
and orthogonal joint sets with actual spacings were explicitly 
represented in the volume using DFN logic and intact rock 
properties for intervening volumes. Represented structure sets 
(bedding planes and joints) used for this model were the same as 

used for BIF, i.e. based on the structural geological understanding 
at Sishen mine. However, geometrical considerations for every 
set (bedding planes and joints) in the shale (SH) unit were 
derived from mapping data obtained from the Sishen acQuire 
geotechnical database.

Figure 8 illustrates the anisotropic strength response of 
the calibrated ubiquitous model in comparison with explicit 
model results. The match is somewhat conservative except at 0° 
inclination. In the critical area of low strength, however, there is 
good correlation between the explicit and implicit models.

3D geometrical analysis methodology
Following synthetic rock mass analysis (SRMA), a methodology 
was developed to augment the use of vertical 2D design sections 
by applying and analysing SRMA results in 3D, without sectional 
constraints. This seeks to develop a more accurate methodology 
for the extraction of spatial variation in parameters while at the 
same time obviating several limitations of preordained, typically 

Table IV

Rock mass properties for BIF for implicit SRM test
Young’s 
modulus 

(GPa)

Poisson’s 
ratio

Cohesion 
(kPa)

Friction 
(°)

Tensile 
strength 

(kPa)

Dilation 
(°)

Intact 
rock

18 0.25 1.1 45 0.2 10

Figure 6—Strength results for BIF for explicit tests at all analysed inclinations

Figure 5—Strength results in Pa (magenta curve) for BIF test with explicit horizontal bedding planes. Comparative load results (yellow and orange curves) at both 
ends of the sample (in newtons)
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wedge-shaped design sectors and their central, vertical sections. 
Improved design sector classification highlights possible areas – 
of any size or shape – that show unfavourable interaction with 
slope geometries in future pushbacks or on final faces, thereby 
resulting in a more robust and practical suite of sector-specific 
design parameters as inputs for mine design. The geometry 
around instability events may also be utilized to investigate other 
volumes with comparable structural and bedding interactions 
with slope geometry. This allows for focused data acquisition, 
such as mapping, dedicated geotechnical drilling with downhole 
optical/acoustic televiewers, and more rigorous stability analysis, 
in order to further improve the geotechnical model. Any plane 
of anisotropy is amenable to this analysis (viz. bedding, 
foliation, faults). The majority of Sishen mine’s final pit slopes 
will comprise BIF, ore, basaltic andesite, clay, and calcrete, as 
illustrated in Figure 9 and described by Anthonissen et al., 2016.

In order to perform stability analyses, a conceptual failure 
mechanism was derived. Rock mass failure could occur only in 
the softer rock masses at Sishen, for example Kalahari Formation 
clay and calcrete, whereas it is unlikely within BIF and related 

Figure 7—Comparison of results for BIF unit tests on anisotropic rock mass

Figure 8—Comparison of results for SH tests on anisotropic rock mass

anisotropic units. A structurally-controlled, stepped path failure 
mechanism (interaction between faults, bedding, joints, and rock 
bridges) is anticipated for BIF (Figure 10).

Due to the nature of the orebody, pit geometries are complex 
with a number of sub-pits within the final pit footprint and 
mining progressing in several phases or pushbacks, each with its 
own unique geometry. This leads to multiple permutations of pit 
geometries interacting with the main plane of anisotropy in each 
geotechnical domain. Where unfavourable, these interactions 
are ultimate drivers of stability or instability according to the 
conceptual BIF failure model.

Calculating apparent dips
In geological modelling, the orebody and associated lithologies 
are represented by triangles that are connected together to 
form a surface (wireframe). Each triangle is defined by three 
vertices that form a plane containing these vertices. Triangles are 
therefore used as a planar approximation of a smooth surface, 
due to the fact that graphics software packages and hardware 
devices operate more efficiently utilizing triangles.

 IMPLICIT 
 STRUCTURES
 EXPLICIT  
 STRUCTURES

 IMPLICIT 
 STRUCTURES (1 MPa)
 EXPLICIT  
 STRUCTURES (1 MPa)
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Analysed anisotropic units (BIF and SH) occur within a 
block-faulted footwall. Utilizing Micromine, triangle orientations 
were extracted from wireframes representing lithological 
contacts, essentially the uppermost limits of 3D volumes or 
closed wireframes, in order to quantify and qualify the geometry 
(dip and dip direction) of lithological contacts in 3D space. 
Areas or volumes where these were in direct contact with 

erosional or tectonic unconformities were excluded, as this 
violates one of the basic assumptions of the analysis. Otherwise, 
triangle orientations were reasonably assumed to be parallel 
or sub-parallel to bedding within their respective volumes and 
structural domains. This can be tested by comparing recorded 
bedding readings, from in-pit mapping, with surface-extracted 
triangle orientations in the same area. Each subset of triangle 

Figure 9—Sishen geology clipped to final pit layout

Figure 10—Conceptual failure model
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orientations, in the form of dip direction and dip, was assigned 
to a separate structural domain (viz. fault-bounded blocks). 
Triangles on the sides of these blocks, which would indicate 
anomalously steep dips where they run up against steep or 
vertical bounding faults, were omitted from the analysis.

Gridding and contouring of this data shows the spatial 
variation in the true dip of lithological contacts. It is also 
advisable to integrate mapping data or actual dip and dip 
direction data obtained from oriented drill-holes into triangle 
orientation files prior to gridding and contouring. In order to fully 
undertake the analysis and to account for changes in orientations 
of actual mining surfaces or a design layout relative to bedding 
in any given area, it is necessary to calculate the apparent dip of 
bedding.

Gridded triangle orientations, i.e. true lithological dips, 
were assigned to these pit surfaces using a nearest-neighbour 
algorithm. The proximity over which this projection is done 
from off- (pit)-surface varies, but it is advisable to refer to the 
thickness, lateral extent, and internal coherence of the unit from 
which data is taken and, by default, through which data will be 
extrapolated. It was found that using true dip data within 20– 

Figure 12—Results of apparent dip calculation for BIF and shale

Figure 11—Calculation of apparent dip

50 m of the pit surface was acceptable for Sishen mine geology. 
The methodology or theory applied for apparent dip calculation 
with regard to mining surfaces (or future design layouts) is 
shown in Figure 11.

Apparent dips were then re-gridded using an inverse distance 
interpolator so as to give an  accurate representation of apparent 
dips for each anisotropic lithological unit within each fault-
bounded block.

Figure 12 is an example of gridded and colour-coded BIF and 
SH apparent dips, within 12 dip angle bins, between –90° and 
+90°. These bins show apparent dips into the face (0° to –90°) 
and out of the face (0° to 90°). These ranges are based on results 
obtained from the curve of the anisotropic strength response of 
the calibrated ubiquitous model described in the previous section. 
Apparent dips are displayed only where units intersect the design 
pit. This was achieved by clipping modelled lithological volumes 
of BIF/SH against the design pit so as to show where BIF/SH 
daylights on the design pit surface. Areas coloured orange and 
red are of particular concern due to the unfavourable interaction 
of anisotropic materials and the planned pit geometry.
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Definition of geotechnical design sectors
By incorporating data obtained from apparent dip maps and 
utilizing various strength models according to the conceptual 
failure models (with regard to lithological layers), unique 
geotechnical design sectors can be defined. Design sectors are 
first identified and grouped according to one or more lithologies 
with similar strength properties. If required (i.e. for anisotropic 
layers), these sectors are gridded with calculated apparent dips 
on the design pit surface (Figure 12) to constrain further possible 
design ‘subsectors’. To illustrate this principle, a design sector 
was created for grouped BIF and SH, and populated with apparent 
dips (refer to Figure 13). Importantly, apparent dip orientations 
that denote a low-strength area are considered as separate 
design ‘sub-sectors’ (Figure 13). Interaction with faults and 
weak contacts according to the conceptual failure model is also 
considered during this process.

Once completed, the geotechnical block model may be 
constrained with these individual design sector solids and 
populated with sector-specific geotechnical design parameters, 
including berm width and slope angle, for use in mine design 
optimization, scenario analysis, and practical pit layout 
construction.

The slope design process following an iterative, risk-
based approach
The slope design process, developed over the past 25 years, is 
widely utilized in a relatively standard format (Figure 14) (Read 
and Stacey, 2009). Data from geological, structural, rock mass, 
and hydrogeological models is used to formulate and populate 
geotechnical models. Based on these parameters, the volume of 
interest is divided into geotechnical domains. Structural and rock 
strength information are key inputs to defining the conceptual 
failure model(s) within these geotechnical domains. Subdivision 
of domains into design sectors should typically result in practical 
slope designs for volumes that contain structurally-controlled 
and/or anisotropic materials.

According to Read and Stacey (2009), certain degrees of 
safety, economic, and financial risk have always been implicit 
in mining operations. In open pit mines, slope instability is one 
of the major sources of risk, largely due to data uncertainty 
as well as the generally modest levels of stability accepted for 
designs. With the increasing requirements for management to be 
involved in the decision-making process for slope design, risk 
quantification is necessary. The objective of risk-based design is 
to provide management with quantitative information for:

 ➤   Defining acceptable risk in terms of safety and economics
 ➤   Assessing relative risk levels for different slope 

configurations
 ➤   Benchmarking risks against industry norms and the 

corporate mission statement.

Steffen (1997) addresses the methodology of introducing risk 
into open pit mine planning. Recommendations are put forward 
for achieving a risk balance between the mineral resource 
estimate and slope design. Subsequently, Steffen (2007) stated 
that mine planning is a typical engineering design function that 
integrates the disciplines of geology, metallurgy, geotechnics, 
mining, and economics. Slope angles are a key economic and 
risk parameter in open pits. Since the objective of mining is to 
maximize the value, steepening slope angles to their safe limits 
is always a priority. This is a clear case of evaluating risk against 
reward, where the risk is not the failure of the slope, but the 
consequences of failure. In order to reach this goal of optimal 
and safe extraction of the mineral reserve, mining needs to be 
progressively more predictable (Vorster, 2001). This improves 
the slope design and risk assessment process in open pit mining, 
leading to optimized slope designs and early risk mitigation, 
which will consequently improve the understanding of mine 
plans and their associated implementation risks, ultimately 
leading to increased investor confidence. The methodology can be 
incorporated in the slope design process from early-stage projects 
through to operational mines’ planning cycles, as illustrated in 
Figure 15.

Figure 13—Geotechnical design sectors
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The methodology follows a risk-based approach as the 
resulting focused data acquisition, rigorous stability analysis, 
and risk assessment in areas of concern mitigates risk from 
early project stages (Stacey, 2009) to operational mines (future 
pushbacks). It therefore addresses the fact that slope instability is 
one of the major sources of risk in open pit mining, largely due to 
data uncertainties.

Sishen mine GR 8O Area case study
Sishen mine is developed in a series of pushbacks or phases 
towards the final pit boundary. Subsequent to performing spatial 
analysis using the methodology described in the previous section, 
an area of concern was highlighted in a future pushback, as 
shown in Figure 16.

Based on the 3D geometrical analysis utilizing SRM results, 
the area shows unfavourably-orientated BIF and shale dipping 

Figure 15—The new methodology improves the slope design process throughout the life-cycle of a project

Figure 14 —The slope design process (Read and Stacey, 2009)

into the pit, as well as faults that could act as release planes 
according to the conceptual failure model. Furthermore, the 
shale is underlain by a tectonic unconformity. Following the 
methodology illustrated in Figure 15, more rigorous analysis and 
focused data acquisition were deemed necessary in this area to 
achieve value protection through early risk mitigation.

Focused data acquisition and 3DEC analysis
Two dedicated geotechnical core drill-holes were planned and 
drilled in the area of concern. A downhole survey was also 
performed, resulting in the confirmation of both an unfavourably-
orientated geology and the position of the tectonic unconformity. 
The red arrows in Figure 17 indicate shale dipping into the pit.

Geotechnical logging of drill-holes furthermore indicated 
localized ferruginization of shales, which needs to be accounted 
for in the stability analysis of this area. A model of the area 
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(as shown in Figure 18) was constructed in 3DEC for stability 
analysis, with strength properties obtained from the Sishen 
acQquire geotechnical database as well as the SRM analysis 
described previously.

Analyses of various scenarios were completed with 
varying strength properties of large-scale faults, the tectonic 
unconformity phreatic levels, and pore pressures. For the area 
under investigation (factor of safety of 1.3–1.4) the stability 
is influenced by the location and orientation of the tectonic 
unconformity, as well as the anisotropy orientation of BIF 
and shale. To improve understanding of the potential complex 
interaction of several aspects influencing stability, various 
sensitivity analyses were conducted.

The first analysis was done by adjusting the friction angle of 
the tectonic unconformity. This parameter was increased from ϕ 
= 17° to ϕ = 33°. The second analysis was done by adjusting the 

residual cohesion of the tectonic unconformity by increasing cres = 
cpeak from zero to 95 kPa. In both cases, the factor of safety in all 
areas increased significantly, i.e. equal to or greater than 1.4 and 
equal to or greater than 1.5.

For the third sensitivity analysis, the cohesion on all faults 
was reduced from c = 10 kPa to zero. The factor of safety results 
obtained are similar to the original results, indicating that 
slope stability is more sensitive to the strength of the tectonic 
unconformity than that of the faults.

It should be noted at this stage that all previous analyses were 
performed with no pore pressure in any of the zones. Therefore, 
for the third and fourth sensitivity analyses, two hydrogeological 
conditions were analysed.

For the third analysis, a near-surface aquifer in calcrete (CC) 
and clay (CL) materials was considered in which pore pressures 
were applied only in the zones and structures within these 

Figure 18—Plan view and section of 3DEC numerical model

Figure 17—Geotechnical drilling to confirm bedding orientation and position of tectonic unconformity

Figure 16—Area of concern in a future pushback in the northern part of Sishen mine
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Figure 19—Location of solar powered depressurization holes with discharge into lined stormwater canal

lithologies. The rationale behind this is that Sishen mine has 
an extensive dewatering programme, with current water levels 
already drawn down in excess of 100 m below the current pit 
floor, and that only the surface aquifer in the Kalahari Formation 
(calcrete and clay) needs to be considered. The pore pressures 
were allowed to develop in the 3DEC model as a product of the 
depth, water density, and gravitational acceleration. Results 
indicate that the factor of safety decreases significantly in the 
areas with pore pressure, ranging from FS = 1.1–1.2 to FS < 1.0.

The fourth sensitivity analysis was performed considering 
the near-surface aquifer with pore pressures applied in all 
structures (including faults and the tectonic unconformity). 
This scenario considers a hydrogeological connection through 
structures where surface water infiltrates along these structures. 
This is justified by the Sishen groundwater numerical model 
and practical experience, indicating that Sishen is essentially a 
fractured aquifer where dewatering infrastructure targets water-
bearing structures. Results are similar to those from the previous 
analysis, but lower areas also showed a significant reduction in 
the factor of safety. This is attributed to a decrease in strength of 
the tectonic unconformity due to pore pressure.

To summarize, by varying the strength properties of large-
scale faults, the tectonic unconformity, phreatic levels, and pore 
pressures, it was shown that stability will be most sensitive to the 

Figure 20—Depressurization results (note the quick recharge due to rainfall)

strength and orientation of the tectonic unconformity, as well as 
increased pore pressures in the rock mass and structures.

Risk mitigation
The geotechnical risk management process at Sishen 
mine employs controls at all levels, from slope design to 
implementation. The slope in question does not carry critical 
infrastructure, therefore to adhere to corporate and industry-
accepted criteria, based on the new information obtained, stability 
assessment, and the subsequent risk assessment, the following 
mitigation actions were implemented

Extension of the depressurization project
Sishen mine’s dewatering strategy was until recently focused on 
dewatering the deep, fractured aquifer in the BIF and the chert 
breccia overlying the dolomite. The shallow Kalahari Formation 
aquifer became a focus area for depressurization, due to the 
increased rate of mining and instability in an area south of the 
study area. Piezometer-monitoring holes were drilled, and a 
series of shallow drill-holes established and equipped with solar-
powered pumps to depressurize the Kalahari aquifer (Figure 19).

Based on the successful drawdown achieved (Figure 20) and 
the sensitivity to pore pressures in the rock mass and structures 
highlighted by 3DEC analysis, the network is being expanded to 
cover the future pushback area as well as the western pit slope.
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Economic risk mitigation
Based on the mine planning schedule, further mitigation actions 
are planned for the period in which mining will take place in the 
area in question, ensuring adequate stockpile levels and access to 
alternative exposed ore should instability occur.

Slope stability monitoring
Sishen mine utilizes best-practice slope monitoring technologies 
in order to manage slope instability, and will therefore employ 
strategic and critical/tactical monitoring in the area in question.

Pit wall control and mine to design reconciliation
Limit blasting techniques (pre-split and trims) will be employed 
in the area in question with a robust process in place to reconcile 
actual performance against the slope design (geometry and face 
conditions).

Operational controls
All operational controls to be in place, including continuous risk 
assessments, hazard maps and trigger action response plans, safe 
declaration procedures, and stand-off/exclusion zone procedures.

Value created by following the methodology described
Following the methodology described led not only to more 
effective risk mitigation at Sishen mine, but also to the launch 
of a slope optimization initiative to unlock value. This is based 
on the principle that following the methodology as part of an 
iterative process continuously increases confidence in the slope 
design by addressing geological uncertainty in potential risk 
areas.

Optimization initiatives focused on design sectors with 
favourable interaction of slope geometry with geology, lithologies 
with favourable strength characteristics where stability analysis 
indicated optimization potential, as well as layout optimization 
aspects (geotechnical berms and ramps). Options were evaluated 
that determine cost saving by decreasing waste stripping for the 
same amount of ore as well as accessing additional deeper ore at 
equivalent strip ratios.

Phase 1 of the slope optimization project was included 
in the Sishen 2018 life of mine (LOM) plan. This work 
unlocked significant value for Kumba Iron Ore and was the 
major contributor to an increase in NPV from 2017 to 2018 of 
approximately R10 billion (an additional 50 Mt of ore) (Anglo 
American, 2019).

Conclusion
In order to reach the goal of optimal and safe extraction of the 
mineral reserve, mining needs to proceed in a progressively more 
predictable manner. The work flow described in this contribution 
improves the slope design process, by improving the definition of 
design sectors and by following a risk-based approach, thereby 
leading to optimized slope designs and early risk mitigation. This 
should begin at an early stage and continue throughout the life-
cycle of a project (from concept phase to operations).

The Sishen mine case study illustrates that adhering to the 
methodology described will improve the understanding of the 
way mine plans interact with the underlying geology and their 
associated implementation risks through a dynamic geotechnical 
model. Ultimately it leads to increased investor confidence 

by unlocking maximum value without compromising the 
geotechnical risk profile of the mine.
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Quantification of rock mass weathering 
using spectral imaging

J. Park1 and K. Kim1

Synopsis
The degree of weathering, a key parameter for evaluating rock mass strength, has traditionally been 
assessed based on visual inspection by engineers. In an effort to reduce the human bias associated 
with this approach, a study was conducted to investigate the potential for using spectral imaging to 
quantify weathering. This entailed developing a portable, rapid method for narrow-band multispectral 
(NBMS) remote sensing using a spectral index classification algorithm, applying this algorithm to 
detect weathered features, and then quantifying the degree of weathering based on the percentages of 
weathered and aperture areas. A case study was conducted on Mt. Lemmon in southern Arizona and 
spectral images were collected from rock slopes using a visible and near-infrared (VNIR) hyperspectral 
camera. A two-band ratio approach was used to delineate key areas. Wavelength ratios of 601 nm to 550 
nm and 993 nm to 450 nm, were used to delineate weathered and aperture areas respectively on the rock 
mass. The weathering degree at the test site was then quantified using thematic images. This entailed 
assessing the percentages of the weathered (22.5%) and aperture (12.5%) areas in the thematic image 
and using them in a modified Geological Strength Index (GSI) evaluation. The weathering rating (Rw) 
was classified as ‘slight’ and scored as ‘5’ based on the percentage of weathered and aperture areas, and 
the GSI was determined to be 43. This study successfully demonstrated the potential for using spectral 
information to quantify rock mass weathering, as well as for using the calculated weathering degree to 
estimate the GSI.

Keywords
remote sensing, hyperspectral imaging, narrow-band multispectral (NBMS) imaging, rock mass 
weathering, GSI.

Introduction
Rock mass strength – the maximum resistance to external stresses – can be measured via Rock Mass 
Rating (RMR), the Q-system, and the Geological Strength Index (GSI), among other systems. However, 
these systems often present challenges for quantifying rock mass conditions, which are used to evaluate 
slope stability. In the mining industry, these challenges are related to the pit-slope scale, accessibility, 
and the human bias that is introduced by conventional scanline surveys (or cell mapping), which rely 
on visual inspection.

Potential sources of error 
The degree of weathering, a key parameter in rock mass estimation, introduces a major source of 
potential error since it relies mainly on visual inspection and subjective evaluation by geological 
engineers. Weathering typically reduces the strength of the rock mass and accelerates its disintegration 
(Viles, 2013). For geotechnical applications, visual observations of weathering focus on the 
disintegration and decomposition of the rock, discolouration, and the presence of decomposed and 
discoloured rock along discontinuities (Rocha, 1981; Shang et al., 2017). For example, highly 
weathered granite generally shows separation of mineral grains, discolouration due to iron oxides, 
increased friability, and the formation of clay minerals (Murphy, 1985). Some researchers have shown 
that the shape and size of the discoloured areas on the rock mass surface can indicate the relative age of 
fractures, as well as groundwater infiltration and flow processes (Spreafico et al., 2017; Vilder, Rosser, 
and Brain, 2017).

To eliminate the human bias in estimation of the degree of weathering, state-of-the-art image 
processing technologies can be applied. These technologies include spectral imaging and 3D LIDAR 
(light intensity distance and ranging) imaging. Spectral imaging is especially useful because it can 
mimic human visual observation but mitigate the limitations related to resolution, colour sensitivity, 
and bias. In recent decades, images that have been acquired remotely through spectral sensors have 
demonstrated their utility in geotechnical and geological inspections. They have been used to delineate 
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weathered rock mass surfaces by detecting the diagnostic spectral 
absorption features of altered minerals (Clark et al., 1990). 
Likewise, close-range spectral image sensors have been used 
successfully to detect the delicate changes in mineralogy on a 
highwall and in the weathering of rock masses (Nieto, Monteiro, 
and Viejo, 2010; Fraser et al., 2006; Park et al., 2016).  

Spectral imaging types and features
Spectral imaging can be classified into two main types – 
hyperspectral and multispectral – based on the continuity of 
information in the wavelength domain. Hyperspectral sensors 
employ over 100 contiguous bands to obtain a continuous 
reflectance spectrum for a given material, whereas multispectral 
sensors typically use fewer than ten discrete bands that can 
be selected to delineate material characteristics. Each pixel of 
a hyperspectral image contains a full spectrum, whereas each 
pixel of a multispectral image contains a set of isolated data from 
separate wavebands. 

Therefore, hyperspectral sensors may be better suited to the 
detailed classification of spectral features (Ferrato and Forsythe, 
2013). However, the large number of bands (higher spectral 
dimensionality) could cause an imbalance between classifiers 
and the training sample size, known as the Hughes phenomenon 
(Hughes, 1968), during data analysis. The Hughes phenomenon 
refers to the decrease in classification accuracy that occurs as 
the dimensionality of the classifier increases beyond a certain 
threshold (Bellman, 2015; Hughes, 1968). Furthermore, since 
scanning each pixel with the full spectral data-set is time- and 
energy-consuming, hyperspectral imaging is not feasible for field 
applications, which require fast and portable image acquisition. 
Thus, lowering the dimensionality is important for practical 
applications of hyperspectral imaging.

On the other hand, multispectral imaging has fewer, but 
wider, spectral bands for classifying features. This characteristic 
supports real-time and online image acquisition without 
large power or computational load requirements, allowing for 
sustainable, viable data acquisition for various field applications 
such as those involving unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) (Qin 
et al., 2013). Therefore, the benefits of multispectral imaging 
(flexibility and mobility) outweigh the higher analytical capability 
of hyperspectral imaging in practice.

Fortunately, narrow-band multispectral (NBMS) imaging 
leverages the advantages of both technologies for feature 
classification. NBMS was developed as a result of recent advances 
in optics technology (Surface Optics, 2018). It uses bandpass 
filters with a narrow bandwidth (approximately 10 nm) to 

provide more delicate spectral information in real time and 
thereby improve classification ability and efficiency (Qin et al., 
2013).

Study goal and scope
The ultimate goal of this study is to develop an automated 
rock-mass classification system that will overcome accessibility 
and human bias issues using advanced image processing 
technologies. To achieve this goal, a quantitative approach for 
evaluating the degree of weathering using NBMS imaging was 
investigated. In the following sections we detail the processes 
for developing thematic maps using hyperspectral, NBMS, 
and RGB imaging, and discuss how the quantified weathering 
degree information was integrated into GSI (rock mass strength) 
estimates for the study site.

Spectral image acquisition and processing
Spectral image processing was conducted to extract and classify 
the features of interest from raw hyperspectral data. The 
geological features of interest (weathered, non-weathered, and 
aperture areas) were extracted via computational and statistical 
approaches, using ENVI software and the OpenCV3-Python 
library. The work flow for the spectral imaging processes is 
shown in Figure 1.  

Data acquisition and study area
Spectral images were acquired using the Surface Optics SOC710-
VP hyperspectral camera (SurfaceOptics, 2018). This visible and 
near-infrared (VNIR) camera has a spectral range of 400– 
1000 nm, which corresponds to wavelengths in the visible light 
to near-infrared range. Its sensor has a spatial resolution of 
696 × 520 pixels and spectral resolution of 128 pixels (bands). 
Historically, the short-wave near-infrared (SWIR) wavelength 
range has been applied for mineral identification; however, in this 
study, the VNIR range was selected for practical reasons such as 
portability, cost, and fast image acquisition. This range can still 
mimic an engineer’s visual inspection (typically 400–700 nm) for 
geological surveys. 

The study area was an exposed road cut (rock slope) located 
near Thimble Peak Vista on Mt. Lemmon in southern Arizona, 
USA. Figure 2 shows an image of the study area. Hyperspectral 
images were obtained from two subsections, A and B. As shown 
in Figure 2, the area consisted mainly of granite, with heavily 
fractured and weathered zones. Several rock chips were also 
observed. Rock samples, weathered and relatively unweathered, 
were collected, and the uniaxial compressive strength (UCS) 
was estimated using a Schmidt hammer and a point load tester. 

Figure 1—Work flow of hyperspectral, multispectral, and RGB imaging process
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The average estimated strengths of weathered and unweathered 
samples were approximately 40 MPa and 120 MPa respectively, 
indicating a significant reduction in strength due to the 
weathering, multiple fissure systems, and oxidation observed in 
Figure 3.

Granite is a competent rock with low porosity and 
permeability. However, once water infiltrates into the rock mass, 
areas adjacent to fractures become altered and degraded. The 
contrast between the weathered and relatively non-weathered 
(fresh) areas can become more distinct because of the fracture 
pattern, discolouration, and formation of clay minerals (Riaza et 
al., 2001). 

Pre-processing
Images were pre-processed using raw hyperspectral cubes. 
This pre-processing included camera calibration, atmospheric 
correction, and noise reduction. 

Camera calibration 
Raw data from the hyperspectral camera contains only a digital 
number (DN) that corresponds to the pixel intensity. Because 
light conditions affect pixel intensity, data must be calibrated. 
In this study, the DNs in each element of the hyperspectral cube 
were normalized and converted to reflectance values based on 
Munsell (18% reflectance) grey (Munsell, 2019). 

Atmospheric correction 
Reflectance values were also corrected to compensate for the 
effects of the atmosphere. This entailed removing the dependence 
on atmospheric conditions (absorption by molecules, gas, and 
aerosol) on the surface of the rock mass to improve spectral 
classification.

Noise reduction 
Noise reduction is essential for improving the quality of 
hyperspectral analyses. The radiance received by the spectral 
sensor is generally degraded by instrumental noise (thermal, 
quantization, and photon) (Rasti et al., 2018). Two methods 
have been commonly used to reduce noise in hyperspectral 
imagery (Green et al., 1988; Luo et al., 2016): the maximum 
noise fraction (MNF) and principal component analysis (PCA). 
For this study, the MNF method was applied as shown in Figure 
4. The raw spectral profile of a pixel is shown in Figure 4a. 
After noise reduction, the small spikes, which are considered 
minor components of the profile, were eliminated to produce the 
smoother curve that is shown in Figure 4b.

Figure 2—Photograph of the study area. Hyperspectral images were  
captured from sections A and B

Figure 3—Rock samples from the study area: (a) weathered granite and (b) 
relatively non-weathered (fresh) granite Figure 4—Noise reduction results (a) before and (b) after MNF transform
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End-member designation
Hyperspectral images can be classified based on a representative 
spectral profile of each feature that mimics an engineer’s visual 
inspection. The process of designating the spectrally pure 
constituent that corresponds to each feature of interest is referred 
to as ‘end-member designation’. Three designated areas – 
weathered, relatively non-weathered (background), and aperture 
– were identified for this study site. The representative spectral 
profiles for each end-member were derived by averaging pixel 
reflectance across wavelengths. Hundreds of spectra from each 
end-member were manually selected from these three areas. The 
profiles for each end-member are shown in Figure 5.

Feature band selection and spectral index
Detecting features of interest from raw images is difficult using 
single-band methods. First, the contrast between the weathered/
aperture areas and non-weathered areas (background) may be 
insufficient. In addition, single-band methods pose a higher 
risk of encountering misclassified pixels that have similar 
intensity values to feature areas (Sun et al., 2018). To intensify 
this contrast and show a uniform response across the entire 
rock mass, a spectral index (or ‘band ratio’) can be used. An 
example of a band ratio is the well-known normalized difference 
vegetation index (NDVI). Configured with red and NIR bands, 
NDVI has been widely used to identify vegetation areas. 

In this study, a band ratio was used to identify weathered and 
aperture areas. This ratio was developed by selecting a couple 
of bands at specific wavelengths based on the spectral profile of 
the end-members shown in Figure 5. The most effective band 
ratios (those with the highest contrast between reflectances) 
were identified for weathered and non-weathered areas and for 
aperture and non-weathered areas. 

Weathered index (WI) 
On weathered areas of the rock mass surface, the granite was 
discoloured, indicating biotite and feldspar alteration that 
occurs when water flows through fractures and forms reddish-
brown iron oxides (Riaza et al., 2001). This discolouration was 
assumed to be a good indicator of weathering; consequently, 
this study mostly focused on the discoloured and aperture areas, 
as suggested by the work of other researchers (Shang et al., 
2017; Spreafico et al., 2017; Vilder, Rosser, and Brain, 2017). 
To evaluate the weathered area, a weathered index (WI) was 
determined as the ratio of two wavelengths – 550 nm (green) and 
601 nm (orange):

[1]

where r is the reflectance value at a specific wavelength.   

Aperture index (AI) 
An aperture is an open discontinuity on the rock mass that is 
filled with air or water. Once the rock wall is subjected to high 
tensile stress or the existing fracture is eroded by weathering, the 
aperture density increases (Singhal and Gupta, 2010). As shown 
in Figure 5, the spectral reflectance of an aperture at a short 
wavelength is almost zero, but reflectance increases at longer 
wavelengths. Thus, the ratio between the blue (450 nm) and NIR 
(993 nm) bands provided good contrast for aperture detection. 
Aperture index (AI) was determined as the ratio of these two 
wavelengths as follows: 

[2]

where r is the reflectance value at a specific wavelength.   

Occlusion index (OI)
Shaded (‘occluded’) areas, which have low reflectance and 
intensity values, disrupted digital image processing. To evaluate 
the effectiveness of hyperspectral classification across these 
areas, an image mask was created using an occlusion index (OI) 
and applied during thematic mapping. The OI was defined as a 
combination of the NIR band (993 nm) and two blue bands  
(400 nm and 450 nm) as follows:

Figure 5—End-member designation for the features of interest (non-weath-
ered, weathered, and aperture areas): (a) section A and (b) section B 
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Figure 6—The process of creating a thematic map using NBMS imaging 

Figure 7—Thematic maps using various algorithms

[3]

where r is the reflectance value at a specific wavelength.   

Thematic mapping and quantification
Thematic mapping shows the spatial distribution of the features 
of interest on the image. It involves mapping the spectral index 
values in image pixels to a 16-bit grey scale. To classify features 
on the map in a binary way, a threshold was then defined to 
distinguish weathered and aperture areas from non-weathered 
(background) areas. This process was automated using the 
adaptive threshold technique (Otsu, 1979) instead of using a 
fixed (absolute and specific) threshold value. It determines the 
thresholding values based on the relative difference between 
the intensity of the featured object and background, mitigating 
the misclassification caused by the global intensity gradient. 
The binary images of each spectral index were all combined to 
create a thematic map. The overall process of thematic mapping 
and image processing is described in Figure 6. Non-weathered, 

weathered, aperture, and shaded areas are shown in Figures 7c 
and 7d as green, red, blue, and black respectively.

Other approaches – the use of Spectral Angle Mapper 
(SAM) and RGB analysis – were also applied for comparison 
with hyperspectral full-band analysis via NBMS. SAM uses the 
similarity between spectral vectors to classify target features. 
It offers a key advantage: the ability to classify target features 
under different sunlight conditions since it depends only on the 
directions of spectral vectors, not their magnitudes (De Carvalho 
and Meneses, 2000). In this study, the spectral vector of each 
image pixel was compared to that of each end-member. Note 
that the reference spectral information of each end-member for 
SAM was the same as the designated end-members shown in 
Figure 5. If a spectral vector at the arbitrary pixel showed the best 
similarity with the reference spectral vector of the ‘weathered’ 
end-member, then the pixel was classified as ‘weathered’, since 
the best similarity produces the smallest spectral angle. The 
thematic images developed using SAM are shown in Figures 7e 
and 7f. RGB analysis of normal digital images, a relatively simple 
and cost-efficient method, was also used to evaluate the relative 
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capability of weathering classification. This method has been 
used to detect rock weathering by other researchers (Spreafico 
et al., 2017; Vilder, Rosser, and Brain, 2017). In this study, a 
maximum likelihood estimation algorithm was applied to classify 
the weathered and aperture areas. The thematic maps using RGB 
analysis are shown in Figures 7g and 7h.

Compared to other approaches, the spectral index images 
(Figures 7c and 7d) analysed using NBMS showed the most 
reasonable results. The NBMS algorithm never misclassified non-
weathered points as weathered; it also produced better results 
for shaded areas and for weathering/aperture classification. The 
shaded areas (the black, masked areas on the left side of section 
B) did not influence the spectral classification of the aperture and 
weathered areas from the non-weathered areas in the spectral 
index images. In addition, NBMS successfully delineated the 
hidden aperture under the shaded area, shown in the white 
circle in Figure 7d, whereas the SAM and RGB images failed to 
even detect this aperture line. For weathering classification, the 
RGB analysis yielded similar results to the spectral index image; 
however, this method could not discriminate between the aperture 
area and occlusion and it overestimated the size of the aperture. 
In addition, because the RGB colour space uses only three bands, 
this method is susceptible to changes in illumination conditions 
(for example, during sunset) (Angelopoulou, 2000).

Calculation of percentages of weathered, aperture, and 
background areas
Weathering was then quantified by calculating the percentage 
of classified pixels in the weathered and aperture areas over 
the entire image. Table I shows the percentage of weathered 
and aperture areas for sections A and B. The weathered areas 

comprise 14.1% and 22.5% and the aperture areas comprise 6.5% 
and 12.5% of sections A and B, respectively.

Application to GSI system
Spectral indexes from two-band ratios were calculated and used 
to delineate the discoloured and aperture areas. The quantified 
weathering in section B at the study site was used to evaluate the 
rock mass via the GSI system (Hoek and Brown, 1997).

The GSI system estimates the condition of the rock mass or 
slope based on its structure and surface conditions. The structure 
rating (SR) considers block size and the interlocking of rock 
blocks; the surface condition rating (SCR) considers weathering, 
persistence, and the condition of discontinuities. GSI scores can 
range from 10 to 85. Higher values represent good/intact rock 
mass conditions, whereas lower values represent poor/fractured 
conditions. A key challenge for GSI estimation is that joint 
surface conditions are based on qualitative guidelines, which 
induce human bias, rather than quantitative calculations.

Sonmez and Ulusay (1999) proposed a modified version of 
the GSI system, also known as the Turkish GSI. The SR parameter 
describes the geometric characteristics of joints (joint space and 
density) and can be calculated as follows:

   Table I

  Estimated percentage of weathered and aperture areas 
   Section Weathered Aperture

   A  14.1% 6.5%
   B  22.5% 12.5%

Figure 7—Thematic maps using various algorithms (continued)
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   Table II

  SCR rating for GSI (Sonmez and Ulusay, 1999)
   SCR = Rr+ Rf + Rw

   Roughness rating (Rr) Very rough Rough Slightly rough Smooth Slickenside
  6 5 3 1 0
   Infilling rating (Rf) None Hard and thin Hard and thick Soft and thin Soft and thick
  6 4 2 2 0
   Weathering rating (Rw) None Slightly weathered Moderately weathered Highly weathered Decomposed
  6 5 3 1 0 

[4]

where Jv is the volumetric joint count (joints per m3). 
Traditionally, Jv has been assessed using a conventional 

scanline survey (or cell mapping). In this study, a 3D LIDAR 
image was used to estimate Jv in section B, as shown in Figure 
8. The overall process of data acquisition and manipulation, 
demonstrated in a previous publication by the authors (Park et 
al., 2016) entailed obtaining the 3D point-cloud data using a 
FARO X330 scanner with 2 mm resolution and analysing the 
data using Split FX software (Version 2.3, Split Engineering, 
Tucson, AZ). The analysis identified joint orientations and the 
virtual planes of rock mass discontinuities. The joint number was 
counted using virtual scanlines from the 3D model. 

The SCR parameter can be obtained simply by summing the 
roughness (Rr), filling (Rf), and weathering (Rw) ratings, which 
range from 0 to 6, as shown in Table II. In this study, Rr and Rf 
were obtained using the 3D LIDAR image from Park et al. (Park 
et al., 2016; Mansfield and Kemeny, 2009). These values are 
shown in Table III. Rr was calculated from the Fisher K of each 
triangulated unit mesh surface (Park et al., 2016), and R was 
determined by visual inspection of section B.

Traditionally, Rw is determined by visually inspecting the 
degree of weathering in the rock mass in accordance with the 
International Society for Rock Mechanics (ISRM) guideline 
(Rocha, 1981). Consequently, to estimate Rw for this study, 
the percentages of the weathered and aperture areas were 
calculated as previously noted and Rw was tentatively quantified 
by assuming a linear correlation with the average percentage of 
these areas. Since Rw ranges from 0 (very weathered) to 6 (not 
weathered/intact), the average percentages were converted to Rw 
using Equation [5].

[5]

where Aw is the percentage of the weathered area, Aa is the 
percentage of the aperture area, and the constant 16.7 is the 
coefficient that was derived to convert these values from a 
percentage (0 to 100) to the Rw range of 0 to 6. 

For section B, the estimated values of the constituent 
parameters and GSI are summarized in Table III. The Rw at section 
B was classified as ‘slight’, with a score of 5, and the GSI was 43 
according to the chart in Sonmez and Ulusay’s study (Sonmez 
and Ulusay, 1999). The other parameters were obtained from the 
authors’ previous study (Park et al., 2016).  

To assess the validity of this approach, a traditional visual 
inspection was conducted to determine Rw (Rocha, 1981). Based 
on this inspection, section B scored ‘3’, indicating moderate 
weathering. Further studies are required to understand why this 
result differs from the Rw of 5 obtained using the spectral imaging 
methods described in this paper. These studies are recommended 
in the following section. 

Conclusions and future work
In this study we proposed a quantitative approach for measuring 
the degree of rock mass weathering using a simple spectral index 
classification algorithm, referred to as NBMS imaging. A simple 
two-band ratio was applied to delineate weathered and aperture 
areas. The weathered area was delineated using the wavelength 
ratio of 601:550 nm, the aperture area using the wavelength ratio 
of 993:450 nm. Compared to a full-band hyperspectral imaging 
analysis, NBMS imaging successfully demonstrated the potential 
for quantifying the degree of weathering. This quantified 
weathering was also applied to estimate the (modified) Turkish 
GSI by converting the percentage of weathered and aperture areas 
into the weathering parameter, Rw, in the GSI system. The study 

Figure 8—3D LIDAR image (point cloud) of section B (Park et al., 2016)

   Table III

   GSI estimation using the advanced image processing 
technologies

    Parameter Rating

   Block size parameter Jv 6.9
  SR 46
   Surface condition ratings (SCR) Rr 2
  Rf 2
  Rw 5
  SCR 9
   GSI  43
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results also showed the potential for applying the quantified 
weathering degree using NBMS imaging to estimate rock mass 
strength. However, using the weathered area percentage as 
input for GSI determination has several limitations that require 
additional study, as noted below.

It was assumed that the relationship between Rw and the 
percentage of the weathered area is linear; however, it could be 
nonlinear. This relationship should be verified.

The weathering parameter, Rw, depended largely on the 
threshold level in the thematic map – for example, a higher 
threshold level would underestimate the weathered areas, 
resulting in higher values. The threshold value should be 
site-specific for the GSI application and consider the rock type, 
climate, and engineering purpose (e.g., mining industry, civil 
industry), etc.

The Rw was influenced by uneven illumination conditions at 
the test site. This problem was alleviated by applying the adaptive 
threshold method and using an occlusion image mask; however, 
further studies are required for various lighting conditions.

Rock mass weathering was quantified only from image 
processing technologies and therefore captured only surface 
conditions; it did not consider the thickness of the weathered 
zone.

To detect the specific features of clay minerals and delineate 
their distribution, SWIR spectrometry is required. In this study, 
VNIR-range spectrometry was applied for practical reasons, and 
the presence of clay minerals – a major factor in rock weathering 
– was not considered.
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Effect of discontinuity roughness and 
orientation on the parameters of the 
rock failure criterion under triaxial 
compressive stress
F. Aminpure1 and H. Moomivand1

Synopsis
Discontinuity roughness is one of the most important parameters for understanding the mechanical 
characteristics of jointed rock under triaxial compressive stress. Discontinuity roughness can vary in 
a wide range and can play an important role in the failure mechanism of rock under triaxial stress, 
particularly with varying joint orientation angles and confining pressure. In this work, the effects of 
discontinuity roughness on rock strength under triaxial compressive stress were investigated.   Different 
methods were applied to create cylindrical specimens with a wide range of discontinuity roughness and 
orientation angles. Fifteen groups of specimens with three different types of discontinuities roughness: 
tooth-shaped asperity (TSA), rough undulating (RU), and smooth and planar (SP) and five orientation 
angles (0, 30, 45 60, and 90 degrees) were tested, and in total 255 triaxial compression tests were carried 
out on jointed specimens. For specimens having different roughness and orientation angles of 45 and 60 
degrees, failure took place in the direction of the discontinuity. Tooth-shaped asperities were interlocked 
and broken along the discontinuities, particularly under high confining pressures. For specimens having 
TSA discontinuity and an orientation angle of 60 degree, sliding occurred at one side of the teeth planes 
under uniaxial loading. Greater discontinuity interlocking and axial strength (σ1) were observed with 
increasing roughness and confining pressure. The results show that the roughness and orientation angle 
of discontinuities have a major effect on the parameters of jointed rock failure criteria. New relationships 
between the failure criteria parameters, roughness, orientation angle, and uniaxial compressive strength 
of jointed specimens have been derived.

Keywords
jointing discontinuity, roughness, orientation, failure criterion.

Introduction
Discontinuities constitute planes of weakness that control the strength and mechanical behaviour of 
rock under triaxial stress. Roughness is one of the important parameters of discontinuities. Previous 
investigations on the effect of roughness have focused on the shear strength in direct shear tests (Jiang 
and Tanabashia, 2006; Saneie et al., 2013; Amanloo and Hosseinitoudeshki, 2013; Zhang et al., 2014; 
Hencher and Richards, 2015; Sivanathan Thirukumaran, and Indraratn, 2016). Direct shear tests have 
been conducted.under two boundary conditions: constant normal load/stress (CNL) and constant normal 
stiffness (CNS). Under CNL boundary conditions, the normal stress remains constant and the surface of 
the joint dilates freely during shearing. However, in a CNS condition, dilation of the joint is constrained 
by the confined environment formed across the interface. The CNS condition shows higher values of 
peak shear strength, friction angle, and cohesive strength than the CNL condition, thus CNL test results 
lead to underestimated shear strengths. The CNS condition shows the effect of rock joint roughness 
more than the CNL condition, whereas there cannot be the complexity of CNL and CNS conditions for 
testing the strength of a jointed specimen.under triaxial compressive stress. Furthermore, direct shear 
test results cannot represent the effect of discontinuity orientation angles on the failure mechanism and 
strength of jointed rock. 

Sinha and Singh (2000) tested cylindrical specimens made of plastics, with undulating and planar 
discontinuity surfaces with orientation angles from 5 to 50 degrees with respect to the minimum 
principal stress. They used infill material (gouge) inside the discontinuities and, due to the 5 to 30 
mm gouge thickness, the two sides of the discontinuities were not in contact under loading. Hence, 
the strength and mechanical behaviour of the specimens were not influenced by the discontinuity 
roughness, but were mainly controlled by the infill material. More attention has also been paid to 
the effect of discontinuity orientation on jointed rock strength (Verma and Singh, 2010; Asadi and 
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Bagheripour, 2014; Moomivand, 2014). However, the effect 
of roughness of discontinuities with different orientations on 
the failure criterion of jointed rock under triaxial stress is not 
clear. The preparation of cylindrical specimens having different 
discontinuity roughnesses and orientation angles is a difficult 
task. A wide range of discontinuity surface roughness is also 
necessary to investigate the effect of discontinuity roughness on 
the failure criterion of rock (Ramamurthy, 2001; Hoek, Carranza-
Torres, and Corkum, 2002) under triaxial compressive stress. 
This is important to show how the discontinuity roughness and 
orientation angle affect the failure mechanism and the parameters 
of jointed rock failure criterion. 

The purpose of this research is to identify the effect of 
discontinuity roughness on the parameters of jointed rock failure 
criterion under triaxial compressive stress. Discontinuities can 
have orientation angles from zero to 90 degrees with respect 
to the minimum principal stress. Three types of discontinuity 
roughness: tooth-shaped asperity (TSA), rough undulating (RU), 
and smooth plane (SP), covering a wide range of discontinuity 
roughness, were tested. However, TSA discontinuity is not 
exactly the same as rock discontinuity. TSA discontinuity has 
been used by many researchers for physical and numerical 
modelling of rock discontinuities to indicate the effect of 
discontinuity roughness on the strength and failure mechanism 
of jointed rock (Patten, 1966; Bock, 1978; Tatone, 2014; Wei et 
al., 2018; Wua et al., 2018). Specimens having TSA discontinuity 
could not be made from actual rock samples because two sides of 
the discontinuity could not be coupled to contact each other. In 
this research, this type of discontinuity roughness was prepared 
from a rock-like material using physical modelling. Physical 
modelling is a useful tool for investigating the mechanical 
behaviour of rock as a heterogeneous material for various 
purposes. Its advantages include technical feasibility, and reduced 
cost and time. Just as each rock type has its typical mechanical 
properties, a rock-like material has its own typical behaviour.

A number of researchers have investigated the applicability 
of various model materials to simulate rock (Stimpson, 1970; 
Hobbs, 1966; Saucier, 1967; Rosenblad, 1968; Johnston and 
Choi, 1986; Indraratna, 1990; Gu and Mostyn, 1992; Gu, Jafari 
and Mostyn, 1993; Vutukuri and Moomivand, 1996). Many 
materials and combinations of materials have been used for 
various types of modelling works. A good classification of model 
materials was given by Stimpson (1970) based on differences 
in the components and applications for different purposes. 
The materials used include Portland cement mortar, plaster, 
concrete, pumice, and cork. The materials used most frequently 
are either plaster or cement with various filler materials (Hobbs, 
1966; Saucier, 1967; Rosenblad, 1968; Johnston and Choi, 
1986; Indraratna, 1990; Gu and Mostyn, 1992; Gu, Jafari and 
Mostyn, 1993). Plaster and filler materials were found to be the 
most practical and feasible materials for modelling brittle rocks 

(Saucier, 1967). The constituents of materials greatly affect the 
technique of modelling and the mechanical properties of the 
specimens (Moomivand, 1996; Vutukuri and Moomivand, 1996). 

In this investigation, TSA discontinuities were made using 
a rock-like material consisting of plaster and sand filler. The 
specimens with RU and SP discontinuities were prepared 
successfully using Naghdeh limestone. Naqadeh is located in 23 
km south of Lake Urmia in the West Azerbaijan Province of Iran. 
Limestone has a uniform texture and is suitable for cutting to 
create proper jointed specimens. 

Because of the complexity of rock mass discontinuities, a very 
limited number of rock mass failure criteria have been developed. 
In practice, the failure criteria of Hoek, Carranza-Torres, and 
Corkum (2002) and Ramamurthy (2001) represent better the 
strength of rock with discontinuities, particularly under triaxial 
compressive stress. The failure criteria of Ramamurthy (2001) 
and Hoek, Carranza-Torres, and Corkum (2002) were applied to 
analyse the test results in this investigation.  

Specimen preparation 
Three techniques were used to prepare cylindrical specimens with 
TSA, RU, and SP discontinuities. The TSA discontinuities were 
made in a brittle rocklike material consisting of plaster and sand 
filling material, borax, and water. Specimens with RU and SP 
discontinuity surfaces were prepared using Naghdeh limestone, 
which has a uniform texture and it is suitable for cutting to create 
proper jointed specimens.

The constituents of materials greatly affect the modelling 
technique and the mechanical properties of the specimens. 
Sand with a grain size between 0.09 mm and 1.2 mm was used 
as filler in the model material, based on previous experience 
(Moomivand, 1996; Vutukuri and Moomivand, 1996). The 
proportions by weight of the constituents were plaster to plaster 
plus sand equal to 50%, water to plaster plus sand equal to 24%, 
and borax to water equal to 5%. (Table I), based on previous 
experience (Moomivand, 1996; Vutukuri and Moomivand, 
1996) and the experimental design. The selected water content 
depends on the weight of plaster in the mixture, workability of 
the mixture, and mechanical properties of specimens required 
to simulate rock (Moomivand, 1996; Vutukuri and Moomivand, 
1996). Borax was used as a retarder to slow down the rate of 
setting of the plaster. 

Ten hollow cylindrical moulds of PVC pipe with an internal 
diameter of 54.5 mm (equal to the internal diameter of the Hoek 
and Franklin (1968) triaxial cell), length of 15 cm, and wrapped 
with hose clamps were designed. Homogeneous cylindrical 
specimens without discontinuities 54.5 mm in diameter and 
approximately 109 mm in length (length-to-diameter ratio about 
2) were made as suggested in the standard (ASTM, 1997). For 
creating TSA discontinuity surfaces using the model material, 
the surface was first moulded by polystyrene foam. Cylindrical 

   Table I 

  The weight ratio of the model material components
   Material Sand (Sc)  Plaster (Pc) Water (Wc)  Borax (Bc)

   Ratio by weight
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polystyrene foam cores 54.5 mm in diameter were prepared by 
core drilling. The orientation angles of 0, 30, 45, 60, and 90 
degrees were made by the core cutter machine, using cylindrical 
foam moulds, in the rock mechanics laboratory. The TSA was 
created on each side of foam moulds with a particular plane 
orientation angle. The cylindrical foam mould and the process of 
preparing a specimen with a TSA discontinuity with orientation 
angle of 30 degree is shown in Figure 1. 

The cylindrical foam moulds were put inside the PVC pipe 
moulds for casting one side (first side) of the TSA discontinuities 
using the model material. After the model material had set, the 
TSA foam moulds were removed from the PVC pipe moulds. A 
very thin layer of plaster powder was spread over the first side of 
TSA discontinuity to prevent the second part from sticking onto 
the first part. The second part of the specimens was completed 
by casting the model material in the second side of the TSA 
discontinuity in place of the foam mould. After the second part 
of the model material had set, the jointed cylindrical specimen 
was easily removed from PVC pipe mould by opening the clamps. 
Five groups of specimens with TSA discontinuities oriented at 
0, 30, 45, 60, and 90 degrees were dried in the open air at room 
temperature for two weeks. One series of specimens is shown in 
Figure 2.

Specimens with RU and SP discontinuity surfaces were 
prepared from limestone. Several methods were used to create 
RU discontinuities with different orientation angles. For these 
specimens, first a fracture was created in a limestone block. 
The block was then put in a box and fixed by plaster, with 
respect to the discontinuity orientation angle relative to the 
horizontal direction. Finally, the cylindrical specimen having 
RU discontinuity surface with the desired orientation angle 
was created by a drilling a core. This method of creating RU 
discontinuities was difficult and time-consuming. Nevertheless, 
five groups of specimens with discontinuities at 0, 30, 45, 60, 
and 90 degrees were prepared successfully. A series of such 
specimens is shown in Figure 3. 

Specimens with smooth and planar (SP) discontinuities 
were prepared by cutting cylindrical limestone specimens at 
angles of 0, 30, 45, and 60 degrees using a core cutter machine. 
Preparation of these specimens was much easier in comparison to 
the specimens with TSA and RU discontinuity surfaces. 

Test work
Uniaxial compressive strength (σci) and tensile strength (σt) 

using the Brazilian test were measured for model material 
and Naghadeh limestone according to ASTM (1994a, 1994b) 
standards. All specimens were tested in an ELE testing machine 

Figure 1—Preparation of a specimen with a tooth-shaped asperity (TSA) discontinuity with orientation angle of 30 degrees

Figure 2—One series of specimens with tooth-shaped asperity 
discontinuities with different orientation angles 

Figure 3—One series of limestone specimens with rough undulating (RU) 
discontinuities with different orientation angles 
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at a loading rate of 0.5 to 1 MPa/s. The average uniaxial 
compressive strength (σciav) of the model material was found 
to be 19.7 ±2.38 MPa, and the average tensile strength (σtav) 
1.64 ±0.32 MPa. For Naghadeh limestone, the average uniaxial 
compressive strength (σciav) was 28.81 ±1.38 MPa and the 
average tensile strength (σtav) 2.30 ±0.40 MPa. Uniaxial and 
triaxial compressive strength tests on fifteen groups of cylindrical 
specimens with the three types of discontinuity roughness (TSA, 
RU, and SP) and five orientation angles (0, 30, 45, 60, and 90 
degrees) were performed by the testing machine and Hoek and 
Franklin (1968) triaxial cell according to standard (ASTM, 1997). 
The ELE testing machine, confining pressure system. and triaxial 
cell are shown in Figure 4. In the triaxial test, an initial confining 
pressure (0.1 MPa) was applied for setting the specimen inside 
the cell and between the two platens of the testing machine. The 
confining pressure, as well as the axial stress, were then applied 
slowly until the predetermined value of confining pressure was 
reached. The axial load was subsequently increased continuously 
at a constant rate of 0.5 MPa/s until the specimen failed under 
triaxial compressive stress. After reaching the peak strength, the 
axial stress was reduced and the testing machine automatically 
saved the peak strength value. Discontinuity sliding inside the 
cell could not be observed during the triaxial tests. The Hoek cell 
sleeves were ruptured several times or the specimens became 
stuck inside the cell, especially those with discontinuities 
orientated at 45 and 60 degrees. 

The specimens with TSA discontinuities were tested under 
confining pressures of 2.5, 5, 7, and 10 MPa, as the model 
material behaved in a brittle fashion at confining pressures less 
than about 10 MPa. The limestone specimens with RU and SP 
discontinuities were tested at confining pressures of 5, 7, 10, 
14, and 20 MPa. These specimens were brittle up to a confining 
pressure of about 20 MPa or less because, under this confining 
pressure, after peak strength the axial stress decreased, but not 
for a greater confining pressure under high axial loading.

In specimens with SP discontinuities, sliding occurred freely 
during shearing along the discontinuity. Sliding also occurred 
freely for TSA and RU discontinuities under uniaxial compressive 
stress. Effectively, for specimens with a TSA discontinuity and 
orientation angle of 60 degrees, sliding freely took place at 

one side of the teeth planes under uniaxial compressive stress. 
However, this could not occur with increases of confining 
pressure, as the asperities were interlocked until they broke along 
the discontinuities. 

Nevertheless, the discontinuity interlocking was greater 
with increasing roughness and confining pressure, especially 
for TSA and RU discontinuities. For all specimens (TSA, RU, 
and SP discontinuities) with orientation angles of zero and 90 
degrees, failure occurred in the body of the specimens under all 
confining pressures. However, specimens with discontinuities 
orientated at 90 degrees underwent lateral expansion, during 
which the discontinuity’s aperture was further opened under 
increasing uniaxial compressive stress. As an example, the mode 
of failure of the specimens with TSA discontinuities orientated 
at 0, 30, 45, 60, and 90 degrees is shown in Figure 5. For some 
SP discontinuities with an orientation angle of 30 degrees, 
failure took place along the direction of the discontinuity but for 
RU and TSA discontinuities, failure occurred in the body of the 
specimens (Figures 5 and 6). For all specimens with TS, RU, and 
SP discontinuities at orientation angles of 45 and 60 degrees, 
failure took place along the discontinuities under uniaxial and 
triaxial loading, except for some TSA discontinuities orientated at 
45 degrees under a confining pressure of 7 MPa, in which failure 
occurred in the body of the specimens. For specimens with a TSA 
discontinuity and orientation angle of 60 degrees, sliding took 
place on one side of the teeth planes under uniaxial compressive 
stress (Figure 5), as the axial compressive strength had the 
lowest value (1.76 MPa). The TSA discontinuity orientated at 
60 degrees was interlocked as the teeth were broken along the 
discontinuity at confining pressures of 2.5 MPa and above. 

Effect of discontinuity roughness and orientation on the 
strength and failure criteria
The presence of discontinuities increases the complexity of 
defining a rock mass failure criterion that adequately captures 
the rock mass behaviour. The results of this investigation are 
analysed using two criteria that represent comprehensively 
the strength of discontinuous rock under triaxial stresses: the 
Ramamurthy (2001) and Hoek-Brown (Hoek, Carranza-Torres, 
and Corkum, 2002) rock mass failure criteria. 

Figure 4—ELE triaxial compression test apparatus: (A) Confining pressure, (B) adjustment of specimen and spherical spacers inside the triaxial cell and between 
the platens of the testing machine
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Ramamurthy rock mass failure criterion
Ramamurthy, Rao, and Rao (1985) proposed the initial version 
of the intact rock failure criterion, which was later revised 
*Ramamurthy, 1993, 2001; Ramamurthy and Aurora, 1994). 
Ramamurthy’s revised intact rock failure criterion (Ramamurthy, 
2001) is as follows:

 [1]

where
σ1  = maximum principal stress (MPa)
σ3  = minimum principal stress (MPa)
σci  = uniaxial compressive strength of intact rock (MPa)
αi  = constant for intact rock
Bi  = triaxial compressive strength factor.

Ramamurthy, Rao, and Rao (1985) and Ramamurthy (2001) 
proposed Bi values for some intact rocks. The failure criterion of 
Ramamurthy (2001, 2008) for jointed rock mass under triaxial 
stress is as follows:

Figure 5—Mode of failure of five specimens with TSA discontinuities at orientation angles of 0, 30, 45, 60, and 90 degrees under uniaxial loading

Figure 6—Mode of failure of five specimens with RU discontinuities at orientation angles of 0, 30, 45, 60, and 90 degrees under uniaxial loading
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 [2]

 [3]

 [4]

 [5]

 [6]

 [7]

where
σ’3 =  minimum principal stress (MPa)
σ’1 =  maximum principal stress (or axial strength) (MPa)
σCJ =  uniaxial compressive strength of jointed rock (MPa)
Bj =  triaxial strength factor of jointed rock
αj =  constant power for jointed rock
Jn =  frequency of joints, i.e. number of joints per metre
n =  joint inclination coefficien
r =  parameter of joint resistance (joint friction)
Jf =  joint factor
τj =  shear strength along the joint
σnj =  normal stress on the joint
φ′j =  friction angle of the joint
i  subscript represents intact rock
j  subscript represents jointed rock.

Ramamurthy’s joint factor (Jf) incorporates the effect of a 
combination of three factors: orientation of the joints (n), the 
frequency of joints (Jn), and joint resistance (r). The parameter 
n is determined from a table given by Ramamurthy (2008). The 
joint resistance parameter (r) is determined using the ratio of 
shear strength along a joint to the normal stress on the joint 
(Equation [5]). The joint factor (Jf) is zero for intact rock and can 
be more than 500 per metre for a heavily jointed rock mass. A 
larger value of Jf indicates a weaker rock mass.

To analyse the relationship between σcj/σci and Jf, Jf was 
first determined from the test results, as a function of the joint 
orientation coefficient (n) and the frequency of joints (Jn), using 
the method given by Ramamurthy (2008). The joint resistance 
coefficient (r) was determined by carrying out direct shear tests 
on smooth and planar joints. The joint resistance coefficient (r) 
for the TSA and RU discontinuities could not be assessed using 
direct shear tests. That is because the normal stress on the joint 
increases with increasing shear stress in the direct shear test 
system for rough discontinuity surfaces. In order to determine 
the joint resistance coefficient (r) for TSA and RU discontinuities, 
indirect shear and normal stresses from the maximum principal 
stress (σ1) and minimum principal stress (σ3) in triaxial strength 
test results for an orientation angle of 60 degrees were used. That 
is because under all confining pressures, failure occurred along 
TSA and RU discontinuities at 60 degrees. A series of paired 

data of the shear strength along the joint and normal stress on 
the joint was first determined by stress transformation equations 
using σ1 and σ3 from the test results for an orientation angle 
(transformation angle) of 60 degrees as follows:

 [8]

 [9]

Then, the joint resistance parameter (r) was determined by 
Equation [5] using the obtained pair results of the indirect values 
of shear strength (τj) and normal stress (σnj). Joint resistance 
coefficients (r) of 0.818, 0.730, and 0.631 were obtained for TSA, 
RU, and SP discontinuities respectively. 

The joint factor (Jf) was determined using the results for three 
parameters: the joint inclination coefficient (n), the frequency of 
joints (Jn), and the joint resistance coefficient (r). As an example, 
for the RU4 group at an orientation angle of 60 degrees, Jf is as 
follows: 

Jf = Jn /n x r) = 10/(0.06 × 0.73) = 228.3

The calculated ratio of the uniaxial compressive strength of 
jointed rock to that of intact rock (σcj/σci) obtained using Equation 
[3] is equal to 0.66, whereas the ratio evaluated from the results 
for this group is 0.06. The ratio of σcj/σci was determined for 
fifteen groups of test results. The obtained relationship between 
the σcj/σci ratio and Jf for the test results is as follows:

 [10] 

The ratio of σcj/σci was also assessed using Jf based on 
Equation [3] proposed by Ramamurthy (2008). The relationship 
between σcj/σci and the joint factor (Jf) from the test results was 
compared with the relationship estimated by Ramamurthy’s 
equation (Figure 7). 

The coefficient of Jf is –0.008 in Ramamurthy’s equation 
(Equation [3], whereas this coefficient is –0.016 for the results of 
this research (Equation [10]). Coefficients of Jf.between –0.00123 
and –0.025 were also obtained from extensive experimentation 
on different patterns of jointed blocks under uniaxial compression 
(Singh, Rao, and Ramamurthy, 2002). The σcj/σci ratio has the 
greatest value for the lowest joint factor, rapidly decreases with 
increasing joint factor (Jf), and approaches zero at higher joint 
factor values. However, when using Jf for the assessment of σcj/
σci, αj, and Bj, not only are the uniaxial and triaxial test results 
not used, but also different relationships between the σcj/σci ratio 
and Jf have been reported. Hence, the values for the σcj/σci ratio, 
αj, and Bj may not be reliable. 

To analyse the results by Ramamurthy’s failure criterion, two 
procedures were used.

 ➤   Determine αj using the σcj/σci ratio and αi from the results 
with Equation [6], and then assess Bj by analysing the 
triaxial test results with the DataFit computer program 
(Datafit, 1992). In this case, the obtained failure criterion 
can be a more reliable representation of the uniaxial and 
triaxial test results.

 ➤    Determine αj using the σcj/σci ratio and αi from the results 
with Equation [6], and then calculate Bj with the σcj/σci ratio 
from the test results using Equation [7]. In this case, the 
triaxial test results are not used to determine Bj. 
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First, the value of the triaxial compressive strength factor (Bi) 
in Ramamurthy’s failure criterion was obtained from the triaxial 
compressive strength test results for intact model material and 
limestone using DataFit. Values of 2.94 and 2.35 were obtained 
for model material and intact limestone respectively. Then, fifteen 
groups of test results conducted on specimens with different 
discontinuity roughness and orientations were analysed using 
Ramamurthy’s failure criterion for jointed rock (Equation [2]). 
The power constant for jointed rock (αj) was determined by the α, 
and σcj/σci ratio of the test results. 

The triaxial compressive strength factor of jointed rock (Bj) 
was determined using αj and σcj in Ramamurthy’s failure criterion 
(Equation [2]) by fitting the test results using DataFit (Datafit, 
1992). The values of σcj, and the assessed parameters of Bj and 

αj, with the correlation coefficient (R) and standard deviation 
(S) of the best fit failure criterion, are shown in Table II. The 
relationship between axial strength (σ1) and confining pressure 
(σ3) for test results from the intact model material (Intact-M) and 
from specimens with TSA discontinuities oriented at 0, 30, 45, 
60, and 90 degrees is shown in Figure 8. The axial strength (σ1) 
of the intact model material is higher than for specimens with 
TSA discontinuities. The axial strength of the TSA specimens 
decreased with increasing orientation angle, with the minimum 
strength occurring at 60 degrees. The axial strengths (σ1) for 
the specimens with discontinuity orientation angles of zero and 
90 degrees are approximately equal. The effect of roughness 
and orientation on the axial strength decreases with increasing 
confining pressure and becomes negligible at higher confining 

Figure 7—Comparison of the relationship between σcj/σci and joint factor (Jf) from test results in this research with Ramamurthy’s relationship

   Table II

   Parameters σcj, αj, and Bj determined using DataFit for all groups of test results, with correlation 
coefficient (R) and standard deviation (S)

   Group no. Orientation angle (degree) σcj  (MPa) αj  Bj R S

   Intact-M - 19.07 0.80 2.94 0.96 2.17

   TSA1 0 17.35 0.76 2.25 0.93 3.37

   TSA2 30 15.45 0.72 2.49 0.95 2.83

   TSA3 45 12.97 0.66 2.88 0.96 2.50

   TSA4 60 5.34 0.42 4.65 0.90 3.65

   TSA5 90 16.97 0.75 2.25 0.96 2.18

   Intact-L - 28.81 0.80 2.35 0.94 6.80

   RU1 0 28.23 0.79 2.32 0.92 6.33

   RU2 30 21.32 0.69 2.90 0.96 4.60

   RU3 45 14.69 0.57 3.69 0.97 3.56

   RU4 60 1.73 0.20 5.59 0.89 7.33

   RU5 90 23.62 0.72 3.04 0.99 3.69

   SP1 0 22.18 0.70 2.58 0.99 5.60

   SP2 30 19.30 0.66 3.09 0.99 2.76

   SP3 45 2.02 0.21 5.62 0.59 5.62

   SP4 60 0.86 0.14 5.22 0.77 10.76

   SP5 90 20.17 0.67 3.35 0.98 4.80
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pressure. Effectively, the axial strength of specimens with a TSA 
discontinuity angled at 60 degree is closer to the axial strength 
of the intact model material under high confining pressure. TSA 
discontinuities are interlocked better than SP discontinuities 
under loading, particularly under high confining pressure.

The relationships between σ1 and σ3 for the test results for 
intact limestone (Intact-L) and for specimens with RU and SP 
discontinuities are shown in Figures 9 and 10 respectively. 
Limestone specimens with SP discontinuities have lower axial 
strength than specimens with RU discontinuities. The RU 
discontinuities are locked better than the SP discontinuities under 
loading. The axial strength of limestone specimens with RU and 
SP discontinuities decreases with increasing orientation angle, 
reaching a minimum at 60 degrees and then increase. 

The differences between the axial strength of the limestone 
specimens with RU and SP discontinuities oriented at 0, 90, 
30, and 45 degrees and the axial strength of the specimens 
with discontinuities oriented at 60 degrees decreases with 
increasing confining pressure. As shown in Figures 8 to 10, the 
axial strength of the specimens with a discontinuity orientation 
angle of 60 degrees approaches that of intact limestone under 
high confining pressure. For all groups of test results, the axial 
strength and discontinuity interlocking was greater with higher 
roughness and confining pressure. 

The parameter αj was determined from the test results 
using Equation [6]. Figure 11 shows that αj decreases with 
increasing roughness of discontinuities at all orientation angles. 
The parameter αj is highest for an orientation angle of zero 
degrees. It decreases slightly as the angle increases from zero 

to 30 degrees, then more sharply, reaching a minimum at 60 
degrees, then increase again to 90 degrees, to a value just less 
than that at zero degrees (Figure 11). Figure 12 shows that the 
discontinuity orientation has the opposite effect on the parameter 
Bj in comparison with αj. 

The parameter Bj in Ramamurthy’s failure criterion was 
calculated using Equation [7] and the σcj/σci ratio from test 
results, without considering triaxial test results. These values for 
Bj were compared with the test results using DataFit. Figure 12 
shows that the Bj parameters obtained with DataFit have higher 
values than those from the test results. 

The relationship between the triaxial strength factor (Bj) 
and the σcj/σci ratio from the test results was analysed. A better 
correlation between Bj and σcj/σci was obtained for each individual 
discontinuity type (TSA, RU, and SP) than for the combination 
of all results. Therefore, the relationships between Bj and σcj/
σci ratio from test results for specimens with TSA, RU, and 
SP discontinuities at different orientations are obtained from 
Equations [11] and [12].

 [11]

 [12]

For all groups of test results, the triaxial strength factor (Bj) 
decreases exponentially with increasing σcj/σci ratio, becoming 

Figure 8—Relationship between the axial strength (σ1) and confining pressure (σ3) for intact model material (Intact-M) and five groups of specimens made from 
model material with TSA discontinuities at different orientation angles 
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Figure 9—Relationship between σ1 and σ3 for five groups of specimens made from limestone with RU discontinuities at different orientation angles 

Figure 10—Relationship between σ1 and σ3 for intact limestone (Intact-L) and five groups of limestone specimens with SP discontinuities at different orientation 
angles 
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equal to Bi for a σcj/σci ratio of unity. The relationship between Bj 
and σcj/σci obtained from the test results is significantly different 
from that using the Bj value estimated by Ramamurthy’s method. 
Many other factors, such as infill material, discontinuity spacing, 
and number of discontinuity sets, can affect the parameters of 
the jointed rock failure criterion. Therefore, more results are 
necessary to better justify the relationships (Equations [11]  
and [12]).

Generalized Hoek-Brown.criterion
Parameters of the Hoek, Carranza-Torres, and Corkum (2002) 
rock mass failure criterion (the generalized Hoek-Brown 
criterion) were also analysed according to the roughness and 
orientation of discontinuities. The generalized Hoek-Brown rock 
mass failure criterion is as follows:

 [13]

 [14]

 [15]

 [16]

where
σci  = unconfined compressive strength of intact rock (MPa)
mb  =  triaxial compressive strength factor of rock mass 

(MPa) 
mi  = material constant for the intact rock
GSI  = Geological Strength Index
D =  disturbance factor (account for blast damage and 

stress relaxation)
s and a are constants.

The material constant for the intact rock (mi) was obtained by 
conducting statistical analysis using DataFit. Values of 8.05 and 
4.51 were obtained for limestone (Intact-L) and model material 
(Intact-M) respectively. The rock mass material constants mb, s, 
and a were also determined by statistical analysis of 15 groups 
of test results from specimens having different discontinuity 
roughness and orientations (Table II). To clarify the effect of 
TSA, RU, and SP discontinuities and orientation angle on the 
axial strength, the dimensionless relationships between σ1/
σci and σ3/σci were compared for each individual orientation 
angle. The results are shown in Figures 13–17. The rock mass 
material constant (a) varies from 0.5 to 0.636, corresponding 
to intact rock (GSI = 100) and very low quality rock mass (GSI 

Figure 11—Relationship between αj and orientation angle (ϴ) for TSA, RU, and SP discontinuities

Figure 12—Relationship between Bj and orientation angle (ϴ) for TSA, RU, and SP discontinuities obtained using the tests results and Ramamurthy’s method
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Table III

Values of the ratio σcj/σci, mb, s, and a with correlation coefficients (R) and standard deviations (s) for 
all groups of test results

Group no. α (degree) σcj/σci mb s a R S
Intact-M - 1.00 4.51 1.000 0.50 0.98 6.60

TSA1 0 0.91 4.49 0.792 0.57 0.98 2.36

TSA2 30 0.81 4.46 0.648 0.59 0.99 1.74

TSA3 45 0.68 4.41 0.536 0.60 0.98 2.01

TSA4 60 0.28 4.40 0.245 0.64 0.97 3.19

TSA5 90 0.89 4.51 0.900 0.62 0.99 0.99

Intact-L - 1.00 8.05 1.000 0.50 0.98 6.50

RU1 0 0.98 6.41 0.960 0.50 0.99 3.29

RU2 30 0.74 6.36 0.548 0.50 0.99 3.10

RU3 45 0.51 6.43 0.260 0.55 0.98 4.53

RU4 60 0.06 5.93 0.006 0.50 0.99 2.69

RU5 90 0.82 8.37 0.672 0.50 0.98 3.99

SP1 0 0.77 6.38 0.593 0.50 0.98 3.41

SP2 30 0.68 6.09 0.449 0.50 0.99 3.14

SP3 45 0.07 6.97 0.005 0.50 0.98 4.23

SP4 60 0.03 5.85 0.002 0.55 0.98 4.30

SP5 90 0.70 7.90 0.490 0.50 0.96 6.12

Figure 13—The dimensionless form relationships between σ1/σci and σ3/σci with the best function fit using the Hoek, Carranza-Torres, and Corkum (2002) failure 
criterion for TSA, RU, and SP discontinuities at an orientation angle of zero degrees

= 5) respectively, according the generalized Hoek-Brown rock 
mass failure criterion. For orientation angles of zero and 90 
degrees, the two parameters mb and s are approximately equal 
to mi and unity, particularly for TSA and RU discontinuities. As 
shown in Figures 13 and 17, the failure criterion for jointed rock 
is similar to that for intact rock. For all groups of test results, 
the parameters mb and s decrease with increasing orientation 
angle from zero to a minimum at 60 degrees, increasing again 
at 90 degrees (Figure 18). Furthermore, the parameters mb 
and s are greater with increasing discontinuity roughness. The 
relationships between parameters mb, s, and a and the σcj/σci ratio 

from the test results were also analysed (Figure 19). Parameter s 
increase with an increase in σcj/σci ratio, but has an average value 
of approximately 0.534. A lower correlation (i.e. lower value of 
R) between mb and the σcj/σci ratio was obtained (Figure 19). 
Other factors than discontinuity roughness and orientation angle 
can affect the parameters of the jointed rock failure criterion, e.g. 
infill material, discontinuity spacing, and number of discontinuity 
sets. However, a higher correlation may be achieved using 
additional data such as triaxial test results on specimens  
with infill material, different discontinuity spacing, and 
discontinuity sets.
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Conclusions
 ➤   Discontinuity interlocking becomes more significant 

with increasing roughness and confining pressure. The 
joint resistance parameter (r) increases with increasing 
roughness.

 ➤   For specimens with TSA, RU, and SP discontinuities 
orientated at zero and 90 degrees, failure occurred in 
the body of the specimens under all confining pressures. 
For some SP discontinuities with an orientation angle of 
30 degrees, failure was observed along the direction of 
the discontinuity. For all specimens having discontinuity 
orientation angles from 45 to 60 degrees, failure took 
place in the direction of the discontinuity and tooth-shaped 
asperities were broken along the discontinuities, particularly 
under high confining pressures. However, for specimens 
with a TSA discontinuity angled at 60 degrees, sliding 
occurred at one side of teeth planes of the discontinuities 
under zero confining pressure as in this case the axial 

compressive strength had the lowest value.
 ➤   The effect of discontinuity roughness on the mode of failure 

was more significant for orientation angles of 30, 45, and 
60 degrees. 

 ➤   The effect of roughness and orientation on the axial 
strength decreases with increasing confining pressure 
and becomes negligible under higher confining pressures. 
The axial strength of specimens with a TSA discontinuity 
oriented at 60 degrees approaches the axial strength of the 
model material under high confining pressure. 

 ➤   The discontinuity roughness and orientation angle have a 
great effect on the αj and Bj parameters in Ramamurthy’s 
failure criterion. 

 ➤   The new relationships obtained between the σcj/σci ratio 
and joint factor (Jf), and Bj for fifteen groups of specimens 
with different discontinuity roughness and orientations are 
considerably different from the relationship proposed by 
Ramamurthy.

 ➤   The rock mass material constant (mb) of specimens with 

Figure 15—The dimensionless form relationships between σ1/σci and σ3/σci with the best function fit using the Hoek, Carranza-Torres, and Corkum (2002) failure 
criterion for TSA, RU, and SP discontinuities at an orientation angle of 45 degrees

Figure 14—The dimensionless form relationships between σ1/σci and σ3/σci with the best function fit using the Hoek, Carranza-Torres, and Corkum (2002) failure 
criterion for TSA, RU, and SP discontinuities at an orientation angle of 30 degrees
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Figure 16—The dimensionless form relationships between σ1/σci and σ3/σci with the best function fit using the Hoek, Carranza-Torres, and Corkum (2002) failure 
criterion for TSA, RU, and SP discontinuities at an orientation angle of 60 degrees

Figure 17 – The dimensionless form relationships between σ1/σci and σ3/σci with the best function fit using the Hoek, Carranza-Torres, and Corkum (2002) failure 
criterion for TSA, RU, and SP discontinuities at an orientation angle of 90 degrees

TSA discontinuities at different orientation angles is nearly 
equal to the mi value for intact specimens.

 ➤   The effect of orientation angle on the failure mechanism and 
strength of jointed specimens depends on the discontinuity 
roughness.
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Design and evaluation of single-
phase drawbell excavation at the 
Chuquicamata underground mine
P. Paredes1, F. Rodríguez1, R. Castro3, D. Morales2, and D. García2

Synopsis
The Chuquicamata Underground Mining Project (PMCHS) is one of the world’s most challenging and 
important caving projects, as it requires the transition from one of the largest open pit mines in the world 
to a large-scale underground operation.  In caving operations, the construction of drawbells is critical 
for production as these are the openings through which caved ore is extracted. The literature indicates 
there is no definitive blasting design methodology for drawbells when excavation is required to be 
completed in one phase, despite the importance and frequency of this type of requirement. Thus, during 
the implementation stage of the PMCHS, it was relevant to carry out an experimental programme to first 
design a methodology based on rock mass blasting parameters, and then conduct controlled industrial 
experiments to test the design’s efficiency and re-engineer it accordingly. The blast design is based on 
the estimation of peak particle velocity (PPV) and associated damage per blast-hole. The blast sequence 
was defined from elemental wave analysis. Measurements during the experimental programme included 
drill deviation, explosive density during loading, and velocity of detonation (VOD). Drawbell geometry 
in one phase was successfully implemented when more than 80% of the area of the drawbell design was 
over four times the critical particle peak velocity (PPVc). The results obained from measurements of 
fragmentation and overbreak in pillars and brow during test 1 were used to improve the blasting design 
for test 2 so that both time and cost were reduced.

Keywords
block caving, blasting, drawbell in one phase, full-scale test.

Literature review 
After a century of operation, the world’s largest open pit mine will reach its profitable limit by the end of 
this decade. At over 1100 m in depth and 4.5 km in length, the historical Chuquicamata open pit mine 
will span over 11 km bottom-to-top haulage distance with an ore stripping ratio of 1:4 by 2018, leaving 
4200 Mt of copper and molybdenum ore below the final open pit. In this context, block-caving methods 
represent the best alternative for mining the underlying massive, low-grade orebody, as these methods 
offer high production rates at a low cost (Araneda, 2015).

The Chuquicamata Underground Mine Project (PMCHS) is located 15 km to the north of Calama in 
the Antofagasta Region of Chile.  Construction and development began in 2012, and production started 
in August 2019. At PMCHS – as for all caving mines – the proper establishment of drawbells is of crucial 
importance. Drawbells are the opening through which caved ore is extracted once the undercutting is 
completed. In the case of PMCHS, numerous drawbells will be required. For example, Lift 1 (1841) alone 
has over 1000 drawbells, and it is only one of three levels to be constructed. Furthermore, there are two 
main geotechnical domains in the orebody: the potassium east porphyry (PEK, acronym in Spanish), 
and quartz equals sericite (QIS, acronym in Spanish), each with different rock mass properties (Table 
I). Since the drawbells will be constructed in different geotechnical domains, a methodology to establish 
the blast design is essential.

To date, establishing drawbell design in block/panel caving has been conducted mainly through 
operational experience and in accordance with the mining method. In a review of drawbell geometries 
implemented at El Teniente between 1985 and 1994 Jofre, Yañez, and Ferguson (2000) established that 
at least five different designs were implemented during the life of the mine. The different designs were 
defined according to the mining methods used in the different sectors. Drawbells were excavated in two 
or three stages using ANFO as explosive and pyrotechnical detonators.

In the last few years, efforts have been made to establish drawbell excavation in a single phase in 
order to increase productivity (Altamirano, 2014). Silveira, Lovitt, and Hewitt (2005) indicated that the 
key to single-shot excavation is the use of emulsions and electronic detonators. The blasting sequence 
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involves longer delays for the first holes (40 to 100 ms) and 
shorter delays at the end (5 to 20 ms) using a 1 m diameter pilot 
raise. Music and San Martin (2010) published results of the 
implementation of a single shot for large-volume drawbells at 
El Teniente mine. They stated that to blast a 4300 m3 drawbell, 
it was necessary to double the powder factor used for multiple 
phase drawbells and to use a raise diameter of 1.5 m for the free 
face. In terms of design, energy estimation contours were used to 
estimate the appropriate drill-hole spacing.

Dunstan and Popa (2012) summarized their experience 
establishing drawbells at the Ridgeway Deeps and Cadia 
East operations. In the case of Ridgeway, 133 drawbells were 
established using 14 different designs with the aim of achieving 
blasting in a single stage. For this, 105 holes of 76 mm diameter 
were charged. Two 760 mm diameter raises were used to create 
free surface. In the case of Cadia East, a circular design was 
implemented to achieve blasting in one shot without a pilot raise, 
using a total of 136 charged holes 76 mm in diameter. Instead of 
a raise, the design incorporated seven empty holes of 200 mm 
diameter. This methodology allowed 2100 m3 drawbells to be 
blasted in a single phase.

Practical knowledge on drawbell blasting and blast 
monitoring systems to optimize mining practices in underground 
and open pit operations is available in the literature (Le Juge 
et al., 1993; McKenzie et al., 1995; Adamson, Scherpennisse 
and Díaz, 1999; Hasell et al., 2015). However, there is a lack 
of published literature on blasting design methodologies for 
drawbell excavation in caving mines.  In this study we present 
the results of implementing a blasting design methodology 
and the subsequent industrial testing carried out at PMCHS to 
excavate drawbells in a single phase.

Test site characteristics 
The distribution of the different geotechnical units found at 
PMCHS is shown in Figure 1. Each of these geotechnical units 
has different geotechnical properties, as summarized in Table I.

Methodology 

Blast design
As noted in the introduction, the literature review indicated a lack 
of proven blast design methodologies for drawbell excavation in 
one phase. An engineering criterion for drawbell blasting in one 
shot is that a large percentage of the excavation should be at the 
intense breakage threshold (at least 80%). This will ensure that 

the rock should is finely fragmented and can flow easily out of 
the drawbell. Our proposed methodology for a drawbell blasting 
design used this 80% criterion and included the following steps: 
theoretical design, implementation of the design in the field 
(instrumentation set-up and execution), post-blasting analysis of 
results, and design re-evaluation (Figure 2). 

The first stage of the study consisted of blast design. The 
design included definitions such as drill-hole diameter, type of 
explosive, location of drill-holes, burden, spacing, and uncharged 
collar lengths. The design was based on the damage criterion. To 
estimate damage, it is necessary to estimate the equivalent tensile 
particle peak velocity (PPVc) for the rock mass:

[1]

where PPVc is the particle peak velocity (mm/s) equivalent to the 
tensile strength σt (MPa), Vp is the P-wave velocity (m/s), and E 
is the Young’s modulus (GPa).

Figure 1—Geotechnical units at the Chuquicamata underground project

   Table I

  Geotechnical rock mass parameters 
   Property PEK QIS

   Density (kg/m3) 2 610 2 700
   UCS (MPa) 96.5 67.2
   Tensile strength (MPa) 3.84 2.38
   Young’s modulus (GPa) 37.12 20.06
   P-wave velocity (m/s) 5 352 4 656
   Poisson’s ratio 0.21 0.21
   PPVc (mm/s) 551 552
   4PPVc (mm/s) 2 206 2 210

Figure 2—One-shot drawbell blast design methodology
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Considering Equation [1] and the properties of the rock 
mass (Table I), for the rock mass at the PMCHS, the PPVc is 
approximately 550 mm/s. Elsewhere, intense fracturing due to 
blasting has been observed when the vibrations reach four times 
the PPVc (Adamson, Scherpennisse, and Díaz, 1999). Thus, at 
the PMCHS, it was expected that when the PPV reached 2200 
mm/s, intense breakage of the rock mass would occur. 

Once the rock mass damage criterion was determined, the 
next step in the design was to estimate the particle peak velocity 
(PPV) given the rock mass and explosive characteristics. This 
was achieved using the method of Persson, Holmberg, and Lee 
(1994) (H&P estimation):

[2]

where k and α are site-specific parameters, h is the charge length, 
Ro is the distance from the charge, β = 2α, and q is the specific 
charge loading (kg/m). Integrating Equation [2]) to simplify 
conditions (Persson, Holmberg, and Lee, 1994): 

[3]

and abbreviating the parameters within the bracket as P

[4]

where Xs is the  uncharged drill-hole length and Xo is the depth to 
the point of measurement. The PPVs model was implemented in 
the JKSimblast software, so the estimated ground vibrations could 
be visualized prior to being implemented in the field (Soft-Blast, 
2018). It must be noted that there are several limitations in the 
damage model when modelling the complexities of the detonation 
of explosives. However, as stated by Onederra (2013), the near 
field vibration approach still provides a solid basis for blasting 
analysis in mine engineering practice.

Implementation 
The drawbell tests were conducted on two rock types at the 
PMCHS (Figure 2). The first blasting test was carried out in 
MB S02 in drawbell 22 between drives 3 and 4, where the PEK 
domain predominates. The second test was conducted in MB 
S01 in drawbell 5 between drives 3 and 4, where the QIS is 
predominant. These tests consisted of a single phase with a 

circular slot raise 1.5 m in diameter. The objective was to validate 
the use of the emulsion and ensure the operability of the area 
incorporation plan.

The drilling was carried out by an Atlas Copco Simba S7D 
with the positioning and drill-hole inclination using a manual 
system (Figure 4). The hole deviations were measured using a 
Boretrak deviation measurement system. This data allows real 
measurements of the drilled holes to be obtained from which an 
analysis of blasting prior to the stage of charging with explosives 
can be conducted. In this stage, monitoring (damage control) 
holes were drilled and triaxial geophones were installed in 
areas near the brow of the drawbell, which allowed vibration 
measurement in the near field (Paredes and Rodriguez, 2018), as 
shown in Figure 5.

With the holes drilled, the charging was carried out using a 
pumpable emulsion as explosive (Alcaino, Morales, and Paredes, 
2018). This was done with UBS mobile equipment on a Tatra 
chassis, which has a telescopic loading arm to prime, load, and 

Figure 3—Location of drawbells in the PMCHS (after Paredes and Rodriguez, 2018)

Figure 4—Drilling with Simba S7D rig (Paredes and Rodriguez, 2018)

Figure 5—First drawbell trial experimental set-up (after Paredes and  
Rodriguez, 2018)
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install the stemming. The control and measurement of densities 
of the final product was carried out during the loading of the 
explosive with the mobile UBS unit in the gasification process. 
Control of the gasification time was done at 10 minute intervals 
until reaching 60 minutes of charging.

To establish the detonation sequence, the elementary 
wave theory was applied, which uses the effect of the linear 
superposition of the waves generated by the detonation of 
different explosive charges in a blast (Enaex, 2011). With this 
method, the delays between holes that generate a maximum 
level of stress in the blast and minimize the damage in the far 
field could be determined, thus avoiding the coupling between 
charges.

For velocity of detonation (VOD) measurements, an RG-6 
coaxial cable within two holes at the central rings and ShotTrack 
explosive detonation velocity measurement equipment were used. 
The monitoring and programming were then completed, and the 
test concluded with drawbell blasting.

After blasting, post-blasting test analysis was carried out. 
The results analysed included the fragmentation observed in the 
blasting pile, vibration measurements in the near field, and a 3D 
scan of the final geometry of the drawbell. Finally, the design was 
re-evaluated to optimize it according to the results obtained and 
the operational requirements.

Drawbell 1 blasting test

Design
The blast design of the first drawbell included sixty 76.2 mm 
diameter drill-holes distributed in nine rings with a 1.5 m slot 
raise. Table II shows the main parameters associated with the 
drawbell 1 blasting design, while Figure 6 shows the location of 
the drill-holes.

The assessment of the design in the JKMRC software 
indicated that for a plan view located at the mid-height of the 
drawbell, the estimated area of intense fracturing reached 84% 
(Figure 7). Therefore, it was expected that the drawbell could be 
excavated in a single shot.

Drilling
After drilling, measurement of hole length and deviation 
indicated that 5% of the holes were shorter than the design 
parameter specified, 55% were within the design parameter, and 
40% were longer than the design parameter for a tolerance of 0.5 
m (Figure 8). After a charge distribution analysis, the addition of 
new drill-holes was dismissed. 

Charging
Charging was carried out with mechanized equipment using 
gassed pumpable emulsion, which is normally used for 
intermediate diameter holes (Figure 9). It has a high water 
resistance, good adherence, and high VOD. The sensitization was 
done in-situ through a gasification process to obtain the gassed 
bulk pumpable emulsion explosive agent.

The total amount of explosives was 2335 kg using 60 
detonators (one 250 g High Detonation Power explosive for 
each drill-hole), with a powder factor of 2.55 kg/m3. Density 
control and measurement of the final product was performed 
during the explosive charging with the UBS mobile unit to reach 
a final density of 1 150 ± 5% kg/m3 in the gasification process. 
The gasification time was controlled in intervals of 10 minutes 

   Table II

  First drawbell – blast design parameters
   Parameter Value

   Drawbell volume (m3) 1 181
   Drawbell height (m) 9
   Slot raise diameter (m) 1.5
   Hole diameter (mm) 76.2
   Spacing (m) 1.7–2.4
   Burden (m) 1.9
   No. of holes 60
   Drilling metres (m) 569
   Drilling factor (m/m3) 0.63
   Powder factor (kg/m3) 2.66
   Powder factor (kg/t) 1.05

Figure 6—Drawbell 1 design section and plan view (Paredes and Rodriguez, 2018)

Figure 7—Damage contour for blast design for the first drawbell
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up to 60 minutes. Figure 10 shows that in 40 to 50 minutes 
the explosive reached the required density within the expected 
ranges.

The measurements of VOD were made in the central holes 39 
and 47, which correspond to rings 6 and 7. Figure 11 shows a 
measurement scheme and the VOD registered as being within its 
technical characteristics (Table IV).

Sequence
The detonation sequence and delay times are shown in Table IV 
and Figure 12. A short sequence with delays of 25 ms between 
charges was used for the first four central holes (stage 1 in 
Figure 12). A time lag of 100 ms was introduced to allow for 
the evacuation of the blasted rock in the central zone. This was 
followed by delays of 25 ms in a helical direction to form the 

Figure 8—3D plan and section view of actual drilling vs theoretical drilling (after Paredes and Rodriguez, 2018)

Figure 9—ShotTrack cable and charged holes (Paredes and Rodriguez, 
2018)

   Table III

  Gassed pumpable emulsion: technical characteristics
   Density (kg/m3) 1 150 ± 5%
   Velocity of detonation (m/s) 4 000 – 5 000
   Detonation pressure (MPa) 6 000
   Energy (kJ/kg) 2 847
   Volume of gases (L/kg) 1 000
   Critical diameter (m) 0.38
   Resistance to water  Good
   RWS 0.79
   RBS 1.17

Figure 10—Explosive density vs gasification time

Figure 11—VOD measurement scheme (left) and VOD registration (right)
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complete geometry of the rings P3 through P7 (stage 2). Finally, 
the rings P1, P2, P8, and P9 were detonated with delays of 50 ms 
(stage 3). 

Near field vibration measurements
The instrumentation consisted of three triaxial geophones, two 
of which were located on drift 4 and the third on drift 3 (Figure 
13). A vibration database was obtained with a total of 180 
measurements (60 measurements per geophone, Figure 14).

With the vibration records, an adjustment was made to 
Equation [4] using the total set of vibration data. As noted in 
Figure 15, the blast constants k = 189 and α = 0.9 were estimated 
with a correlation coefficient of 0.53 with respect to the observed 
data. Additionally, the P-wave velocity for the rock mass was 
estimated to reach 5330 ± 258 m/s, which is consistent with the 
rock mass characteristics shown in Table I. 

To establish the minimum delay between charges and avoid 
coupling of vibrations at the brow, a wave period analysis 
(δt) was conducted. This indicated that 90% of the measured 
vibrations had a period below 7.7 ms. The minimum time 
between charges Tmin is calculated as

[5]

   Table IV

  Time delay characteristics for test 1
   Parameter Value

   Total time (ms) 1 800
   Initial time delay (ms) 25
   Interval (ms) 100
   Final time delay (ms) 50
   Average charge per delay (kg) 39
   Maximum charge per delay (kg) 52

Figure 13—Instrumentation for vibration measurement

Figure 12—Blasting sequence showing stages 1 to 3 (Paredes and Rodri-
guez, 2018). Stage 1 delays of 25 ms, delays of 100 ms between stages 1 
and 2, stage 2 in helical direction with delays of 25 ms, and finally stage 3 
delays of 50 ms
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where Dmax is the maximum distance to the brow (19.9 m). Thus 
Tmin reached 11.4 ms.

Fragmentation measurements
The fragmentation obtained from the blasting was analysed 
through image analysis from both sides of the drawbell 
(drives 3 and 4). Figure 16 shows the photographic record for 
the fragmentation analysis, while Figure 17 shows the size 
distribution curve obtained. As noted, the fragmentation could be 
considered as fine: the maximum size does not exceed 803 mm 
and the d80 is between 307 mm and 325 mm.

Drawbell geometry results
After drawing the blasted rock, a 3D scan of the geometry of the 
drawbell was made using the I-Site system (Figure 18).

Figure 14—Vibration registered by (A) geophone 1, (B) geophone 2, and (C) geophone 3 (Paredes and Rodriguez, 2018)

Figure 15—H&P adjustment from near field vibration data, where P is the 
term defined in Equation [4]

Figure 16—Post-blast results (after Paredes and Rodriguez, 2018)
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Figure 19 shows the resulting geometry. In general terms, 
the drawbell geometry was achieved with minor damage on the 
perimeter, which was expected from the design phase. Finally, 
the pre- and post-borehole camera inspection of damage control 
holes indicated there was no observable damage in the brow 
pillar.

Drawbell 2 blasting test

Design
To optimize the previous design, and after an analysis based 
on the H&P calibrated model, the 60 holes used in the drawbell 
1 test were reduced to 48 holes in the drawbell 2 test while 
maintaining the 0.5 m offset in order to protect the brow (Figure 
20). Furthermore, because the fragmentation in the first test was 
finer than required, a design was applied with a powder factor 
of 0.88 kg/t, compared with the 1.05 kg/t used in drawbell 1 
(Table V). This resulted in 100 m less drilling to achieve the same 
objective. 

Figure 21 shows a plan view of the estimated damage and 
overbreak in the drawbell. It was estimated that the design would 
achieve 83% intense breakage of the rock mass. This meant that 
it would be possible to excavate in one phase with fewer drill-
holes. In terms of damage, some minor overbreak was expected 
to occur in the minor apex and no overbreak on the brow.

Drilling
Once the holes were drilled, measurements of deviations and 
achieved lengths were conducted (Figure 22). After a charge 

Figure 19—Scanned surface and theoretical drawbell (after Paredes and 
Rodriguez, 2018)

Figure 20—Drill-hole distribution and design, drawbell 2 (Paredes and Rodriguez, 2018)

   Table V

  Design parameters, drawbell 2
   Parameter Value

   Drawbell volume (m3) 1181
   Drawbell height (m) 9
   Slot raise diameter (m) 1.5
   Hole diameter (mm) 76.2
   Spacing (m) 2.5–2.6
   Burden (m) 1.6–1.8
   No. of holes 48
   Drilling metres (m) 466
   Drilling factor (m/m3) 0.51
   Powder factor (kg/m3) 2.0
   Powder factor (kg/t) 0.88

Figure 18—I-Site scanning (Paredes and Rodriguez, 2018)

Figure 17—Fragmentation curves for piles measured from both sides (drives 
3 and 4)
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distribution analysis, it was noted that the deviation of the E-W 
contour holes at rings 5 and 6, as well as short holes at rings 7, 
8, and 9 could imply low charge concentration areas. In response 
to this possibility, the short holes of rings 7, 8, and 9 were re-
drilled and two auxiliary holes at rings 5 and 6 were added.

Sequence
The detonation sequence consisted of delays of 20 ms for the 
first six central holes followed by a lag of 100 ms to the next 
holes and continuing with 20 ms delays in a helical direction to 
form the complete geometry of rings 4 to 6. Finally, to minimize 
damage to the brow, lags of 100 ms were applied to rings 1, 2, 3, 
7, 8, and 9.

Charging
The explosive reached a density of 1.15 g/cm3, and the total 
charge was 1898 kg of explosive, which is 19% less than 
the case of test 1, with a powder factor of 2.1 kg/m3. APD 
250-Ballistic and plastic retainer were used under the same 
loading methodology. Charging was completed in 3 hours and 
35 minutes, 38 minutes less than the loading in drawbell 1. 
The VOD measurements were made in holes 25, 31, and 39, 
corresponding to rings 5, 6, and 7. An average VOD of 4450 m/s 
was obtained for hole 25, 4627 m/s for hole 31, and 4153 m/s 
for hole 39, which gives an average of 4410 m/s for the explosive 
agent.

Fragmentation results
Figure 24 shows the fragmentation of blasted material. As noted, 
the blast was conducted after the installation of a beam located 
at the brow to contain the broken rock. There was no observable 

damage to infrastructure, nor displacement of the brow beam 
(confirmed with topographic measuring). Fragmentation was 
coarser than in test 1 but could easily be handled by the loading 
system.

Figure 21—Plan view of the drawbell 2 simulation – section at the middle of 
the drawbell

Figure 22—Sections showing actual and design drill-holes. (A) Side view of the actual drilling profile with drill deviation, (B) side view of the design drilling profile, 
(C) plan view of the actual drilling profile and trajectory (based on Paredes and Rodriguez, 2018)

Figure 23—Detonation sequence, test 2 

   Table VI

  Time delay for test 2 and amount of explosive per delay
   Parameter Value

   Total time (ms) 1 320
   Time delay (ms) 20
   Interval 1, 2, and 3 (ms) 100 
   Average charge per delay (kg) 39
   Maximum charge per delay (kg) 53

Figure 24—Blasted material pile in drifts 3 and 4. drawbell 2 (Paredes and 
Rodriguez, 2018)
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Near field vibration measurement
The installation configuration of the geophones with the 
maximum PPV obtained is shown in Figure 25. The maximum 
recorded PPV reached 1192 mm/s in geophone 3 at 7 m above 
the roof of the drift (similar to the maximum PPV reached in the 
first drawbell (test 1) of 1024 mm/s), while the maximum PPV 
measured in the brow beam console was 665 mm/s. 

Conclusions
In this study we established and tested a practical methodology 
for continuous improvement of a drawbell design. To this end, 
a theoretical design was first established, followed by two blast 
tests conducted to validate the design assumptions.

The importance of instrumentation and measurement 
for understanding the behaviour of design and operational 
parameters is highlighted, as it allows decisions to be made based 
on empirically tested data, thus minimizing risk and enabling 
continuous improvement.

Drawbell blasting in one phase was found to be possible 
when more than 80% of the area of the drawbell is over four  
times the PPVc limit, ensuring an optimal blast-hole interaction 
with drawbell geometry. While this is an engineering-based 
criterion, further fundamental research is required to understand 
the mechanisms involved. 

The results indicate that both tests were implemented 
successfully, using emulsion and electronic detonators for two 
different sets of rock mass characteristics. Although the rock 
masses tested were different, the PPVc values in both were 
similar, as shown in Table I. Therefore, the rock masses’ response 
to blasting were expected to be similar as well. The success of 
the implementation was measured in terms of operational factors 
such as time for setting the explosive, fragmentation, near field 
vibration, and the final drawbell geometry.

Using two controlled tests allowed lessons learned from test 1 
to be applied in test 2 to increase efficiency in terms of time and 
cost and to improve the overall design using a methodology that 
could be applicable to other underground mines. 
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Energy distribution in HC FeMn and 
SiMn energy vs exergy analyses
T.A. Larssen1, M. Tangstad1, and I.T Kero2

Synopsis
The metal producing industry is a high consumer of energy and large amounts of excess heat are 
produced. Increasing the energy efficiency would be beneficial, both in terms of the environment and 
also from an economical point of view. In order to do this, it is crucial to know how the energy is 
distributed throughout process operation. Energy (enthalpy) and exergy analyses were used to discuss 
the production of high-carbon ferromanganese (HC FeMn) and silicomanganese (SiMn). The two 
different analysis methods were compared to decide if exergy analyses provide a better understanding 
of the distribution and recovery potentials for the production process of HC FeMn and SiMn. It was 
found that the distribution of energy and exergy between the different material streams is highly similar 
and key potential recovery sites are the same regardless of the analysis method utilized. The additional 
information provided by the exergy analysis compared to enthalpy is the reduction in energy quality 
(exergy destruction) due to irreversible processes within the furnace. These values were found to be 
13.7% for HC FeMn and 10.8% for SiMn.

Keywords
ferromanganese, silicomanganese, energy, exergy.

Introduction
Among many different manganese alloys, high-carbon ferromanganese (HC FeMn) and 
silicomanganese (SiMn) are the most common ones. Both alloys are produced by carbothermic reduction 
in submerged arc furnaces (SAFs) with three Söderberg electrodes submerged in the charge material. 
The processes are highly energy-consuming in addition to producing large amounts of excess heat. 
There are two companies producing ferromanganese alloys in Norway: Eramet and Ferroglobe (former 
Glencore Manganese Norway), the former of which reported an annual electrical energy consumption 
of 1.92 TWH in 2016 (Eramet-Norway, 2017). Today there is an increasing focus on environmental 
impact in the industry, both in terms of emission control and reduction of energy consumption. To 
optimize energy efficiency and increase resource utilization, it is crucial to know how the energy is 
distributed during operation. Commonly, energy distribution is evaluated in terms of an enthalpy 
balance based on the first law of thermodynamics, stating that energy is neither created nor destroyed. 
Thus, energy going in to a system equals the energy going out. The limitation of this method is that it 
does not consider the quality or dissipation energy. This implies that it may be an inadequate tool for 
determining key potential recovery sites for optimizing energy efficiency in industrial processes. 

Another way of assessing a system is by exergy analysis, which is based on both the first and 
second law of thermodynamics. The second law states that the quality of energy is always reduced 
when being converted from one form to another, implying that an exergy balance considers the 
irretrievable losses of energy due to irreversible processes. Hence, exergy can be defined as the amount 
of energy that potentially may be utilized and is conserved only in completely reversible processes. 
Thus, energy can be considered a measure of quantity only, whereas exergy is a measure of both 
quantity and quality. Several papers have been published where the exergy method is utilized to identify 
the main sources of exergy loss in a process and to pinpoint key locations for potential recovery. Ayres 
et al. used exergy as a tool for resource and waste accounting for five different metallurgical industries 
(e.g. aluminium and steel) in the USA (Ayres, and Masini, 2006), whereas Hjartanson applied exergy 
analysis on a ferrosilicon furnace at Iceland when studying waste heat utilization(Hjartarson, 2009). 
Hjartanson determined the exergy destruction in the furnace to be 47.4%. Further, the exergetic 
efficiency was found to be about 30%, correlating with the chemical exergy found in the product. No 
other exergy streams, e.g. chemical and thermal exergy in off-gas, were utilized. Conventional energy 
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analysis showed that 46% (45.5 MW) of the output energy was 
found in the off-gas, whereas the exergy analysis showed that 
the available energy was only 18.4 MW. Børset evaluated the 
silicon production process and found that the exergetic efficiency 
could be increased from 0.33 to 0.41 if the thermal exergy in the 
off-gas was recovered(Børset, 2015). 

Process chemistry
The production processes for high-carbon ferromanganese 
and silicomanganese in the submerged arc furnace are very 
similar; however, different raw materials are used and hence the 
products are different. Raw materials in HC FeMn are commonly 
manganese ore and/or sinter, coke, and fluxes. Similar raw 
materials are also used for SiMn, while quartz is added to obtain 
a sufficient Si content in the alloy and the end slag from HC FeMn 
production, with a relatively high content of MnO, is often used 
as a source of manganese in SiMn production. (Fe)Si-remelt or 
off-grade qualities may also be added. 

The charge mixture enters the furnace at 25°C at the top, 
from which it starts to descend into the furnace. The temperature 
increases with the depth of the furnace and evaporation of 
water will be the first reaction to occur at temperatures higher 
than 100°C. Some of the water vapour will react according to 
the water-gas shift reaction (H2O(g) + CO(g) ➝ H2(g) + CO2(g)), 
which is spontaneous at temperatures below 700°C. The 
manganese in the ores is present as different oxides that will 
reduce according to Equation [1-3] at increasing temperature:

[1]

[2]

[3]

Reduction reactions of Mn oxides are all exothermic and the 
amount of energy produced is larger for a higher oxygen level. 

Carbonates (CaCO3∙MgCO3, MgCO3, CaCO3) are added to the 
charge as flux. Decomposition of MgCO3 occurs at approximately 
300°C and CaCO3 at 900°C. CaCO3∙MgCO3 (dolomite) will 
decompose at approx. 500°C (Olsen, Tangstad, and Lindstad, 
2007). The decomposition reactions are endothermic, hence 
consuming energy. 

In addition, iron is always present in manganese ores, 
reducing together with the manganese oxides:

[4]

The CO2 formed from reduction of Mn3O4 and iron oxides 
and carbonate decomposition may react with carbon through the 
Boudouard reaction:

[5]

The reaction is highly endothermic and causes an increase 
in the total carbon consumption of the process. The amount 
of CO2 not reacting is defined as the degree of prereduction. 
Industrially, the degree of prereduction is typically between 0% 
and 50%(OlsenOlsen, Tangstad, and Lindstad, 2007).

At temperatures 1200-1400°C, the charge will have formed a 
liquid slag from which the final reduction of MnO to manganese 
metal will occur at the slag/coke bed interface. Similarly, SiO2 
will be reduced to silicon. The product metals are saturated with 

carbon and the C content is thus 7% and 1.5% for a typical HC 
FeMn and SiMn alloy, respectively. 

[6]

[7]

[8]

The CO gas formed in the metal producing reactions will be 
partly consumed in the low-temperature zone in the reduction 
of the higher oxides. A typical HC FeMn alloy contains 78% 
Mn, 7% C and < 1% Si, whereas SiMn has a silicon content of 
17-20%. Due to this, SiMn production requires a higher process 
temperature than HC FeMn. Typical temperatures are 1500°C for 
HC FeMn and 1600°C for SiMn. 

This paper presents staged energy and exergy balances for 
HC FeMn and SiMn as a basis to evaluate the energy dissipation 
and determine the potential sources of recoverable energy. 
The objective is to assess whether the conventional approach 
of energy analysis is in adequate for evaluation of resource 
efficiency and recovery sites.

Staged material and energy balance
A simple material and energy balance considering input and 
output was executed in HSC Chemistry 9(Outotec, 2017) for 
HC FeMn and SiMn. The energy consumption of a process can 
be determined by considering the net effect of exothermic and 
endothermic reactions in the process, or by evaluating the 
enthalpy of the materials going in and out of the furnace. The 
energy used in the process will be transformed into heat or 
energy in the substance. 

Assumptions applied to both processes are as follows:

 ➤   Mixing enthalpies were not included for any of the species 
 ➤   Losses related to furnace operation (heat loss, cooling 

water, fines etc.) were not included
 ➤   Prereduction degree was set to 25% (75% of CO2 produced 

from reduction of Mn3O4, iron oxides and carbonate 
decomposition according to Boudouard reaction)

 ➤   Alkali circulation is not included
 ➤   Evaporation of Mn and Si was not evaluated.

HC FeMn
The charge mixture is based on two different manganese ores 
(ores 1 and 2) and sinter in a mass ratio approximately 1:0.4:1. 
Ore 1 and sinter are considered acidic (high in silica and 
alumina), whereas ore 2 is high in CaO. Average oxygen level 
is MnO1.7 and a total of 17.95 kmol Mn is added. Dolomite is 
added as flux, corresponding to 10 wt% of the total input charge. 
Coke is used as reductant and the added amount gives a fixed 
carbon content of 358 kg. The composition of the raw materials 
is presented in Table I. A water content of approximately 10% in 
the raw materials was assumed. The relationship between the 
MnO liquidus and the slag basicity (CaO+MgO/ SiO2+Al2O3) has 
been calculated previously (Olsen, Tangstad, and Lindstad, 2007) 
and was used to predict the distribution of manganese between 
alloy and slag. The alloy will be saturated in carbon, correlating 
to 7%. Raw materials enter the furnace at 25°C, slag and alloy 
are tapped at 1500°C, and the off-gas is assumed to beat 200°C. 
The defined input of raw materials and corresponding output are 
presented in Table I.
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The specified system has a total energy consumption, and 
required electric feed, of 2456 kWh per ton of alloy. The energy 
consumption will vary with operational strategies (e.g. slag 
basicity). Nonetheless, Olsen, Tangstad, and Lindstad (2007). 
reported an average energy consumption of 2152, 2400, and 
3395 kWh/t alloy for three different submerged arc furnaces, 
which agrees well with the current calculation. The energy 
streams of the furnace are presented in a Sankey diagram in 
Figure 1. The streams are given both by specific energy content in 
kWh and as a percentage of the total. 

The Sankey diagram shows that the energy contributions 
from the electrical power and carbon are comparable. It is seen 
that 79% of the total energy input is converted into chemical 
energy and the remaining 21% into thermal energy. The majority 
of the chemical energy is contained  within the alloy, whereas 
24.4% is in the off-gas and only 2.4% in the slag. The slag from 
the HC FeMn process can be used as a raw material in SiMn 
production, meaning that it may be considered a useful by-
product. This also enables recycling of metal potentially entrained 
in the slag phase, which always occurs to some extent. The 
largest recoverable energy source is the chemical energy in the 
off-gas at 1401 kWh. This energy is already commonly utilized 
in industry today, e.g. for electricity generation or resold to other 
industries(Eramet-Norway, 2017). Considering this, the loss of 
energy lies within the thermal energy in all output streams, equal 
to 21%. The main heat source is cooling of high-temperature 
alloy and slag, which combined contains 1005 kWh (17.5%) of 
the total energy output. 

SiMn
The staged balance is based on raw materials comprising 

Nchwaning ore, slag (with entrained metallics) from the HC FeMn 
process, quartz, coke (Polish and Chinese), dolomite, and silicon 
sculls. Chemical compositions are presented in Table III. 390 
kg remelt material is circulating in the process. Oxygen level in 
Mn sources, given by x in MnOx, is 1.2 and the total amount of 
consumed carbon is 274 kg. 

The alloy is carbon saturated, corresponding to 1.5%. It was 
assumed that the end slag contains 8% MnO and 43% SiO2. The 
charge mixture corresponds to the production of approximately 
1 t of alloy, excluding the metal entrained in slag (approximately 
37 kg in this case). Compositions of input and output streams are 
presented in Table IV.

The energy analysis of SiMn is presented as a Sankey 
diagram showing the energy streams in Figure 2, both in specific 
energy content in kWh and as percentage of the total. The 
enthalpy balance gives a total energy deficiency and required 
electrical energy feed of 3419 kWh. The power consumption for 
standard SiMn is reported to typically be 3500–4500 kWh, which 
agrees well with the system evaluated here(Olsen, Tangstad, and 
Lindstad, 2007).

The Sankey diagram shows that approximately 21% of 
the total input energy has been converted into thermal energy, 
whereas the remainder is found as chemical energy. As for HC 
FeMn, the key recovery potential lies within the chemical energy 

   Table I

   Chemical composition of raw materials used as input in 
material balance for HC FeMn

 Ore 1 Ore 2 Sinter Dolomite Coke & electrodes 
 [wt%] [wt%] [wt%] [wt%] [wt%]

   MnO2 77.12 32.98 18.93 - 
   Mn3O4 3.55 36.29 59.56 - 
   Fe3O4 7.79 17.10 8.46 - 3.88
   SiO2 7.12 7.53 9.36 - 5.58
   Al2O3 4.06 0.20 3.41 2.27 2.63
   CaO 0.20 5.40 0.10 - 1.00
   MgO 0.15 0.49 0.20 - 1.00
   CaCO3 - - - 62.63 -
   MgCO3 - - - 35.10 -
   C - - - - 85.93

   Table II

   Input and output of staged material balance for 
production of approx. 1 t of HC FeMn. All raw materials 
enter the furnace at 25°C. Output temperatures are 
1500°C for slag and alloy and 200°C for off-gas

                        INPUT   OUTPUT 
   Species kmol kg Species kmol kg

   MnO2 9.50 826.16 Mn(l) 14.34 787.99
   Mn3O4 2.82 644.56 Si(l) 0.01 0.40
   Fe3O4 0.84 193.33 Fe(l) 2.51 139.89
   SiO2 2.88 172.98 C(l) 5.82 69.87
   Al2O3 0.74 75.04   
   CaO 0.41 22.71 MnO(l) 3.61 256.13
   MgO 0.20 8.02 SiO2(l) 2.87 172.12
   C  29.85 358.56 Al2O3(l) 0.74 75.04
   CaCO3 2.20 220.19 CaO(l) 2.61 146.08
   MgCO3 1.36 114.67 MgO(l) 1.56 62.84
   H2O 11.00 198.17   
    CO(g) 16.54 463.26
    CO2(g) 11.06 486.59
    H2O(g) 9.50 171.15
    H2(g) 1.50 3.02
   Total - 2834 Total - 2834

Figure 1—Sankey diagram showing energy (enthalpy) streams for production of approx. 1 t of HC FeMn alloy. All percentages are given respective to the total ener-
gy input/output. Solidification enthalpy is included in thermal streams
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in the off-gas containing 1631 kWh (20%) of the total energy 
output. 1299 kWh (16.1%) of the total energy is found as heat in 
alloy and slag (1533 kWh (19%) including the remelt).  

Exergy analysis
The exergy analyses are representative of the HC FeMn and 
SiMn systems that were described previously for the energy 
analyses. A general expression for an exergy balance is defined 
as follows(Kotas, 2013):

[9]

where the first term is the potential work utilized from a heat 
stream, W is added work (electrical energy) and e denotes the 
exergy with subscript i for input and o for output. ED is the 
destrained exergy. The total exergy of a material stream consists 
of two different contributions similar to the enthalpy: physical 
(thermal) exergy and chemical exergy:

[10]

[11]

[12]

Enthalpies, entropies, and Gibbs formation energies needed 
in the calculations are found in HSC Chemistry 9 (Outotec, 

   Table III

   Chemical composition of raw materials used as input in material balance for SiMn (Nchw. = Nchwaning, Dolo. = 
Dolomite)

 Nchwaning. ore HC-slag HC-slag met. Quartz                            Coke  Dolomite Si-met sculls Remelt 
     Polish Chinese

   MnO2 34.71
   MnO 37.06 39.85   0.08 0.03 0.13  5.93
   Fe2O3 14.48   1.00
   Fe    15.00  0.56 0.35 0.05 2.86 3.30
   SiO2 4.11 22.50  97.00 3.42 5.70  25.60 26.43
   Al2O3 0.20 11.40  1.00 2.08 3.79  4.92 8.97
   Mn    78.00    2.55  28.69
   Si        56.72 7.81
   CaO 5.78 13.20  0.50 0.41 0.35 28.97 4.92 12.08
   MgO 0.50 5.95  0.50 0.20 0.06 16.89  5.13
   H2O 0.40 1.85   16.80 15.50 8.43 1.53
   K2O 0.01 1.69   0.18 0.08 0.02  1.04
   P  0.04    0.05 0.02   0.02
   CO2 1.47      42.97
   FixC   7.00  74.13 71.99  0.66 0.61

   Table IV

   Input and output of staged material balance for 
production of approx. 1 t of SiMn. All raw materials are 
entering the furnace at 25°C. Output temperatures are 
1600°C for slag and alloy and 400°C for off-gas

                        Input                                        Output 
   Species kmol kg Species kmol kg

   MnO2 1.58 137.36 Mn(l) 13.23 726.70
   MnO 9.77 692.70 Si(l) 7.56 212.33
   Mn  3.17 173.88 Fe(l) 1.47 82.20
   Fe2O3 0.39 61.48 C(l) 1.30 15.55
   Fe  0.70 39.20   
   SiO2 12.89 774.43 MnO(l) 1.28 90.97
   Si  2.82 79.06 SiO2(l) 8.14 489.32
   Al2O3 1.77 180.37 Al2O3(l) 1.77 180.37
   CaO 3.82 213.94 CaO(l) 4.33 242.82
   MgO 2.14 86.05 MgO(l) 2.55 102.86
   C  22.81 273.94 K2O(l) 0.25 23.74
   K2O 0.25 23.74   
   CaCO3 0.52 51.55 CO(g) 19.74 552.87
   MgCO3 0.42 35.16 CO2(g) 2.71 119.12
   H2O 5.33 96.02 H2O(g) 4.33 78.00
   H2(g) 1.00 2.02
   Remelt  390.54 Remelt  390.54
   Total - 3309.32 Total  3309.41

Figure 2—Sankey diagram showing energy (enthalpy) streams for production of approx. 1 t of SiMn. All percentages are given respective to the total energy input/
output. Solidification enthalpy is included in thermal streams. (R.M. = remaining materials)
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2017). ey
–ch is standard chemical exergy respective to a reference 

environment of T0 = 25°C, p0 = 1 atm and standard concentration 
of reference substances in the natural environment. These 
exergies were given by (Szargut et al. 2005) and can also be 
found in HSC Chemistry 9 (Outotec, 2017). 

HC FeMn
The exergy analysis for HC FeMn is presented as a Sankey 
diagram in Figure 3. Numbers are valid for production of approx. 
1 tonne of alloy. The main difference between the exergy 
balance and the enthalpy balance is that input and output are 
always equal in terms of enthalpy, whereas the output exergy 
is always lower than the input. It can be seen from the diagram 
that 13.7% of the total input exergy is lost during the process 
due to irreversibilities (energy dissipation), mainly due to 
chemical reaction. 46.7% of the total exergy was transferred to 
the product (alloy) as chemical exergy. The remaining exergy 
has been converted into thermal exergy in various forms and 
chemical exergy in slag and off-gas, all of which may potentially 
be recovered. If none of these sources were to be recovered at 
the plant, the exergy destruction would be 46.2%. As previously 
mentioned, HC FeMn slag is often used as a raw material in SiMn 
production, and the chemical energy in the slag may hence be 
considered recovered. In addition, the chemical exergy in the off-
gas is often utilized. Considering this, the exergy lost is the sum 
of the destruction and thermal sources, equal to 26.1%.  

SiMn
The resulting exergy balance for SiMn is presented as a Sankey 
diagram in Figure 4, where exergy streams are given in both kWh 
and percentage of the total. Numbers are valid for production 
of  approximately 1 t of alloy. If all exergy in the output material 

streams was recovered, the amount of destructed exergy would 
be 10.8%. By considering all exergy streams that seldom are 
recovered (all thermal exergy and chemical exergy in slag), the 
exergy destruction is 28.2%. Other observations are that only 43 
kWh (0.5%) may be recovered from the low-temperature thermal 
exergy in the off-gas. In contrast, the high-temperature thermal 
exergy of slag, alloy, and remelt is 1048 kWh(12.5%). 

Discussion
Potential recovery of energy lies within all energy reserves that 
are not chemical energy in the produced alloy. The chemical 
potential in the slag is relatively low in both processes; however, 
the slag in HC FeMn can be used as a raw material in SiMn 
production and may hence be a useful by-product. The most 
straightforward potential recovery source is the chemical energy 
in the off-gas. The gas may be burned to produce thermal heat 
or electricity; however, burning produces large amounts of 
CO2. Plants located in industry parks may also sell the gas to 
neighbouring industries(Lindstad, Monsen, and Olsen, 2010). 
The required technologies are well established and utilized at 
plants today. The available chemical energy is:

 ➤   1401 kWh (24.4% of total output) for HC FeMn 
 ➤   1631 kWh (20.1% of total output) for SiMn. 

These values are valid for an off-gas temperature of 200°C for 
HC FeMn and 400°C for SiMn, and a prereduction degree of 25%. 
Both the temperature and the content of CO will vary from day to 
day in industrial operation and the potential recoverable energy 
will hence vary correspondingly. 

The main source of recoverable thermal energy is cooling of 
high-temperature alloy and slag. The heat is produced batchwise, 
which makes recovery challenging. However, a Norwegian plant, 
Eramet Kvinesdal, has implemented recovery through hot water 

Figure 3—Sankey diagram showing exergy streams for production of 1 t of HC FeMn. All percentages are given respective to the total exergy input. Solidification 
enthalpy is included in thermal (physical) streams

Figure 4—Sankey diagram showing exergy streams for production of 1 t of SiMn. All percentages are given respective to the total exergy input. Solidification en-
thalpy is included in thermal streams. (R.M. = remaining raw materials)
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from the molten slag (Eramet-Norway, 2017). The available 
energy in alloy and slag during cooling and solidification is:

 ➤   1005 kWh (equal to 17.5% of total energy output) for HC 
FeMn. The amount that potentially may be recovered is 
given by the exergy, which is 726 kWh 

 ➤   1299 kWh (equal to 16.1% of total energy output) 
for SiMn, not including thermal energy in remelt. 
Corresponding exergy is 917 kWh. Values including remelt 
are 1533 kWh and 1048 kWh for energy and exergy, 
respectively.

The exergy analyses showed the reduction in energy quality 
accompanying the transformations occurring in the furnace. 
These values were found to be 13.7% for HC FeMn and 10.8% for 
SiMn. A comparison of the calculated enthalpies and exergies can 
be seen in Figure 5 for HC FeMn(left) and SiMn(right). 

When calculating an enthalpy balance, it is assumed that 
species in the highest oxidation state, e.g. carbon in form of CO2, 
has zero enthalpy at T = 25°C and p = 1 atm regardless of the 
species’ concentration. In exergy calculations, the species will 
have a certain amount of chemical exergy if the concentration 
of the compound deviates from that in the natural environment. 
Due to this, chemical exergy of material streams may be larger 
than the corresponding enthalpy. This is, for example, seen for 
the slag in both systems. Nonetheless, the chemical enthalpy 
and exergy in off-gas is very similar. Additional information 
provided by the diagram is the difference in the available 
energy from heat streams (enthalpy) compared to the amount 
potentially recoverable (exergy). It can be seen that energy from 
low-temperature heat sources (such as the off-gas) may less 
recoverable compared to high-temperature sources.

Conclusions
Staged energy and exergy balances were performed to evaluate 
the potential for energ recovery during production of HC FeMn 
and SiMn. Parameters related to furnace operation (energy loss 
from electrodes, heat losses from furnace shell etc.) are a major 
contributor to the overall energy consumption of the process, 
potentially resulting in an efficiency of 80% (Tangstad, 1995). 
However, the focus of this paper was on the energy within the 
material streams rather than the efficiency of a specific plant, 
and such considerations were thus not included. With no losses 
considered, the electric energy consumption was found to be 
approximately. 2460 kWh/t for HC FeMn and 3420 kWh/t for 
SiMn, agreeing well with the existing literature. The chemical 

energy in the off-gas is the largest potential source of recoverable 
energy, which is both well-known and utilized in the majority of 
plants today. Other major sources are the thermal energy of the 
alloy and slag. This energy is more difficult to recover. However, 
technology has been implemented to produce hot water from 
molten slag beds at a Norwegian plant.

The distribution of energy and exergy between the different 
material streams are very similar and key potential recovery sites 
will be the same regardless of the analysis method utilized. The 
additional information provided by the exergy analysis compared 
to the enthalpy is the amount of exergy lost (reduced energy 
quality) due to irreversible processes (e.g. chemical reactions) 
within the furnace. These values were found to be 13.7% for HC 
FeMn and 10.8% for SiMn. 
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Effects of water content and loading 
rate on the mechanical properties of 
Berea Sandstone

E. Kim1,2,3, M.A. Stine4, and D.B. Martins de Oliveira4

Synopsis
Understanding the mechanical behaviour and properties of rocks is critical for industrial operations 
such as blasting, fracturing, drilling, crushing, and excavating. However, the effect of water and loading 
rates on the mechanical properties of rocks still remains to be understood. The effects of water content 
on the mechanical properties of rock under different loading rates were studied. The static and dynamic 
mechanical behaviour of dry and saturated Berea Sandstone were examined with a quasi-static loading 
machine and a split Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB). Berea Sandstone is mainly composed of quartz 
(87%) with about 11% porosity. Overall, static compressive strength, Young’s modulus, and tensile 
strength were significantly greater for dry samples than for saturated ones. In the dynamic tests, 
tensile strength was higher in the dry samples than in the water-saturated samples, whereas water 
did not have a significant effect on the dynamic compressive strength. Furthermore, compared to static 
loading conditions, the mechanical strength and Young’s modulus under dynamic loading tests were 
significantly higher. Our results suggest that the effect of water on mechanical properties varies with the 
loading rate and testing method. This provides insight into how water content and loading rate affect 
rock mechanical properties and behaviour.

Keywords
water content, loading rate, dynamic mechanical strength, Young’s modulus, Brazilian tensile strength 
(BTS), uniaxial compressive strength (UCS), split Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB).

Introduction
Many factors affect the mechanical behaviour and properties of rocks, and understanding rock 
mechanics is crucial for both academic research and various practical applications (Kim, Rostami, 
and Swope, 2012; Ramesh et al., 2015; Sieter et al., 2015). In nature, rocks typically contain various 
amounts of water (Live Science, 2015; Schmandt et al. 2014). Thus, an understanding of the effect of 
water on the mechanical behaviour of rocks is crucial for design of underground structures (Mariotti, 
Perlat, and Guérin, 2003; Saksala and Ibrahimbegovic, 2014; Schumacher and Kim, 2013; Wong and 
Baud, 2012). Additionally, loading rates or loading methods have a great impact on the behaviour of 
rocks during procedures such as drilling, blasting, fracturing, and grinding, as well as phenomena such 
as rockbursting and impact failures (Kim and Oliveira, 2015; Qian and Zhou, 2011). For example, 
when designing an open pit or underground mine, creating blasting patterns, or deciding which drills 
to use, knowledge of the rock mechanics is essential. Consequently, understanding how water content 
and loading rate affect the mechanical properties of rock can significantly improve the stability of 
underground structures and increase the productivity of excavation and energy extraction (Kim and 
Colvin, 2012; Schumacher and Kim, 2014).

For a long time, a number of researchers and engineers have examined the mechanical properties 
of rocks using several techniques. However, a limited amount of work has been conducted on rocks 
with varying water contents under different loading rates (Kim and Changani, 2016; Yavuz et al., 2012; 
Zhang and Zhao, 2013). The effects that water has on the dynamic mechanical properties of Red and 
Buff sandstones were previously reported (Kim and Oliveira, 2015, 2016). As our previous studies did 
not examine the effect of loading rate, in the present work we investigated the effect of loading rate on 
the mechanical properties of dry and saturated Berea Sandstone. Berea Sandstone is a useful material, 
as the porosity is intermediate between that of Red and Buff sandstones. Additionally, Berea Sandstone 
consists mainly of quartz, similar to the Red and Buff sandstones.

Several researchers have studied the moisture content, increases of which will cause changes 
of mechanical responses of rock and weaken the rock (Török and Vásárhelyi, 2010; Vásárhelyi and 
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Ván, 2006; Yilmaz, 2010). However, the way in which water 
content and loading rate affect mechanical strength is not fully 
understood (Dyke and Dobereiner, 1991; Hobbs, 1964; Török 
and Vásárhelyi, 2010; Vásárhelyi and Ván, 2006). In this 
paper, to understand how water content affects the mechanical 
properties of rocks, the compressive strength, tensile strength, 
and Young’s modulus of dry and saturated Berea Sandstone 
under static and dynamic loading conditions were compared. 
Static compressive strength, static tensile strength, and dynamic 
compressive and tensile strengths were measured using uniaxial 
compressive strength (UCS), Brazilian tensile strength (BTS), 
and split Hopkins pressure bar (SHPB) tests, respectively. Our 
data provides insightful information about the effects of water 
content and loading rate on the mechanical properties of rock. 
Also importantly, our findings suggest that rocks containing 
water behave differently, so new or modified equations of P- and 
S-wave method for calculation of saturation rock properties need 
to be considered.

Experimental 
Sample preparation
Berea Sandstones samples were prepared with a  L/D ratio of 2 
(length approx 115 mm, diameter approx. 55 mm) for UCS tests, 
and 0.4 L/D ratio (length approx. 20 mm, diameter approx. 55 
mm) for BTS and dynamic mechanical tests, using coring, cutting, 
and grinding machines. To produce saturated samples, each 
sandstone specimen was submerged in water for 48 hours inside 
a vacuum chamber (25 cm Hg). To make the dry samples, half of 
the fully saturated samples were dried in an oven at 105°C for 48 
hours. 

Berea Sandstone
The Berea Sandstone is a Devonian-age formation (360 to 408 
Ma) occurring in eastern Ohio, western Pennsylvania, western 
West Virginia, and eastern Kentucky. The grain size, as measured 
om a thin section using a petrographic microscope, is 0.011–4.0 
mm. Each graduated point or stop of the microscope stage was 
assigned a specific category for modal analysis to characterize the 
grain composition using the Folk sandstone classification (i.e., 
quartz/feldspar/lithic fragment) (Folk, 1965). Based on a count of 
300 points, Berea Sandstone has a median grain size of 0.15 mm 
with a sorting coefficient of 0.74. Based on the Folk sandstone 
classification, Berea Sandstone is classified as a subarkose 
containing 72% quartz, 6% feldspar, and 4.3% other rock type 
fragments.

Porosity measurements
To estimate the porosity of Berea Sandstone, thin section analysis 
by 300-point counting was conducted at TerraTek ,as shown 
in Figure 1. The thin-sectioned sample was incubated in a 
magenta epoxy resin under vacuum to expose the porous space. 
The soaked sandstone specimen was removed from the resin, 
mounted to a standard thin section slide (24 mm × 46 mm), and 
ground to a thickness of 30 µm. The thin-sectioned sample was 
stained with an Alizarin and Red potassium ferricyanide mixture. 
The prepared section was photographed under plane-polarized 
and cross-polarized light at various magnifications using a 
Nikon polarizing microscope equipped with a Spot Insight digital 
camera. The area stained pink was used to estimate the porosity. 

X-ray diffraction (XRD)
To identify and quantify the mineralogy of Berea Sandstone, 
a pulverized sample was subjected to X-ray diffraction (XRD) 
using a Rigaku Ultima III Advance X-ray diffractometer from 2° 
to 36° 2q using Cu K-alpha radiation and various slit and filter 
geometries. The raw data was analysed using JADE software 
based on whole-pattern fitting and Rietveld refinement methods.

Static compressive and indirect tensile strengths
Static compressive strength was measured by applying a uniaxial 
load to the cylindrical specimen under standard conditions. In 
this study, two different diameters, AX and NX, of sandstone 
specimens were cored and cut in accordance with ASTM to a 
length-to-diameter (L/D) ratio of 2:1. The ends of the samples 
were ground until they were flat and parallel in accordance with 
ASTM D7012-14 (2014). These sample diameters were at least 
10 times larger than the maximum grain size, as recommended 
by the standard. Small-diameter specimens with similar L/D 
ratios were used to compare the static compressive strength to the 
dynamic strength. All static unconfined strength measurements 
were performed using a load frame equipped with an MTS 
Teststar IIM control system and Multipurpose Testware. The 
loading rate in the static compressive tests was 1.3 kNs-1.

The indirect tensile strength of the rock samples was 
determined by the split tensile method. The indirect tensile tests 
were conducted according to the procedure described in ASTM 
D3967-08 (2008). In this case, the vertically applied compressive 
load on a disk-shaped sample induced a horizontal tensile stress, 
and the sample broke while under tension. The disk specimens 
had a thickness-to-diameter ratio of 0.3–0.4. The indirect tensile 
strength of rock in this test was calculated using the following 
equation:

 [1]

where P is the maximum load at failure, D is the diameter of the 
specimen, and t is the thickness of the specimen. The loading rate 
in static indirect tensile tests was approximately 0.06–0.08 kNs-1.

Dynamic loading compression and indirect tensile tests 
by split Hopkinson pressure bar (SHBP)
Dynamic loading compression and indirect tensile tests were 
conducted with a split Hopkinson pressure bar. Samples were 
prepared according to ASTM recommendations. Dynamic 
compression and tensile strengths of the samples were calculated 
using the same equations used to determine the static condition 
strengths (Kim and Oliveira, 2015). The SHPB basically consists 

Figure 1—Thin section analysis of Berea Sandstones used for BTS and 
SHPB tests. The low-viscosity magenta epoxy resin was impregnated 
between framework grains. (A) Cross-laminated Berea Sandstone and (B) 
magnified view. Scale bars indicate 5 mm (A) and 250 µm (B)
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of two long steel rods (bars) with strain gauges, a projectile 
(striker), a gas gun, and data acquisition system as described in 
Figure 2. When the striker, shot by the gas gun, hits the first rod 
(incident bar) it generates waveform energy, which is transmitted 
through the incident bar (incident wave). The rest of the energy 
is expected to propagate through the rock sample. However, 
after the wave reaches the rock sample, part of the wave is 
reflected (reflected wave) at the interface between the sample 
and the incident bar (Changani, Young, and Kim, 2013; Kim and 
Changani, 2015). Then, the rest of the energy is transmitted to 
the second rod (transmitted bar). After the stress reaches the 
second (transmitted) rod, then for safety reasons, the remaining 
energy is captured by the absorber. The data was recorded at a 
10 MHz sampling rate using the data acquisition system (Kim 
and Changani, 2015). Dynamic testing methods were carefully 
examined to satisfy the fundamentals of dynamic stress curves 
and stress equilibrium.

The Young’s modulus, a stress-strain ratio, was evaluated 
to understand the trend of rock deformation under different 
loading conditions. In a typical stress-strain curve, the modulus, 
which is the slope of the curve, was analysed in the linear part 
of the curve as the slope at the beginning of the loading cycle 
fluctuated a little due to crack closure and seating of the platens 
(see Appendix, Figure A1). Thus, Young’s moduli of the dry and 
saturated sandstone samples were calculated from the linear 
portion of the curve. 

P- and S-wave velocity measurements 
For a preliminary estimation of the rock properties, a 
nondestructive method, ultrasonic testing using compressive 
(P-wave) and shear (S-wave) wave velocities, was used. The P- 
and S-waves were generated with a frequency of 1.0 MHz in the 
ultrasonic testing apparatus to measure P- and S-wave velocities 
in the cylindrical rock samples (3.175 and 5.46 cm diameters 
with an L/D ratio of 2.0).

All samples used in this study were prepared according to 
the ASTM D2845 standard, as the minimum lateral dimension of 
the specimen was at least five times longer than the compressive 
pulse wavelength, and the wavelength was at least three times 
longer than the average grain size of the samples (ASTM 
D2845-08, 2008). To calculate the compression and shear wave 
velocities, the distance between two opposite transducers (the 
sample’s length) was divided by the travel or arrival time, which 
was measured by an ultrasonic instrument. The preliminary 
elastic properties of the sandstone such as Young’s modulus (E), 
the bulk modulus (K), shear modulus (G) as a function of P-wave 

velocity (Vp), the S-wave velocity (Vs), and the density (r), were 
calculated using the following equations:

 [2]

  [3]

 [4]

The obtained P- and S-wave values and calculated Young’s 
modulus are presented later in this paper (see Appendix, Table 
AI). 

Results and discussion
In this study, Berea Sandstone was used because sandstones 
appear to have a relatively homogeneous grain and pore size, 
which is relevant when investigating the effects of loading rate 
and water content on the mechanical properties.  The porosity 
value of Berea Sandstone was 11.0%. The mineral composition of 
Berea Sandstone, as obtained by XRD, is shown in Figure 3. 

Effects of water on static mechanical properties of Berea 
Sandstone
First, the effects of water content on static compressive strength 
were examined using UCS tests. The maximum strength (MPa) 
was greater when dry than when saturated, as illustrated in 
Figure 4, supporting the conclusion that water can decrease the 
cohesion of geomaterials, which results in a reduction of the 
compressive strength (approx. 10.5% in this case). Furthermore, 
the compressive Young’s modulus was approximately 5.0% 
higher for the dry samples than the saturated samples.

Figure 2—Schematic depiction of the split Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB) system {modified from Kim and Changani, 2016)

Figure 3—XRD spectrum of Berea Sandstone used for static and dynamic 
mechanical tests
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Consistent with the results obtained from compressive 
strength tests, tensile strength was approximately 17.2% greater 
for the dry samples than for the saturated samples, as illustrated 
in Figure 5. These results indicate that the effect of water on 
the reduction of static compressive and tensile strengths is 
significant, suggesting that the decrease of mechanical strength 
with increasing water content should be considered when 

designing and constructing geostructures, especially around 
sandstone areas. 

Effects of water on dynamic mechanical properties
The effect of water on the dynamic compressive Young’s modulus 
and strength in Berea sandstone samples was examined using 
the SHPB. In contrast to the static compressive Young’s modulus 
and strength, the effect of water on the dynamic mechanical 
properties was not substantial, and the overlap range in dynamic 
compressive strengths between saturated and unsaturated 
is large, as shown in Figure 6. This data suggests that the 
effect of water content on rock mechanical properties can be 
significantly influenced by loading rates. Especially, the effect 
of water on the mechanical behaviour under compression was 
more apparent when the loading rate was lower. The porosity of 
Berea Sandstone obtained with 300-point count measurement 
was 11.0%. This suggests that different porosities affect the 
compressive mechanical stress with loading rates.  

The dynamic compressive strength results did differed 
significantly between dry and saturated specimens (Figure 6). 
However, in dynamic tensile tests, the effect of water on the 
maximum stress level was significantly greater for the dry sample 

Figure 4—The effect of water content on the static compressive mechanical properties of Berea Sandstone assessed with UCS tests. (A) Maximum stress 
and (B) Young’s modulus. * P < 0.05 by Student’s two-tailed t-test (n = 2)

Figure 5—The effect of water content on static tensile strength of Berea 
Sandstone assessed with BTS tests. * P < 0.05 by Student’s two-tailed t-test 
(n = 4)

Figure 6—The effect of water content on dynamic compressive mechanical properties of Berea Sandstone tested with SHPB. (A) Maximum stress and (B) Young’s 
modulus. (n = 4)

Table I

Summary of the effects of loading rate on static and dynamic mechanical properties of 
Berea Sandstone. (±) indicates standard error of the mean (SEM, 2 ≤ n ≤ 4). Percentage 
difference of mechanical properties between static and dynamic measurements was 
calculated by: % difference = [(dynamic – static)/static] × 100

Status Loading Compressive strength 
(MPa)

Tensile strength 
(MPa)

Compressive Young’s 
modulus (GPa)

Tensile Young’s 
modulus (GPa)

Dry

Static 92.49 (± 0.23) 4.95 (± 0.24) 12.51 (± 0.03) -

Dynamic 197.93 (± 29.0) 45.13 (± 0.01) 199.25 (± 1.02) 6.18 (± 0.01)

% difference 114.0% 811.7% 1,492.7% -

Saturated

Static 83.64 (± 1.57) 4.22 (± 0.09) 11.91 (± 0.10) -

Dynamic 224.13 (± 22.6) 33.19 (± 0.27) 271.0 (± 2.12) 4.34 (± 1.12)

% difference 168.0% 686.5% 2,175.4% -
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than the saturated sample, as shown in Figure 7. The dynamic 
tensile strength of dry Berea Sandstone was approximately 36% 
higher than when saturated. These results suggest that the 
effect of water could be more marked in dynamic tensile tests 
than in dynamic compressive tests. In addition, the dynamic 
tensile Young’s modulus was approximaely 42.4% greater in the 
dry sample compared with the saturated sample, although the 
difference was not statistically significant due to the variation. 
Thus, our data can provide insight into how water content and 
different testing methods affect the mechanical behaviour of 
rocks.

In particular, it should be noted that the effect of loading 
rate on mechanical strength was much greater in tensile tests 
than in compressive tests, as shown in Table I. The difference 
between static and dynamic compressive tests was 114.0% for 
the dry sample and 168.0% in the saturated sample, whereas 
the difference between static and dynamic tensile tests was 
811.7% for the dry sample and 686.5% for the saturated sample. 
These results are consistent with our previous work (Kim and, 
Changani 2016), which showed that the more drastic increase in 
the maximum strength of Red and Buff sandstones was exhibited 
in tensile tests. Currently, it is not fully understood why the effect 
of loading rate on maximum strength is more pronounced in 
tensile tests than in compressive tests, and further investigation 
is needed.

The static Young’s modulus of Berea Sandstone was similar 
to that of Red sandstone approx. 5% porosity), while the dynamic 
Young’s modulus of Berea Sandstone was close to that of Buff 
sandstone (approx.18% porosity) (Kim and Oliveira, 2015, 
2016). These results suggest that the effect of porosity on the 
mechanical properties of Berea Sandstone is between that for Red 
and Buff sandstones. 

Young’s modulus estimated with ultrasonic wave mea-
surements and SHPB tests
P- and S-wave velocity measurements were used to estimate 
the Young’s modulus of dry and saturated Berea Sandstone 

samples. Overall, the effect of water on the Young’s modulus 
when measured by the ultrasonic velocity method was not 
significant, as illustrated in Figure 8. Noticeably, the Young’s 
modulus (approx. 15 GPa) estimated from ultrasonic velocity 
tests was close to the value (approx. 12 GPa) obtained from 
static loading tests, but was much smaller than the dynamic 
compressive Young’s modulus (approx. 199‒271 GPa), measured 
with the SHPB. These results suggest that the effect of loading 
rate on the Young’s modulus is much more extreme when tested 
mechanically than when estimated from P- and S-wave velocity 
measurements. 

Additionally, it was apparent that the dynamic compressive 
Young’s modulus was about 32  times greater than the dynamic 
tensile Young’s modulus as determined for dry samples with the 
SHPB, and 62 time greater for saturated samples (Table I). This 
suggests that the effect of water on Young’s modulus is more 
drastic in dynamic compressive tests.

Another interesting finding is that the Young’s modului of dry 
and saturated Berea Sandstone, estimated from P- and S-wave 
measurements, did not show any significant difference. However, 
some researchers have discovered no difference in P-wave 
velocity measurements between saturated and dry limestone and 
volcanic rocks, although there were differences in S-wave velocity 
measurements (Karaman, Kaya, and Kesimal, 2015). 

It is still not fully understood why water and loading 
rate have different influences on rock mechanical behaviour, 
especially under dynamic conditions. The apparent physical rate-
dependent constitutive model for estimating effects of loading 
rate and water on experimental data and physical mechanisms 
should be studied. Some energy or stress-based dynamic fracture 
criteria for brittle materials can be considered with various failure 
criteris, including the Mohr-Coulomb criterion.

Conclusions
The effects of water content and loading rate on changes in the 
mechanical responses in Berea Sandstone were examined. The 
compressive and tensile strengths of dry and saturated samples 
were examined under static and dynamic loading conditions. The 
main findings of this study are as follows.
 ➤   The static compressive and tensile strengths were greater 

for dry samples than for saturated samples. 
 ➤   The effect of water on the compressive dynamic mechanical 

strength was not significant in Berea Sandstone, suggesting 
that the effect of water on the mechanical behaviour of rock 
under compression is more apparent at lower loading rates. 

 ➤   In contrast to the dynamic compressive test, in dynamic 
tensile tests, the effect of water on the maximum stress was 
greater for the dry sample than for the saturated sample, 
supporting the evidence that the effect of water could be 
more obvious in dynamic tensile tests than with dynamic 
compressive measurements. 

Figure 7—The effect of water content on dynamic tensile mechanical properties of Berea Sandstone tested with SHPB. (A) Maximum stress and (B) Young’s modu-
lus. * P < 0.05 by Student’s two-tailed t-test (n = 2)

Figure 8—Young’s modulus estimated from P- and S-wave measurements 
(n = 4)
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 ➤   The effect of water on the Young’s modulus was much more 
drastic in dynamic tensile tests than in dynamic compressive 
tests. 

The results of our study provide insight into how the water 
content of rock can affect mechanical behaviour, depending on 
the stress loading rates, and contribute to the improvement of 
safety and cost-effectiveness in geotechnical applications.
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Appendix: Supplementary information

Table AI

Summary of P- and S- wave velocity measurements for calculating the Young’s 
modulus of Berea Sandstone. The (±) value indicates the standard error of the 
mean (SEM, n = 8)

Testing Number of 
specimens

Sample 
diameter 

(av)
Sample 

length (av)
P-wave 

velocity(av)
S-wave 

velocity(av)

Calculated  
Young’s  

modulus (GPa)

Compression 
testing

8 55.09  
(±0.02)

55.08  
(±0.26)

2582.20  
(± 10.45)

1796.72 
(±8.29)

14.49 
(±0.12)

Tensile testing 8 55.09  
(± 0.01)

20.32  
(± 0.06)

2637.74  
(± 16.56)

1820.19  
(± 23.49)

14.77 
(± 0.19)

Dynamic testing 8 55.10  
(± 0.01)

20.13  
(± 0.10)

2609.15  
(± 14.56)

1783.74  
(± 6.95)

14.69 
(± 0.16)

Figure A1—An example of a stress-strain curve from a static compressive 
strength test
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Company affiliates
The following organizations have been admitted to the Institute as Company Affiliates

3M South Africa (Pty) Limited
AECOM SA (Pty) Ltd
AEL Mining Services Limited
Air Liquide (PTY) Ltd
Alexander Proudfoot Africa (Pty) Ltd
AMEC Foster Wheeler
AMIRA International Africa (Pty) Ltd
ANDRITZ Delkor(Pty) Ltd
Anglo Operations Proprietary Limited
Anglogold Ashanti Ltd
Arcus Gibb (Pty) Ltd
ASPASA
Atlas Copco Holdings South Africa (Pty) Limited
Aurecon South Africa (Pty) Ltd
Aveng Engineering
Aveng Mining Shafts and Underground
Axiom Chemlab Supplies (Pty) Ltd
Axis House Pty Ltd
Bafokeng Rasimone Platinum Mine
Barloworld Equipment -Mining
BASF Holdings SA (Pty) Ltd
BCL Limited
Becker Mining (Pty) Ltd
BedRock Mining Support Pty Ltd
BHP Billiton Energy Coal SA Ltd
Blue Cube Systems (Pty) Ltd
Bluhm Burton Engineering  Pty Ltd
Bond Equipment (Pty) Ltd
Bouygues Travaux Publics
CDM Group
CGG Services SA
Coalmin Process Technologies CC
Concor Opencast Mining
Concor Technicrete
Council for Geoscience Library
CRONIMET Mining Processing SA Pty Ltd
CSIR Natural Resources and the Environment (NRE)
Data Mine SA
Digby Wells and Associates
DRA Mineral Projects (Pty) Ltd
DTP Mining - Bouygues Construction
Duraset
Elbroc Mining Products (Pty) Ltd
eThekwini Municipality
ExMente Technologies (Pty) Ltd
Expectra 2004 (Pty) Ltd
Exxaro Coal (Pty) Ltd
Exxaro Resources Limited
Filtaquip (Pty) Ltd
FLSmidth Minerals (Pty) Ltd
Fluor Daniel SA ( Pty) Ltd
Franki Africa (Pty) Ltd-JHB
Fraser Alexander (Pty) Ltd
G H H Mining Machines (Pty) Ltd
Geobrugg Southern Africa (Pty) Ltd
Glencore
Hall Core Drilling (Pty) Ltd
Hatch (Pty) Ltd
Herrenknecht AG
HPE Hydro Power Equipment (Pty) Ltd 
Immersive Technologies 
IMS Engineering (Pty) Ltd
Ingwenya Mineral Processing (Pty) Ltd
Ivanhoe Mines SA
Joy Global Inc.(Africa)
Kudumane Manganese Resources
Leco Africa (Pty) Limited
Leica Geosystems (Pty) Ltd

Longyear South Africa (Pty) Ltd
Lull Storm Trading (Pty) Ltd
Maccaferri SA (Pty) Ltd
Magnetech (Pty) Ltd
MAGOTTEAUX (PTY) LTD
Maptek (Pty) Ltd
Maxam Dantex (Pty) Ltd
MBE Minerals SA Pty Ltd
MCC Contracts (Pty) Ltd
MD Mineral Technologies SA (Pty) Ltd
MDM Technical Africa (Pty) Ltd
Metalock Engineering RSA (Pty)Ltd
Metorex Limited
Metso Minerals (South Africa) Pty Ltd
Micromine Africa (Pty) Ltd
MineARC South Africa (Pty) Ltd
Minerals Council of South Africa
Minerals Operations Executive (Pty) Ltd
MineRP Holding (Pty) Ltd
Mintek
MIP Process Technologies (Pty) Limited
MLB Investment CC
Modular Mining Systems Africa (Pty) Ltd
MSA Group (Pty) Ltd
Multotec (Pty) Ltd
Murray and Roberts Cementation
Nalco Africa (Pty) Ltd
Namakwa Sands(Pty) Ltd
Ncamiso Trading (Pty) Ltd
New Concept Mining (Pty) Limited
Northam Platinum Ltd - Zondereinde
Opermin Operational Excellence
OPTRON (Pty) Ltd
PANalytical (Pty) Ltd
Paterson  & Cooke Consulting Engineers (Pty) Ltd
Perkinelmer
Polysius A Division Of Thyssenkrupp Industrial Sol
Precious Metals Refiners
Ramika Projects (Pty) Ltd
Rand Refinery Limited
Redpath Mining (South Africa) (Pty) Ltd
Rocbolt Technologies
Rosond (Pty) Ltd
Royal Bafokeng Platinum
Roytec Global (Pty) Ltd
RungePincockMinarco Limited
Rustenburg Platinum Mines Limited
Salene Mining (Pty) Ltd
Sandvik Mining and Construction Delmas (Pty) Ltd
Sandvik Mining and Construction RSA(Pty) Ltd 
SANIRE
Schauenburg (Pty) Ltd
Sebilo Resources (Pty) Ltd
SENET (Pty) Ltd
Senmin International (Pty) Ltd
Smec South Africa
Sound Mining Solution (Pty) Ltd
SRK Consulting SA (Pty) Ltd
Time Mining and Processing (Pty) Ltd
Timrite Pty Ltd
Tomra (Pty) Ltd
Ukwazi Mining Solutions (Pty) Ltd
Umgeni Water
Verni Speciality Construction Products (Pty) Ltd
Webber Wentzel
Weir Minerals Africa
Welding Alloys South Africa
Worley 
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wish all of our members

and those who supported us throughout this year,
a heartfelt Seasons greetings to you and yours.

We point out to anyone who is interested in joining the SAIMM of the benefits of being a member:
i Receipt of a monthly professional Journal with informative technical content of a high standard which serves as a

communication medium to keep members informed on matters relating to their professional interests.
i Attendance at conferences, symposia, colloquia, schools and discussion groups at competitive prices with discounted

rates for members.
i The SAIMM is registered with ECSA as a Voluntary Association and all SAIMM members qualify for discounted ECSA

fees as a result of their SAIMM membership.
i Members obtain valuable ECSA Continued Professional Development (CPD) points when they attend our accredited

events.
i SAIMM members have free access to over 100 000 papers from around the world via OneMine.org.
i SAIMM provides its members with free access to some services of the Technical Library.

Visit www.saimm.co.za

to download the membership

application form

As another successful and busy
year comes to a close, we at
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YOUR 
COMMUNITY
Our members are the 
foundation of our dynamic 
community of professionals and 
academics, united by a vision 
for a prosperous and principled 
mineral resources sector. 
As a local collaborative platform 
for development of the sector, 
our primary role is to identify, 
represent, and promote the 
needs and concerns of our 
members. 
Another vital function is to 
share scientifi c and technical 
knowledge and promote 
continuing education. 
Our student members benefi t 
from opportunities for career 
development. 

YOUR 
NATION
SAIMM fosters 
communication to 
multistakeholder audiences 
in the interests of 
development and innovation 
of the sector in Southern 
Africa. 
In the broader regulatory and 
industrial landscape, SAIMM 
represents its members on 
statutory bodies such as 
the Engineering Council of 
South Africa (ECSA) and the South African 
Council for Natural Scientifi c Professions 
(SACNASP). 
Through cooperation with other professional 
associations, we are able to speak with a 
single voice to government and mineral 
industry forums. 
The prestigious SAIMM Journal was ranked 
a ‘premier journal’ by the International 
Society of Mining Professors (SOMP) in 2014. 
SAIMM Journal and conference papers are 
hosted on the OneMine.org database, which 
gives our authors an even wider audience.  

YOUR 
CONTINENT
In 2006, SAIMM articulated 
its commitment to mineral 
resource development in the 
subcontinent and the rest of 
Africa by changing its name to 
the Southern African Institute 
of Mining and Metallurgy. 
With branches in Namibia, 
Zambia and Zimbabwe 
and regular conferences, 
SAIMM has ensured a strong 
presence as a proponent of 
innovation, sustainability, and 
transparency in the region and 
the African continent.  

YOUR 
WORLD
SAIMM continually fosters 
linkages, contacts, and 
cooperation worldwide with 
institutes that share our vision 

and are working towards 
the same goals. 
This ensures that SAIMM 
is part of a prestigious 
network of professional 
peers that ensure the 
promotion of local best 
practice in mineral 
resources. 
Our contribution to 
high-profi le forums such 
as the Global Mineral 
Professionals Alliance 
(GMPA) cements the 
reputation of SAIMM as 
a global roleplayer in the 
sector.   

PROFESSIONALS FOR THE MINE OF THE FUTURE
SAIMM’s Scholarship Trust Fund, set up in 2002, and the Young Professionals 
Council (YPC), established in 2014 for members 35 and younger, further 
support the local sector by securing a supply of competent and dedicated 
minerals sector professionals. 
The aim of YPC’s three working groups – Education, Career Guidance, and 
Enterprise Development – is to further the mission of the SAIMM across 
schools, universities, business, professional bodies, and the broader 
enterprise spectrum.     

BUILDING 
A COMMUNITY

BUILDING 
A NATION




